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The efficacy of radiotherapy as a treatrrent tedrnique in the control of cancer

is strongly dependent upon the ability of the modality to deliver a sterilizing

dose of radiation to cancerous tissue while sparing surrounding healthy tissue.

The use of Fourier domain techniques to improve the quality of portal images

has been investigated and discussed in this thesis. Digital image processing

techniques using Fourier domain techniques have been shown to be effective in

removing periodic artifacts from portal images as well as enhancing image

features such as anatomical detail or removing noise. The effect of image

processing on portal images has also been investigated. The results showed that

for a number of spatial and frequenry domain image processing techniques,

image processing can improve the accuracy of obsen¡ers when asked to detect

the presence or absence of an object in a phantom image. The study also showed

that the greatest improvement in observer accuracy is obtained when

e>rperienced observers Íue employed.

ABSTRACT

The ultimate goal of on-line portal imaging is the fully automated verification

of treatment field set-up. A semi automated computerized technique has been

developed to detect the location of the radiation beam incident upon the patient

as well a the location of superficial landmarks placed on the exterior of the

patient.
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1. The Goal of Radiotherapy

The goal of radiotherapy is ideally the total and pennanent disappearance of

cancerous tissue from a diseased patient. Even when this is not achieved, "local

control"- the prevention of the recunence of the disease at the primary site - may

be achieved. Radiotherapy may also be used for palliative treatments in cases

where the disease is in an advanced stage or in cases where a curative dose

cannot be given due to the sensitivig of adjacent tissues. These goals are

achieved by the accurate delivery of a prescribed amount of radiation to a given

volume of cancerous tissue within a patient while sparing normal healthy tissue.

To meet this Boù, two basic criteria must be met. Firstly, the precise

deterrnination of the size and location of the tumor or target volume within the

patient must be made. Secondly, the dose delivered by the treaûnent machine

mustbe within a defined tolerance of the prescribed amount.

In reality, the accurary required to meet these goals is rarely met. Dutreix [1]

outlined the sources of error whidr can reduce the accuracy of radiotherapy as:

(Ð inconect alignment of the patient in the treatment beam, (ii) patient

movement during treatment, (iii) improper placement of shielding blocks, (iv)

shifting of skin marks relative to internal anatomical structures, and (v)

mechanical alignment problems of the radiation treahent machine. The result of

these factors is to produce errors, lcnown as localization enors, in which the

localization of cancerous tissue is misjudged, resulting in inadequate radiation

treaturent of the tumor and unnecessary exposure of nor:nal tissue to radiation.



Localization errors are dependent on the location of the tumor within the

patient, and vary according to the site being treated. Table L shows the results of

a study undertaken by Byhart et. al. 12) which shows the percentage of

localization errolls as a function of treatment site. Not surprisingly, regions

which were easiest to immobilize (craniat) had the lowest localization error rate

in comparison to relatively mobile treatment regions such as the pelvis.

Soecific Site of Primarv Malisnancv

ENT Resion

Cranial Recion

ChestReeion

Table 1.: Variation in film placement error, defined as a 0.5cm displacement or

more of the planned treatment film in comparison with the actual treatment field

for several sites within the body. (Taken from Byhart et. al. [2])

Extra Pelvic Abdomen

Pelvic

Bone Metastases

Localization film error rate(Vol

Along with the degree of immobilization, as indicated by Table 1., there is also

evidence to support the theory that frequent patient monitoring also reduces

localization errots [3]. Marks et. al. [4] showed that over a 6 year period from

t969 to l9T4,localization error was reduced from 36% to 15% when the number

of portal verification films per patient was doubled.
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Dutreix [1] has suggested that the improved treatment of cancer using cunent

radiotherapy techniques can be achieved by ensuring accurate setup procedures

and close monitoring of the delivered dose. Goitein et. al. [5] and Dutreix [1.]

have suggested that the dose delivered to the patient should be within + 5% of.

the prescribed value to achieve the specified treatment goal. There also exists

substantial clinical infonnation for a variety of treatnrent sites and cancer types

that frequent patient monitoring can also significantly reduce the recurrence rate

of cancer l3-4, G9l.

2. Methods of Treatment Monitoring

2.1The Portal Film

Until recentl5l the most common technique used to verify the location, size,

and shape of the radiation field with respect to the volume of tissue of interest

involved a photographic technique l.rrown as portal film verification. Portal

films are typically used in combination with metal screen systems [9] to increase

the sensitivity of the film to the incident photon flux. A t¡pical screen-film

system may consist of a single emulsion film in contact with a metal screen

(typically copper). Incident photons interact the metal, producing electrons. The

electrons produced by the screen in turn exposes the film, resulting in a portal

film of the radiation treatment.

In cunent clinical practice, three tSpes of portal films are acquired. The first,

referred to as a localization film consists of a high sensitivity film that is exposed

using only an initial fraction of the treatrrent dose. The purpose of localization

portal films is to identify setup errors associated with the treatment. Treatnent

4



must be halted to obtain the portal film and assessment of localization errors

cannot be perforrned until the film has been processed and developed, which

can involve several minutes. A second type of portal film, refemed to as a

verification portal film is acquired by exposing a portal film for the entire

treatnrent and are the most common films taken at the Manitoba Cancer

Treatment and Research Foundation (MCTRF). Verification films are thus a

record of the entire treatment. The third type of portal film is a double elposure

film, which is acquired by exposing the film using a large field of view and then

reducing the field to the required treabnent specifications and exposing the film

using another short elposure. The advantage of double exposure films is that

infor:nation regarding sunounding anatomy is obtained and the only restriction

on this type of film is that the dose to the sunounding tissue should be as low as

possible. A disadvantage of this technique is the extra time required to acquire,

process and review this tSpe of film.

Unfortunately, two serious problems reduce the effectiveness of portal films:

the quality of the image and the delay associated with acquiring and processing

the portal film. Image qualit¡1 specifically contrast is degraded by the small

difference in attenuation co-efficient between bone and soft tissue as well as the

small scattering cross section of these materials at megavoltage photon energies

[10]. Other factors such as resolution and the signal to noise ratio of the image

also effect image quality.

5



For these reasons, the effectiveness of portat films in treatment verification is
Iimited. A report by the American Association of Physicists in medicine (AApM)

[11] showed that, of 158 institutions which responded to a questionnaire, 90%

took portal films on75% percent of patients treated on the first day of treahent
while only 40% of these institutions repeated this check on at least a weekly
basis. Considering the clinical evidence for the need to verify patient treatment
setup, it would appear that the efficacy of portal filns is limited.

2.2 On-Line Portal Imaging Systems

As a result of the disadvantages associated with portal films, many
investigators have developed so called 'on-line'portal imaging systems which
allow images of treatment volumes to be recorded and displayed on
conventional video monitors several seconds L12l after the initiation of a

radiation treatment. Systems that are currently being developed include silicon
diodes [13], solid state detectors [14], ion chambers [1b], fiber optic [16J, and

phosphor/screen video camera systems Í1,2, 17-221. The advantages of these

digital systems in comparison to portal films are well documented [12]. These

include noise reduction by frame averaging, observation of patient motion
during treatnent, and the rapid corection of gross localization effors.

6



A digital fluoroscopic imaging system developed by Shalev et al [12] is

currently installed at our center. Figure 1. shows a diagrammatic representation

of the three (3) major components of the on-line system, the metal/phosphor

detector and mirror, video c¿ìmera, and host computer. The metal/phosphor

combination consists of a Lmm thick copper screen coated with a rare earth

phosphor (Gd2O2S:Tb), while the front faced mirror, oriented at 45 degrees to

the phosphor screen serves to remove the camera from the direct x-ray beam,

prolonging the life of the video camera. Because of the low light level incident

upon the video c¿ìmera ( approximately 4xlù3 fc for an incident dose rate of 60

cGy/min from a 4Mv linac l12l) a low light level silicon intensified target (SIT)

camera is used. The host computer consists of a IBM PC-AT 80286 personal

computer using an Imaging Technology Series 151. Image Processor (Woburn,

MA).
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3. Factors Which Affect Image Quality in On-Line Portal Images

The quality of portal images is limited by the spatial resolution of the imaging

system and the low contrast of anatomical infonnation at megavoltage energies.

Spatial resolution is limited by four factors: the size of the radiation source in

the treatnent machine, the pixel size of the on-line imaging device, the blurring

produced by patient motion throughout treatment, and the frequency response

of the on-line imager. The effect of a finite source size can be examined by

referring to Figure 2 which shows a tlpical ¿urangement for a radiotherapy

treahent machine. In the diagram, S denotes the size of the source, C the

collimator to source distance and F the source to detector distance.

S

Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of finite source size and penumbra.

Collimators I
P

,4\Itr
-.l,



The penumbra, R gives rise to blurring of the object about its edges. For the

geometry in Figure 2 the penumbra is given by Equation 1.

For a siemens lrÃx-zlinear accelerator with F = 140 cm, C = 37.5 cm, where C

is measured from the source to the center of the collimator jaws, and S = 0.33 crr

for a 6MV treahent machine [1.7], the penumbra is 0.9 cm. Pixel size also

degtades spatial resolution by limiting the size of the smallest object that can be

detected. Patient motion has a significant effect on spatial resolutiorç especially

in regions such as the thoracic cavity. The effect of motion is to blur objects on

the portal image, reducing their sharpness and hence degrading resolution. As

an example of blurring due to motion, consider the movement of a L cm tumor

located in the thoracic cavity of a patient undergoing radiation therapy. Ross et.

al.l23l showed that, using a ultra-fast CT scanner, tumors located in the thoracic

cavity moved an average of. 6.'1, mm over one respiratory cycle. Given an

acquisition time of 2 seconds, which is typical for verification on-line portal

images at the MCTRF, and equal to one respiratory cycle, then the 1. cm tumor

will be blur:red over (L.0 + 0.61 ) 1.61cm. The result of this motion is to increase

the apparent size of the lesion. If we assume a perfectly sharp edge initially, this

motion will result in a smoothed edge which has a width of close to one third the

diameter of the tumor.

Penumbra - sh

H
(1)

For a signal I and a background level Io contrast is defined by Equation 2.

10



In portal imaging, Io represents the background and I the attenuated photon

fluence that reaches the detector. Thus, to explain why contrast is poor in portal

images, an understanding of the physical processes that deterrnine I must first be

considered. X-ray photons interact with matter via photoelectric absoqptiorç

Compton scattering, pair productiorç coherent scattering and photo

disintegration. The most important of these are photoelectric absorption,

Compton scattering, and pair production. Photoelectric absorption occurs when

a photon interacts with an atoms inner shell elechon and is completely absorbed

by the atom. In its place a photoelectron is emitted. The energy of the emitted

electron, Es is given by the difference in the binding energy of the electron E6,

and the incident photon energy, ha and is given by (3).

Contrast: L-r
Io+I

(2)

The vacancy caused by the emission of the electron in the atom is quickly filled

by a higher energy electrorç followed by the emission of a lower energ'y photon (

referred to as characteristic radiation) or an Auger electron. Typically, both the

elechon and photon are absorbed within a few millimeters of the original site.

The probability of photoelectric absorption depends on the cube of the atomic

number, Z. Thercfore bone and soft tissues have very different photoelectric

attenuation coefficients leading to high contrast in radiographic images. The

Ee ha -Fl6

photoelectric cross section (op) is highly dependent upon the energy of the

incident photon and at megavoltage energies this effect is small compared to

11,

(3)



competing processes. For example, given a photon energy of 0.80 MeV and an

atomic number of 12 for carbon, which is close to that of bone (Z = 12.31) [10], op

is less than 0.0001x10-24 cm2latom while the Compton cross section (os) is equal

to 1.41.x1.0-M c¡rrr2 / atom.

Compton scattering occurs when an incident photon interacts with an outer

shell electron in the absorbing material. The incident photon with energy ha is

deflected through an angle, e with respect to its original direction. The photon

transfers a portion of its energy to the electron and the electron moves through

the material as a recoil electron. The photon energ'y is reduced to ha' and is

described by ( ) t101.

The distribution of scattering angles is dependent upon incident photon

energy. At low photon energies (< 1. MeV) 0 can range from 0 to + 180 degrees

while at therapeutic energies ( > 1 MeV) the probability that e win be greater

than + 45 degrees is very low. The Compton scattering cross-section is

independent of atomic number, and dependent upon the physical density of the

material. Thus contrast between bone and soft tissue is considerably lower at

megavoltage energies, where Compton scattering is the most important photon

interaction, than at diagnostic energies where the photoelectric effect can be

dominant. For low Z matenals pair production, which depends on the square of

atomic number, becomes the significant for:n of scattering above 1.0 MeV. This

does not contribute significantly to portal image contrast for 6 and 23NN photon

beams because the average energ"y of these beams is well below 10 MeV.

(4)

72



Figure 3 presents the relative effects of the three processes as a function of

incident photon energ'y. At therapeutic photon energies, Compton interactions

dominate. This predominance means that the contrast of images obtained is poor

when compared to photon energies within the diagnostic imaging range, where

the photoelectric effect is important.

120

100

åso
o
ao60
o
Nqo

20

0

Photo€lectr¡c effect
dominant

Figure 3: Relative importance of photoelecbic, Compton and pair interactions as

a function of incident photon energy and atomic number (Taken from Evans,

The Atomic Nucleus, McGraw-Hill BookCompany,Inc., L955 127)).

Another factor which influences contrast is the scattering or interaction cross-

section of a photon as a function of energ'y. Interactions associated with

Compton scattering produce less contrast than those associated with pair

production or photoelectric interactions. As energ"y increases the percentage of

Compton interactions increase, resulting in a decline in image contrast. As an

example of this effect, the absorption coefficient of bone and fat (soft tissue) for

an incident photon range of 0.001 to 100 MeV is presented in Figure 4 [10]. The

graph also shows the regimes where photoelectric, Compton, and pair

production interactions dominate for bone. In the therapeutic energ'y range the

difference between the coefficients decreases, reducing the contrast between

bone and soft tissue.

13

t,/ Comoton effect

o dominant

0.1

Pair' product¡on
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Figure 4: Absorption coefficients for bone and fat (soft tissue) as a function of

incident photon energy. The graph shows the regimes where photoelectric,

Compton, and pair production dominate for bone. Also shown in the graph is

the K absorption edge for calcium.
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As an example of the difference in image quality between diagnostic and

therapeutic photon energ"y images, two images of a 9?year old male treated for

cancer of the oropharynx are presented in Figure 5. These images represent the

typical image quality obtained for patients being treated for cancer of the head

and neck Figure 5(a) shows the lateral view of the patient obtained using a 65

keV photon energy. The image is referred to as a simulation image and is used

by the oncologist to detennine the conect treatment field to be used in

radiotherapy treatments. This image was obtained by digitizing an x-ray film

obtained through the simulation procedure. Figure 5(b) shows the on-line

treatnrent portal obtained using a 10.5 x'/-.4 c:rrt? treatment field at isocenter and

an incident photon energy of 6 MV. By far the most prominent feature of this

image is not the spinal cord but rather the airway which starts at the upper right

hand corner of the portal image and moves vertically downwards. It should be

noted that both resolution and contrast degradation has occurred in the on-line

when compared to the simulator image.

15



Figure 5(a):

Figure 5þ):

Figure 5: Diagnostic and therapeutic photon energ'y images obtained from an 82

year old male being treated for cancer of the oropharynx. Figure 5(a) shows the

diagnostic energ'y image while figure 5þ) shows the same image obtained using

6MV photons.
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4. Need For Image Processing in Portal Imaging

One of the major goals of on-line portal imaging is to improve the inherently

poor contrast and quality of digital portal images. Although several authors [1.7,

24] have suggested techniques that will increase the quality of portal images in

tenns of contrast and noise, there has not been a study to date which has

evaluated the numerous enhancement techniques available.

It has been suggested that image processing techniques can improve

detectability of anatomical landmarks over unprocessed portal images [2a]. The

advantages of improved landmark detection can be explained by describiog u

t¡ryical on-line acquisition sequence. Using the on-line portal imaging system

described previously, images of patient treatment volumes are acquired,

typically a few seconds after the initiation of the treatment. Under nonnal

conditions, treahents are stopped when an error in the treatment setup (e.g. the

incomect placement of shielding blocks and incorrect patient positioning) has

occurred. If ¿ìn error is noticed, treatment is halted and the necessary

adjustments are made to the patient or the accelerator. By improving the quality

of the onJine portal image displayed, the detectability of setup errols should

increase, resulting in a decrease in the number of inconect treatments.

Another area in which digital image processing techniques are finding

increased application in on-line portal imaging is in the area of image

registration. Several authors 125-261have described techniques to quantify setup

errors using computer assisted analysis by performing alignment of either

anatomical or artificial landmarks to a reference simulator or portal image.

Performing this type of analysis results in both quantitative and qualitative

17



measurements of radiation field misalignment. Currently, alignment is

perfor:ned using manual procedures to pick either anatomical or artificial

landmarks to per{orrr image registration. If registration is to be used to define

treahent setup errors, automated registration techniques are dearly required.

5. Aim and Outline of the Thesis

The aim of this thesis is three fold: (i) to investigate and quantitatively

evaluate a number of image enhancement and restoration techniques currently

in use in on-line portal imaging, (ii) to investigate the use of Fourier domain

filtering techniques and their application to on-line portal images, and (iii) to

investigate the application of Fourier domain techniques in the area of image

registration.

The thesis is divided into I chapters. Chapter L presents the need for image

processing in portal imaging. In Chapter Z non-Fourier image processing

techniques are e>rplained while Chapter 3 investigates the optimization of

contrast enhancement parameters in portal images enhanced using moving

histogtam equalization (MFIE). Chapter 4 investigates global Fourier domain

filtering techniques and Chapter 5 evaluates both Fourier and non-Fourier

domain filtering techniques using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

analysis. Chapter 6 examines artifact removal from MFIE enhanced portal

images and Chapter 7 investigates the use of cross correlation algorithms in the

development of automated portal-simulator image registration. Finally, Chapter

8 summarizes the results of the research work
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Five appendices are also included in the thesis. Appendix I contains the MTF

calculations used to rank the four filters used in the ROC study. Appendix tr

contains all the technical information required to run the receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) program ROC.C. Appendix trI contains the technical

infor:nation to run the ROC analysis program ROC_ANL.C. Appendix IV

contains a mathematical derivation of the parameters necessary to slmthesize a

graticule on onJine portal images. Appendix V contains the technical

infonnation required to run the cross comelation program CI{S_COR.C.
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L. Introduction

The poor quality of both analog and digital portal images has given rise to

numerous attempts at improving the contrast of anatomical features as well as

the extraction of informatiorç such as treatment field edges from the portal

image. This has also been matched by the need to provide accurate verification

of the treatment field as well as the tumor volume as portal images are the most

common forrn of verifying the accuracy of radiotherapy treahents. Contrast

enhancement techniques include an analog photographic method [1], digital

gray level windowing lLíl, and non-linear digitat techniques such as global

histogram equalization [5-7]. One approach is a family of adaptive non-linear

techniques using histogram equalization routines [5-6, S-14]. Other techniques

that have been successfully applied to on-line portal images to enhance certain

features of the portal image, such as anatomical edges Í4,1.51or field edges [16] ,

have included unsharp mask algorithms 11,6-?,01, Sobel edge detectors U9-211

and the conection of non-uniformity in the portal image using open field images

Í221. In this chapter, a review of image sharpening, contrast enhancement edge

detection algorithms, as well as the effect of open field image correction

techniques and their application to on-line portal images will be reported.

Examples of these techniques will also be provided.
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2. Image Sharpening

Image sharpening is defined as the enhancement of edges within an image.

In portal imaging, this procedure is particularly useful because of the low

contrast of infor:nation within the portal image. An example of a spatial domain

sharpening kernel is shown in Equation (1) which consists of a 3 x 3 integer

matrix whose sum is equal to L.0. Equation (1) is applied as a spatial domain

convolution between the matrix below and the image to be processed.

Figure 1 (a) shows an on-line portal image of a left lateral view of. a 23 yeat

old female treated for cancer of the tongue using 4 MV photons. Figure 1(b)

shows the histogram of the gray scales in the portal image calculated within the

region of interest (ROÐ in Figure 1(a). For the given image, the first peak

contains the background pixels while the two smaller peaks represent pixels that

contain anatomical information. To ensure an equal comparison between Figure

1(a) and the processed versions of this image could be made, all processed

images were, after applyrog thu various processing techniques, renormalizedby

integrating the gray level histogram, deterrrining the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of the image, and finding the gray levels equal to 0.05 and 0.95 of

the maximum value of the CDF curve. Images were then linearly rescaled so that

the 0.05 and 0.95 values were remapped to gray scale of 0 and 256 respectively.

This procedure ensured that all images were displayed using the same gray

scale r¿mge of the image display system.

l-r -l
nç,¡¡:l-r s

l-r -r I
(1)
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Figure 1(c) shows the effect of applying the sharpening algorithm denoted in
(1) to Figure 1(a). It should also be noted that the convolution procedure c¿rn

equally well be described as a Fourier space operation (See Chapter 4). The effect

of applying this kernel to an image is to leave relatively unifonn regions of the

image unchanged while enhancing features whose gray levels rapidly change

over relatively short regions of the image. For example, the teeth, mandible, and

the edges of the immobilization cast are all enhanced in Figure 1(c). The image

has also been thresholded using the CDF of the image as described in this

section.

Another type of image sharpening, referred to as an unsharp masking, has

been applied in several diagnostic and therapeutic imaging modalities including

the enhancement of interstitial disease in digital chest radiographs [23], the

enhancement of anatomical landmarks in chest radiographs [18], the detection of

anatomical edges in storage phosphor portal images [1.6], and enhancement of
anatomical detail in digital fluorography Í7ll images. The effectiveness of the

unsharp mask algorithm for the detection of square objects in a contrast detail

phantom was quantitatively evaluated by Loo et. al. [25] who showed that when

a large filter mask and weighting factor were used, the detection of these objects

could be improved. Equation (2) is a mathematical representation of the unsharp

mask procedure where r!,y) represents the original image, h(ry) a smoothing

kernel, cr and p weighting functions, @ the convolution procedure and f'(*y)
the unsharp masked version of f$,y).

f' (x,y) : cr f(x,y) - þ f(x,y) @ h(x,y)

2ß

(2)



The degree of enhancement on the unsharp masking algorithm is obviously

determined by the values of c and B used with the restriction that the ratio cr/B

be always greater than 1.0. The effect of the value of p is to detennine the degree

to which the low frequenry component of the signal is removed in the filtering

Process. 11 a/ þ = 1..0 then a significant low frequency component of the image is

removed, resulting in an image comprising predominantly high frequency or

edge infonnation. Although this may appear to be ideal in tenns of enhancing

edge informatiorç the problem of noise amplification begins to appear. Table 1 is

a table of signal to noise ratios (SNRs) for the portal image shown in Figure 1(a)

processed with the unsharp mask algorithm denoted in (2) for varying dlþ
ratios. In this instance the value of SNR was calculated by considering the ratio

of the mean and standard deviation of pixel values within a region of 60 x 60

pixels. The region was placed in the upper left hand corner of the image where

no anatomical infonnation existed. Any change in the SNR was as a result of the

enhancement of noise in the image. As erpected, the noise component of the

image is decreased as the value of a is increased for fixed B.

cr,

p

a/þ

Table 1: SNR values for portal image shown in Figure 1(a) enhanced with the

unsharp mask algorithm using differing values oÍ a/ þ.

3

SNR

2

'1..5

4

13.76

2

2.0

5

16.08

2

2.5

6

16.8s

2

3.0

7

17.21

2

3.5

17.42
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As an example of this process, Figure 1(a) has been enhanced using an

unsharp masking algorithm with cr = 3 and þ = 2. The smoothiog kernel, h(>Cy)

in this instance was a 9x9 kernel whose elements were all equal to values of L.

The resultant image is shown in Figure 1(d). The image was also renorrnalized

using the procedure defined earlier. A disadvantage of this procedure is that

noise is also amplified, which can be seen in Figure 1(d). In cases where the

contrast of features within the original image is low (as is the case of portal

images), unsharp masking can result in significant contrast enhancement at the

exPense of added noise. The noise in the smoothed image, ôo is always less than

the noise in the original, ôr so the noise in the enhanced image, ôe will be given

by: ô.:ffi<1.4ô,. The question as to whether increased image contrast

and noise associated with unsharp masking improves image quality has not

been addressed in this work

A more sophisticated approach than the global techniques described above is

to apply adaptive processing techniques that vary over the image. Kim et. al. [Zi]
showed that an adaptive fonn of the unsharp mask algorithm could be used to

enhance the contrast of both lung and mediastinum in chest radiographs. In this

technique a value of h(ay) was detennined for each pixel in the image. Another

adaptive tectrnique, suggested by Leszez.fnski et. al. [27] involved a modified

version of the Lee filter, a noise adaptive version of the unsharp mask algorithm

denoted in (2). The technique was particularly well suited to phosphor screen-

video portal imaging systems because, rather than adjusting the degree of

enhancement based on the noise in a small region about the pixel of interest,

enhancement was controlled by the temporal noise of each pixel, deterrnined

over the number of frames that were averaged in the final image. This technique
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also removed the effect of measuring a local gradient in the image when only

spatial pixel variations are considered.

3. Contrast Enhancement

Analog contrast enhancement was suggested by Reinstein et. al. [1], and used

a 1 multiplication technique. The process involved making successive prints of a

portal film using a second une¡posed radiotherapy localization film. By

exposing the two films in contact with one another to a lnown amount of light

and processing the localization film, the finat gamma which deter:nines the

amount of contrast enhancement produced by the printing process became the

product of the two individual film gammas. As the product of the two gammas

is greater than the individual values, film contrast is increased (film gamma in

this case is the maximum value of the slope of the H&D curve of the film). A

subsequent study conducted by Reinstein et. aI. [28] evaluated the effectiveness

of this technique by asking five (5) obsen¡er's to view an originat and y processed

portal film of a resolution phantom. The study showed that for short viewing

times ( < 60 seconds), the accuracy of observer's was statistically better for films

processed using the y technique in comparison to the original image, but that this

difference was not significant for extended viewing times ( > 80 seconds).

Although this technique was effective for restricted viewing times, it was limited

by the time required to perfor:n the procedure and the increased cost, and is not

used routinely in clinical practice.

In digitat images, contrast enhancement is achieved by transforming pixels

whose gray levels are within a small range to a much larger one via a gray scale

transfonnation function. A common transfonnation function can apply to all
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pixels within the image, a procedure l,crown as global contrast enhancement, or

the transformation function can vary depending upon the region within the

image, a procedure referred to as local or adaptive contrast enhancement.

The simplest global enhancement technique is gray level windowing, in

which the gray levels within a defined range are linearly erpanded into the full
gray scale range of the display system [20], as shown in Figure 1(e) where ttre

contrast of anatomical infonnation has been increased, but often at the expense

of the field edge infor:nation. A study conducted by Metz et. al. [29] showed

that, although windowing increases the contrast of low contrast objects in ideal

images, the same is not necessarily true for more realistic ones. In fact, the

perceived contrast depended in a complicated way on a number of factors

including the endpoints of display scale, signal contrast, and noise level in the

original image. This was also demonstrated by Davies et. al. [30] who showed

that when high resolution radiographic wrist images were evaluated to

deter:nine the presence or absence of fractures, contrast enhancement did not

significantly improve the accuracy of an observer's diagnosis.

More sophisticated techniques involve applying a transfonnation equation

based on the histogram of the gray levels within the image. If the transformation

equation produces an image whose gray scale histogram takes on the same value

for all gray scales, this process is referred to as histogram equalization ['1,9, ?Ã]

and is shown in Figure 1(f), while an equation which produces an image whose

histogram increases hyperbolically with gray level, the procedure is lcnown as

histogram hyperbolization (Figure 1(h)). Histogram equalization and

hyperbolization are also shown in the histograms of the equalized and

h¡perbolized images ( Figure 1(g) and (i) respectively ) catculated for pixels
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within the RoIs shown in Figures 1(f) and 1(h). The original gray scale

histogram of the image (Figure 1(b)) has been modified by these two processes

so that approximates a constant and hSperbola respectively. Figure 1(g)

demonstrates how global histogram equalization has several short comings

when applied to portal images. Remembering that the CDF of the original image

is the transfor:nation equation which transfor:ns the originul gt"y scales to their
new values then the variation in the frequenry of gray levels within the range 0

to 100 is due to the steepness of the CDF wittrin this range. The originul gray

scale values are exPanded into a much larger range and consequently some gray
scales are not used in the transfonnation process. Although histogram

equalization has been effective in diagnostic imaging modalities [31], this and

other global techniques have limitations which are particularly important in
portal images. Gray level windowing expands contrast within a given range of
gray levels, but at the expense of gray levels outside the window range. GIobaI

histogram transformations may also be sub-optimal for portal images, as often

the transfonnation equation enhances contrast in background regions where no

clinical infonnation exists. Another problem is that field edges are often

distorted by the transfoflriation process, which is undesirable when evaluating

the shape and dimension of the radiation field [32].

A solution to the problems of global transformations described above is to
aPPly locally adaptive transfor:nation techniques. One such technique which

was originally adapted from that of Hummel [33] and suggested by pizer et al

[9] is l.¡rown as adaptive histogram equalization (AFIE). In AFIE, the image is

divided into a grid of small contextual regions. For a SIZ x 480 pixel image, a

typicat region size would be equal to 64 x 60 pixels. Histogram equalization is
per{orimed at the central pixel while pixels which are not Iocated at the center of
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each region are transfor:ned by bilinear interpolation between adjacent

contextual region transfor:nation equations. Figure 1(i) shows the effect of

aPPl)ãng AFIE to Figure 1(a). In this instance, a contextual region of. 64 x 60

pixels was chosen and equalization was per{onned over all pixels (512x480) in

the image. Pizer et al [10] suggested that the AFIE technique could be improved

by limiting the amount of contrast enhancement in regions of unifonn

background, thus reducing the enhancement of noise as well as artifacts. This

technique was lcrown as contrast limited AHE (CLAFIE). A problem associated

with AFIE is that artifacts in the for:n of a regular series of bright and dark

bands are introduced into the image which result from the interpolation

procedure and appear in the two interpolation directions. As an attempt to

reduce the interpolation artifact, a further modification of Pizer's AFIE

algorithm, lcnown as moving histogram equalization (À/ftIE) t8l has been

proposed. MFIE employs a similar interpolation procedure to that of Pizer except

that a one-dimensional band of pixels is selected and divided into contextual

regions. In the case of MFIE, histogram equalization is per{ormed on the central

pixel of each region while pixels falling along a line between adjacent central

pixels are transformed using a linear interpolation algorithm. Once all the pixels

along this central row are transfonned, the band is shifted down by one row of

pixels and the procedure is repeated until all the rows of the image are

transformed in this manner. Figure 1 (k) shows the application of the MFIE

algorithm to the lateral view of the radiological phantom shown in Figure 1(a). It
is also interesting to note that when moderate contrast enhancement is chosen for

the AHE and MFIE algorithms, the amplitude of artifact is small and there

aPPears to be little differences between the two processed images. The problem

of removing artifacts produced by MFIE will be addressed in Chapter 6 as well
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as demonstrating a technique for removing the artifact using Fourier domain

filtering techniques.

4. Edge Detection Algorithms

In addition to the enhancement of contrast in portal images, the location of

anatomical landmarks as well as the size and shape of the treatment field is often

required. The most common way in which this information is obtained is to

determine the edge of the object of interest, be it the outline of an anatomical

structure or the treatnent field edge.

An edge can be defined as the local discontinuity of image luminance from

one level to another [20] and for digital images, luminance is detennined by the

gray scale of the image. A gtay scale of 0 represents low luminance while a gïay

scale of ?'55 represents high luminance. The strength of an edge is deter:nined by

the interplay of two factors; the contrast and width of the edge. Edge contrast

can be defined as the difference io gtuy levels at either side of the discontinuity

while the edge widttì is defined as the spatial extent of the discontinuity. The

higher the contrast and the narrower the width of the edge the stronger the edge

will be. Figure 2 shows a profile of two edges, the first, representing a strong,

well defined edge, and the second a poorly defined or weak edge.
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Figure 2: Profiles of two types of edges. (a) A high contrast narrow widtlr

edge. (b) A low contrastbroad width edge.
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Edge contrast in portal images is determined by the difference in attenuation

between adjacent structures. For anatomical structures this difference is low and

as a result edge contrast between these strucfures is low, unlike the differences

encountered at the edge of the treatment field. In a typical portal image, the

maximum edge contrast will occur where the intensity of radiation incident

uPon the detector decreases from a maximum within the treahent field edge to

a value of close to zero outside of the radiation field.

EdgeI

(b)

Edge width is also an important factor in deter:nining the strength of an edge.

Typically the edge is defined as the point of maximum gradientllg-201over the

local discontinuity. For a narrow edge there will be a large rate of change of the

gradient about the edge, making the edge easy to detect (Figure 2(a)). As the

width of the edge increases the rate of change of the gradient about the edge will

be small (Figure 2þ)), making the deter:mination of the true edge difficult. In an

ideal situation the width of the edge should be equal to two pixels. If this were

true then the exact size and shape of the object of interest, be it the edge of
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anatomical structures or the treatment field edge could be deter:nined precisely.

Unfortunately this is often not the case due to the effect of bluning caused by a

number of factors including patient motiorç the shape of the structure, a finite

radiation source size and the frequency response of the imaging system. When

an edge is blumed, the effect is to broaden the width of the edge, as shown in
Figure 2(b). In ter:ns of frequency components, the nanower the width the

higher the frequency content of the edge. As blurring is the same as a smoothing

or Iow pass filtering operation, high frequency components are removed from an

edge due to blurring, resulting in a broader width of the edge.

A spatial domain edge detector,lcrown as a Sobel kernel ÍLg-zÏlthat has been

applied in many applications including the automated delineation of ribs in

chest radiographs [34], and the extraction of edges in Thallium ?,}¡perfusion

scans [35] can also be used to demonstrate the problems of detecting anatomical

and field edges in portal images. The horizontal, hn(ry), and vertical, hv(ry),
versions of the Sobel edge detector are described in 3(a) and 3þ) respectively.

These detectors differentiate gray scale pixel distributions by calculating the

modulus of the difference between pixels in the two orthogonal directions.

hr(x,y): +li

l-r o rl

h,(x,y) =Il-, o 
4

l-1 0 1l

-2 -il

:il (3a)
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The kernels are applied as a convolution operation, operating on the pixel at the

center of the kernel. When the vertical kernel, denoted in Equation 3(b) is

applied to the on-line portal image shown in Figure 1(a) the resultant is shown

in Figure 1(l). Because anatomical edges have low edge contrast, the strength of

these edges is small and the difference between these edges and the unifor:n

regions of the image is small. Field edges on the other hand have a high edge

contrast and are represented by the bright and dark regions of the image. The

bright edges indicate a positive edge while the dark regions indicate a negative

edge. The effect of blurring is also shown in Figure 1(l). In an ideal situation the

field edges of the image would be no greater than 2 pixels in width. Because of

blurring the width of the edges is increased, as demonstrated by the spatial

extent of the field edges in Figure 1(l) being greater than two pixels.

Another important application of edge detectors in portal imaging is the

verification of the delivered radiation field. Using the ICRU 2t t36l definition of

a dosimetric field edge as the 50 % isodose curye at the depth of maximum dose

inside the patient, it is arguable that an edge detection algorithm must detect the

field edge at a level close to the 50 % isodose level in the portal image as well as

retaining anatomical infor:nation. With this in mind, two approaches have been

developed to solve the problem of field edge detection in portal images. The first

of these, developed by Bijhold et. al. [21] involves calculating the gray scale

histogram of the image and looking for local minimum between two peaks in the

histogram. The assumption of this analysis is that two peals should appear in

the histogram of the image, the first containing gray levels associated with the

unelPosed region of the portal image and the second containing gray scales

associated within the radiation field. The boundary of the field is defined by the

local minimum between the two peaks. A second step, which corrects for
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situations where the bimodal histogram model breaks down, involves applying

a Sobel edge detector to the image to detect the position and direction of the

locally maximum gradient, which is taken as the true edge. In this way false

edges are removed and the true edge is located except in cases when features in

the field that vary with high contrast intersect the true edge. A false edge is

described as an edge that is located within the treatment field. False edges

typically occur when a highly attenuating piece of anatomy is located within the

treahent field, for example a the top of the shoulder in a lateral head and neck

field. The authors suggest that this algorithm could be implemented using an

80386 micro computer in about 1 second.

A second approach to the problem was developed by Leszczynski [32]. The

detection of the field edges again used a two stage but different procedure. The

first step was to calculate the field edge produced by the treatment jaws and lead

shielding blocks using a Difference of Gaussian @OG) filter on the image. After

detecting an initial boundary, segmentation of the boundary into straight line

segments was performed. The advantage of such a technique was to reduce the

number of pixels used to describe the edge. The second step of the atgorithm

was to check for field edges outside the current boundary which may have

resulted from excessive tissue thiclcresses.By scanning along edge segments and

aPPlylng an edge operator outside the boundary, the presence of a true edge was

tested. If a true edge was detected, the segment point was e1panded to the new

boundary point. Old and new edge segments were joined by tracking old and

new segments until they met. Contrast enhancement was then performed using

selective AI{E, a modification of the CLAFIE algorithm described by Pizer et al

[10]. CLAFIE was used so that excessive contrast enhancement was not achieved
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in regions of little or no anatomical detail. Implementation on a 80286 micro

computer required about 1 minute.

Although the algorithm defined by Leszcz¡mski is an interesting example of

an attempt at defining the true field edge, its real time application appears to be

limited.

5. Correction Using An Open Field

In many applications, it may be desirable to correct for non- unifor:nities that

occur throughout the imaging chain. Particular to video screen systems, non-

unifonnities such as lens vþetting [37], which produces a fall-off of the signal

away from the field center, c¿ìn occur. This effect is particularly obvious in

silicon intensified target (SIT) cameras due to the electron optics of the camera,

which produce a similar fall-off. Non-unifonnities in the phosphor screen of the

detector also introduce structured mottle in the image, and may be corrected.

Images are corrected with an open field image acquired by e>rposing the

imaging detector to a unifornr distribution of radiation. Two types of open field

corections can be applied: correction by division or subtraction. Scattering

material is usually placed at the isocenter of the accelerator to decrease the

intensity of the beam incident on the detector as well as providiog 
" relatively

uniforrn dose distribution at the detector face. In experiments carried out at our

center, a typical scattering material consists of at least 15 cm of an expoly based

tissue equivalent material (TElvÐ or a water bath. Images are acquired using a

full open field by setting the collimators of the accelerator fully open. By

acquiring images over relatively long exposures, noise is reduced in the open
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field images leaving only non random artifacts produced by the imaging system.

If f(ay) represents the image containing anatomical infor:nation and h(ay) the

open field image, the two correction processes can be described by either

subtraction (Equation (4)) or division (Equation (5)) of the open field, to produce

the corrected image, f'(fy).

There exists a question as to the advantages of the two techniques. A study

conducted by Baily et. al. [22] compared the signal to noise (SNR) ratios of an

image conected by division and subtraction for fluoroscopic images at keV

energies. The study showed that the ratio of these two values was greater than 1.

when contrasting material was introduced into the image to be corrected,

indicating that division was better than subtraction. The figure of merit for

division versus subtraction is the ratio of the SNRs, and for portal imaging

applications, assuming a perfect imaging chairu can be expressed as t3Sl

1F*/*:ffi, where p is the absorption coefficient of soft tissue and Âx the

difference in thiclness between patient and tissue equivalent material (TEM)

absorber used to acquire the open field. It is apparent that ratios of close to 1

would be achieved at megavoltage energies due to the fact that the attenuation

coefficient is small at these energies. Thus, both techniques would appear to

produce similar results, as shown in Figures 1(m) and 1(n). Although there is

little difference between the two images, correction using open field subtraction

tends to distort treahent field edges [39].

f'(*,y) : f(r,y) - h(x,y)

f'(x,v) = ,t!t''ì
n\x,Y)

(4)

(5)
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Figure 1: (a) Lateral view of a23 year old female patient being treated for cancer

of the tongue acquired on an on-line portal imager described in chapter 1. using

6MV photons. (b) Gray scale histogram of 1(a). (c) Effect of applying a

sharpening algorithm defined in Equation (1). (d) Unsharp mask algorithm

defined in Equation (2) with a = 2 and B = 3. (e) Effect of applying gray level

windowing to (a). (f) Global histogram equalized version of (a). (g) Gray scale

histogram of (Ð.(h) Global histogram hSrperbolizaúon version of (a). (i) Gray

scale histogram of (h). (i) Application of AFIE contrast enhancement algorithm to

(a). (k) Application of MFIE contrast enhancement algorithm to (a). (l)

Application of the Sobel vertical edge detection algorithm defined in Equation

(3a) to (a). (m) Correction using open field division. (n) Conection using open

field subtraction.
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Figure 1(c)
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Figure 1(e)

Figure 1(f)
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Figure 1(k)

Figure 1(l)
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Figure 1(m).

Figure 1(n).
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The Optimization of Contrast Enhancement Parameters for Moving

Histogram Equalization (MHE)

Chøpter 3 '+



L. Introduction

Several techniques of improving the contrast of portal images have included

analog processes such as gamma multiplication [1] as well as numerous digital

techniques including gray level windowing [2], unsharp masking [3], global

histogram equalization [4] and adaptive histogram equalization techniques [5-6].

One of these is an adaptive histogram equalization routine lcnown as moving

histogram equalization (MFIE) [6]. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate

the performance of several input parameters of the MHE algorithm and

detennine which are optimal for on-line portal images. This work should sen/e

as ¿ur initial investigation into the optimal input parameters of the MHE

algorithm and is by no means a definitive study.
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2. Method

2.1 MHE Enhancement Parameters

Two paraneters that are defined by the user when digital images are

enhanced using the MFIE algorithm are the size of. the region of interest (ROÐ

over which contrast enhancement is perforrned (contextual region) and the

amount of contrast multiplication (clipping level). Although values for these

parameters cover an almost infinite range, a limited range of values for these

two parameters are typically used. At the MCTRF clipping levels commonly

used range from values of L to 5. An initial investigation of clipping levels

showed that a value of 1. resulted in negligible contrast enhancement while a

value of 5 was unacceptable since noise and artifacts are significantly enhanced

and produced excessive contrast enhancement. It was thus decided that values of

2 and 4 would be appropriate to cover low and high contrast enhancement

conditions. A similar investigation of ROI sizes showed that region sizes of

32;130 to 64x60 pixels covered a range of sizes used in clinical practice and as a

result ROIs ol. 3?.x30 and 64x60 pixels were chosen for this preliminary study.

Images used in this study were subsequently enhanced with the two values of

clipping and two ROI sizes resulting in a total of 4 enhanced versions of the

original on-line portal image.

2.2lmage Data

Five clinical simulator-portal image pairs (see Table 1.) were used in this

study. Simulator images were first acquired using a Kodak TMAT G diagnostic

film using a Atomic Energy Commission of Canada Therasim 750'" simulator.
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After processing, films were digitized tnto 572,x480x8 bit pixel imáges using a PC

Vision+ image processing board (Imaging Technology, Woburn, MA) connected

to an IBM PC-AT 80386 computer. Portal images of the 5 patients were acquired

using the on-line portal imager attached to a Siemens KD-2 dual energy (6 8L 23

MV) Iinear accelerator. Table 1 lists the energy, anatomical site as well as the

treatment field size at the isocenter of the linear accelerator used when acquiring

the on-line images. The field of view of the online imager was approximately

33x22cm2 at the isocenter of the accelerator which was digitized into 512x480x8

bit pixel images.

Primary Site of

Cancer

Larynx

Endometrial

Thorax

* Treatment field was grcater than the field of view of the on-line imager

Table 1.: Treatrnent field site for on-line portal images used in the MFIE

parameter evaluation study.

Photon energJ¡

IMV)

Brain

Neck

2.3 Testing Procedure

6

23

Treatment Field at

Isocenter

Nine observers consisting of 3 physicists, 3 technologsts, 2 medical physics

graduate students and L oncologist participated in the test. All observers chosen

for the study were familiar with on-line portal images so that the only

6

6

6

15.5 x 18

17 x'1.6

37 x36"

12x10

11x15
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differences in responses could be attributed to the categorizatión of observers

based on profession.

Two computer plafforms were used to display digital portal and simulator

images. Portal images were displayed on a Mitsubishi Diamond Scan monitor

connected to a 151 series image processor llmaging Technology, Woburn, MA]

and IBM PC-AT 80386 clone host computer. A software program was written in

the C Language to enable the observer to display each of the 4 enhanced portat

images of a particular site by pressing the function keys Fl., F2, F3, and F4.

Simulator images were similarly displayed on a Mitsubishi Diamond Scan

monitor connected to a PC Vision + image processing board with the host

computer being an IBM PC-AT 80286 clone computer. Both monitors were

placed adjacent to each other so that a rapid visual comparison of portal and

simulator images could be perfonned.

Testing was conducted in a darkened office with the only illumination being

that provided by the two image display monitors. Although it has been

suggested that test conditions should simulate typical viewing conditions found

in clinical situations [7], it was decided to reduce visual as well as acoustical

distractions within the room. These test conditions were found to be more

acceptable in tenns of focusing the obsen¡ers attention on the task of choosing

the optimal portal-simulator image pair.

At the initiation of the test, the observer was asked to read a brief document

e>rplaining the testing procedure. A test administrator was also present through

out the test. The presence of the administrator was found to enhance the

concentration of the observer on the task at hand.
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For each portal-simulator image combinatiorç observuo *"rð asked to rank

and score the 4 portal images. Images which were ranked last were considered

least efficient at reproducing anatomical information contained in the simulator

image while those ranked first were considered the most efficient. Numerical

ranking was assigned to each image starting at one for the highest rank and four

for the lowest or poorest portal image. After ranking, the observer assigned a

score value ranging from 1 to 5 based on the same criterion for the ranking

procedure. The values that the observer could choose from are defined in Table 2

below.

In the present study no attempt was made to compare the perfonnance of the

original portal to any of the MI{E enhanced images. A evaluation of the

perfonnance of MI{E enhanced images when compared to the original image is

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

Score

1

2

Table 2: Score values used by observers who participated in the study.

3

4

Definition

5

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Unacceptable
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An example of a simulator-portal image pair used in the stuäy is shown in

Figure 1. In this instance the proposed site of the cancer is the endometrial

region. Figure 1 (a) shows the digitized simulator image of the proposed

treatment field while Figures 1(b) through (e) show the on-line portal image

enhanced using MFIE and the four combinations of ROI size and clipping level.
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Figure 1: Simulator and on-line portal images of endometrial region. (a)

Simulator image. (b) hdHE enhanced on-line portal image with clipping level

equal to 2 and ROI size equal to 32x30 pixels (c) MI{E enhanced on-Iine portal

image with clipping level equal to 4 and ROI size equal to 3?,x30 pixels. (d) MFIE

enhanced on-Iine portal image with clipping level equal to 2 and ROI size equal

to 64x60 pixels. (e) MFIE enhanced on-line portal image with dipping level equal

to 4 and ROI size equal to 64x60 pixels.
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Figure 1.(a)

Figure 1þ)
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Figure 1(c)

Figure 1(d)
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3. Results

After all nine obsen¡ers had completed the testing procedure, values for

scores and rankings were accumulated by observer group for the four

ROl/ctipping level combinations. The pooled score and rankings were then re-

nonnalized by dividing each value by the number of observers in each group.

Renor:nalizing in this way allowed rank and score values between the 4

observer groups to be compared and also produced values which were within

the same range as the original rank and score values that individual observers

were allowed to choose. The results of pooling rank and score values for the 4

ROl/clipping level combinations as a function of observer group are presented

in figures 2 and 3 respectively. In these two figures, ROI and clipping levels are

denoted by the ratios 3/2,6/2,3/4, and 6/4.The first number of this ratio

represents the ROI size where 3 denotes a ROI of 3?.x30 pixels while 6 denotes a

ROI size oÍ 64x64 pixels. Similarly clipping levels are denoted as 2 and 4.
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4. Conclusions

Except for technologsts, an ROI swe of 64x60 pixels and clipping level of 4

aPPear to be superior in comparison to other ROl/clipping level combinations at

reproducing infor:nation presented to the obsen¡er in the fonn of a simulator

image. Although differences between a portal image enhanced using the same

clipping level but different ROI size exist, these are small when compared to

those obtained when images are enhanced with the same ROI size but different

clipping levels. Because of this, the data suggests that portal images enhanced

wittt ROI sizes of 64x64 pixels and clipping level of 4 appear to be the most

effective at reproducing infornration contained within a simulator image. The

value of 4 may aPpear somewhat arbitrary due to the preliminary nature of this

study. Further studies should test the statistical significance of the results

presented in this chapter. AIso, the effect of image distortion produced by MF[E

has not been investigated.
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l.Introduction

The principle of Fourier theory is that any spatial domain signal, be it in one

or more dimensions, is composed of an infinite sum of sine and cosine waves

whose differing amplitudes and frequencies combine linearly [1]. These two

representations are related by the Fourier transforrn (as described in section 2.).

Although classical Fourier theory was developed for continuous signals of

infinite bandwidth, it has also been successfully applied to discrete functions [2].

In many medical imaging applications, including computed tomography

(CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and single photon emission computed

tomography (SPECT), Fourier theory and it's applications play a vital role in the

reconstruction and processing of diagnostic infonnation. Meertens et al. [3]

showed that digital portal images could be enhanced by apptyrng a global

Wiener or inverse Fourier filter and several other publications have involved the

application of Fourier domain techniques to on-line portal imaging t3-61.

In this chapter, the application of Fourier domain techniques in on-line portal

imaging will be discussed. Characteristics of the on-line portal imaging system

that can be determined using Fourier domain teclrniques will be presented in the

fonn of the system modulation transfer function (fuflfF). Global image

enhancement and restoration techniques will also be discussed. The efficacy of

these techniques as well as other non-Fourier domain filtering techniques will be

evaluated in chapter five.
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2. Mathematical Description of the Fouriertransfonrr

The terminology used to describe the Fourier transforrn and it's properties

follows that defined by Qarrett and Swindell [1].

For a one dimensional signal, f(x), the Fourier transfor:n, F(u) is defined as

given that f(x) is continuous and integratable. This can also be extended to

higher dimensions and for a two dimensional signal, r(x,y), with its Fourier

transfonn, F(u,v) given by

F(u): IÍ<*>t-i2ú'ux&

where u and v are the spatial frequency domain representations of x and y.

Given F(u¡), f(>çy) can be obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transforrr

where

F(u,v)= J J .f(x,y)e-t't(*r+v) &d)' (z)

Equations (2) and (3) represent the Fourier transfonn pair and are commonly

written in shorthand notation as

(1)

.f(x,y): [.Ïr@,u) e+ r zttl'É+vv) ùdv (3)

and

F(u,v) = FT( f(ry) )

Î(x,y) = FT-1( F(u,v) )

(4)
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where FT and FT-l represent the forward and reveÍse Forírier transfonns

respectively.

These principles can also be extended to discrete images. In two dimensions,

for an image of N x N elements, the Fourier transfonn pair is given by

where x and y extend from 0 to N - 1 in integer steps.

F(u,v): o'" äätO ,y) r-'z'c 
tff+2*> 

(6)

To obtain an accurate representation of the signal when calculating the

discrete Fourier transforrn, the sampling criteriorç denoted by Equation (6a)

must be satisfied. For a one-dimensional signat with a bandwidth of range -U to

Il, the sampling interval, Âx must satisfy the condition

If this criterion is not met, aliasing occurs [7]. For a fixed 
^x, 

U is the Nyquist

frequency Í21. To recover the original signal from the sampled one, the

Whitaker-Shannon sampling theorem can be applied. The theorem states that the

continuous function can be obtained from its sampled version if it satisfies

.1
^rs-2U

This principle can also be extended to a two dimensional signal, fØÐ.
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Along with the two properties listed in equations (6a) and lOb¡, Table I
summarizes the important properties of the Fourier transform.

ProperW

Separability

Linearity

Translation

12ævx J2tcvy

F(u,v): I; . I.f@,y)t-T

Periodicity

FT( f(x) + g(x) ) = FT (f(x) ) + FT ( S(x) ) = F(u) + G(u)

Example

Conjugate

Symmetry

f(x - x,o,y - y")4 F(u,v)e-t2ts(uxo+uvo)

F(u,v)= F(u+N,v): F(u,v+ N): F(u+,À[,v+M)

Scaling

ù¿v

F(u,v): F (-u,-v)

where + denotes the complex conjugate

Table 1: Major properties of the Fourier transfor:n taken from Barrett and

Swindell [1].

af(x,y)&aF(u,v)

f(æc,by)e(*lrV",%>
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To demonstrate the principles discussed above Figures 1 ¿ind 2 show the

spatial and frequenry domain representation of a binary test object. Figure 1.(a)

consists of a rectangle with gray level value equal to 250 and the background

equal to zero. The matrix size of the image was 512 x 5'f..2 pixels. Figure 1(b) is

the loglg of the power spectrum, P(u,v), of the transfor¡ned object where:

P(u,v):./R2(u,v)+I2(u,v). Here R(u,v) is the real component and I(u¡) the

imaginary component of the frequenry domain image. Figure 2(a) shows the

same image as in 1(a) except that it has been rotated through 45o. The loglg of

the power spectrum is also shown in Figure 2(b).

Figure 1(b), illustrates two points. The first is that a two dimensional rect

functiorç in this case the rectangle of Figure 1(a) is a sinc function in the

frequenry domain. Because the power spectrum does not fall below zero,

negative lobes of the sinc function are inverted and as a result appear as positive

lobes that decrease in amplitude away from the center of the power spectrum.

The second point is that the transforrr pair agrees with the theoretical

calculations of the width and period of the rect-sinc Fourier transfofln pair. For a

rect functiorç h(x), where h(x) = A for I * I . Xo and zero elsewhere, the Fourier

transfor¡n,H(u),hasbeenshown[1]tobeequaltoH(u):2AXoW,u\ / " ZnXof

sinc function with a period equal to l,/(?,Xo). Before the experimental and

theoretical values of the sinc's period could be compared, the frequency units of

the power spectrum were converted to units of cycles/pixel. Before conversion,

the frequency range was over the arbitrary range of 0 to + 256, where + 256

represents the Nyquist frequency. As the Nyquist frequency is equal to'I../2

cycle/pixel, frequency units were thus divided by 512to convert these to units of

cycles/pixel. In the horizontal direction Xo was equal to 20 pixels. The period of
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the sinc function should thus be equal to 7/ (?.rCÃ) = 0.02b0 cyäes/pixel. From

Figure 1(b) the period of the sinc function was measured at 'l,B pixels,

representing a spatial ftequency of 13/ 512 = 0.0?,54 cycles/pixel. In the vertical

direction Xo was equal to 10 pixels grriog a sinc whose period was equal to

1'/ (2,x10) = 0.0500 cycles/pixel. The measured period, taken from Figure 1þ) was

equal to ?ß pixels, gtriog a spatial frequency of 26/ 572 = 0.0508 cycles/pixel.

Figure 2þ) shows that a rotation of the objects axes in the spatial domain

results in an equal rotation of the frequency domain ¿xes. The distortion of the

sinc function away from the frequency axes is due to the jagged appearance of

the edges of the rotated rect function.
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Figure 1(a): Binary rectangular test object.

Figure 1þ): Power spectrum of test object shown in Figure 1.(a).
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Figure 2(a): Binary rectangular test object shown in Figure 1(a) rotated through

450.

Figure 2þ): Power spectrum of test object shown in Figure 2(a).
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3. Global Apptications of FFT Analysis Ín On-Line PorÉal Imaging.

3.1 Determining the Modulation Transfer Function of a Video Based On-Line

Portal Imager.

3.1.1Theory.

In most linear imaging systems, the assumption is made that the system is

shift invariant. In other words, the response of the system will be independent of

the position on the detector [1].

br atl realistic imaging systems that are shift invariant, an input in the fonn of

a point source will not produce a point source output. Typically the system

produces a blurred image of the point source as its output. In the frequency

domain, the system's ability to transfer frequency comPonents decreases as the

frequency of the input increases. The response of a system to a point source

input is often sufficient to characterize the resPonse of the system given that the

system is shift invariant and linear.

In the spatial domain, the response of the system to a point source, P(x,y), is

the system point spread function (PSF). Using Fourier theory, the spatial

frequency domain representation of the PSF is the optical transfer function (OTF)

of the system where

orF(u,v) : [! n@,Ðe-12"(ux+vY)&4 V)

Because of the complex fonn of the OTF(u¡) it can be broken down into the

product of a magnitude and phase comPonent, PTF(qv) where
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3.1.2 MTF calculations for the on-Iine portal imager

An erperiment was conducted to deter:nine the MTF of the on-line portal

imager installed at the Manitoba Cancer Treahent and Research Foundation

(MCTRÐ. A LSF image was obtained by placing a lead block with a slit of width

0.2 mm at the isocenter of the linear accelerator and irradiating it with a 5x10

cm2 field size and 6 and }ïlvIV photons. The dimensions of the block are a front

surface area of 10x13 cm2 and depth 15 cm. LSFs for the directions parallel and

perpendicular to the raster scan directions of the video c¿ìmera were obtained by

orienting the lead block so that the projection of the slit was tilted slightly away

from being peqpendicular and parallel to the scan direction of the camera. A

second image was also acquired of a solid lead block of the same dimensions of

the slit phantom, resulting in an image of the radiation transmitted through the

lead block

MTFs f.or 6 and 23 MV photon energies were calculated using a technique

similar to that specified by Droege [10]. Although the original technique was

adequate for megavoltage screen/film systems, several modificationsl were

made for the video based on-line portal imager. Firstly, the slit phantom was

placed at an angle (- 2 deg¡ees) with respect to the axis of interest (horizontal or

vertical). This step reduced the problem of having a limited number of pixels to

record the narrow slit image, resulting in improved sampling of the LSF [10].

Secondly, the DC or background level of the LSF was removed by subtracting

the image of the solid lead block from the image of the slit. This procedure

effectively removed the background as well as proving an appropriate estimate

1B Wowk Personal Communication, 1992.
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of the tail portion of the LSF. Without this step, an incorrect estimate of the low
frequency comPonent of the MTF would occur resulting in an aliased MTF at

frequencies close the Nyquist frequency t9l. A third procedure involved

averaging several subtracted LSFs in the spatial domain to reduce any random

noise comPonents. A fourth procedure involved folding the LSF about its peak,

averaging the two curves and refolding the averaged half profile back to
produce a symmetric smoothed version of the LSF. This procedure was

necessary to reduce noise in the LSF [10] as well as removing small as¡rmmetries

in the LSF caused by video camera response. After calculating the MTF of the

LSR co¡rections for the slit width, pixel size (sampling aperture), slit angulatiorç

and folding of the LSF were made to the MTF. As a measure of the effect of each

correction, the MTF at half the Nyquist frequency was nreasured for the

uncorrected MTF and the percentage increase in the MTF with each correction

was measured. The slit width correction increased the MTF by less than one

percent, the pixel size correction was less than 15 percent, the slit angulation

correction was less than 15 percent, and the folding correction was less than one

percent. Although the total percentage increase for all the corrections is large, the

absolute correction to the MTF is relatively small at realistic frequencyvalues.

MTF's for the parallel (" I l") and perpendicular ("f") directions were

calculated by taking the Fourier transfonn of the LSFs. The MTFs for the on-line

portal imager at 6 and 23 MV photon energies for the parallel and perpendicular

raster scan directions are presented in Figures 3 and 4 together with the MTFs

for the same on-line system as detennined by Leszczynski tg].

The MTFs presented in Figures 3 and 4 were measu¡ed at the face of the

detector. To transfonn the MTFs back to the isocenter of the accelerator, all
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sPatial measurements should be divided by the magnification due to the object-

detector distance [1]. Using a source to isocenter distance of 100 cm and a source

to detector distance of 1,40 cm for the Siemens KD-2 linear accelerator and

Beamview'" on-Iine portal imager installed at the MCTRF, the magnification is

approximately 1.4 (740/100). The MTFs have also been corrected for the

difference in pixel size in the X and y directions respectively.

The technique employed by Leszczynski t8l to calculate system MTFs

involved firstly acquiring non angulated slit images. Single profiles of the LSF of
the slit image were then taken and a parabolic function was fitted to the tail
portion of the LSF. The Fourier transfonn of the LSF was then taken and the

MTF calculated. An average MTF was then obtained by repeating this procedure

for a number of LSF profiles and averaging the resultant MTFs.

A number of reasons for these differences between the MTFs reported by
Leszczymski and those presented here have been proposed. Firstly, the difference

in the MTFs as reported by Leszcz¡rnski [8] for the parallel and vertical

directions maybe due to the fact that horizontal lines of video sgnal are filtered

through a 4 lvfrlz anti-aliasing filter. This causes the MTF in the horizontal

direction to fall more rapidly in the mid to high frequency range in comparison

to the MTF for the vertical direction. The MTFs that were detennined by the

current technique are significantly lower when compared to those of Leszczynski

and the difference between the MTFs for the horizontal and vertical directions is

much smaller. Secondly different phosphor screens were used in both studies.

The phosphor screen used by Leszczynski was a commercial metal-phosphor

screen, lrrown as Trimax 12b (lmm thick brass plate and phosphor mass

thicl'rress of 110 mg/c:r&). The screen used in the current study consisted of a
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custom deposited metal phosphor screen (2.5 mm thick 
"oip", plate and

phosphor mass thicl.¡ness of 450 mg/crn2). The effect of the increased phosphor

thiclcress is to decrease the spatiat resolution of the system [l], resulting in a

lower MTF. Another effect is the possibility that the lens on the video camera

could have been defocused. This effect could have also added to the degradation

of the MTF as the lens system will act as a low pass filter when defocused. The

effect of the 4l\lftlz. filter will also be reduced since frequenry components that

would nonnally be removed by this filter would not be present in an image

for:ned by a defocused lens.

Table 2 summarizes anumber of important features of the MTFs including the

Nyquist frequencies for the two directions as well as the frequencies at which the

MTFs fall to a value of one hatf the zero frequency value of the MTF. To convert

the Nyquist frequency from units of cycles/pixel to cycles/mm, the value of the

Nyquist frequency in cycles/pixel was divided by the pixel size in mm. If Âx

represents the pixel size, then the Nyquist frequency in cycles/mm is equal to

0.5/ Lx, Pixel sizes for the X and Y directions are also given. It should be noted

that all measurements were taken at the detector face.
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Parameters

Pixel Size (mm) [Âxl

Nyquist Frequency

(cycles/mm) t0.5/^xl

Cycles/mm at 0.5 MTF

Table 2: MTF parameters for on-line portal imager, measured at the face of the

detector.

6MV

Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the fact that the system's ability to transfer

frequency components decreases with increasing frequency. As the photon

energy increases the MTF of the onJine system decreases, as shown for the 0.5

MTF value at 6 and 231\ÃV in Table 2. Because the pixel size is smaller in the

vertical direction, the Nyquist frequenry is larger, indicating that system can

image higher frequency components in the vertical compared to the horizontal

direction.

0.80

0.63

0.63

0.13

0.80

23 MV

0.80

0.13

0.63

0.63

0.12

0.80

0.72
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3.2 Global FFT Filtering of On-Line Portal Images

Certain properties of an image can be enhanced, reduced, or even deleted by

the application of a filter functiorç H(u,v) to the frequenry domain

representation of the image, F(u,v). If G(u¡) represents the filtered image, then

frequency domain filtering is represented as

whidr is equal to the multiplication of the functions H(u,v) and F(u¡) in the

frequency domain. In many instances the filter function is assumed to be phase

less and H(u,v) is reduced to a function of magnitude only. When this

assumption is made the application of Equation (9) involves multiplying the real

and imaginary components of the transfor:ned image by H(u¡). The spatial

domain equivalent of this function is a convolution of the two functions [1] or

G(u¡) = H(u,v) F(u,v)

where @ denotes the convolution operation.

g(x,y)=h(x,y)Ø f(x,y)

(e)

(10)
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3.2.1 Low Pass Filtering

In many instances, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of an image decreases with

increasing frequenry. High frequency image components are attenuated by the

MTF of the imaging system while those associated with electronic noise remain

un-attenuated. This effect is particularly noticeable in on-line portal imaging

s¡istems which employvideo systems [11]. Leszczynski [8] showed that although

MTFS of video on-line portal imager decreased, noise power spectrum values

remained constant for the direction parallel to the TV raster line while increasing

for the direction perpendicular to these lines.

Figures 6(a) and 7 arc three dimensional plots of the logro of the power

spectrum for an on-line portal image (Figure 5) and the noise power spectra of

an oPen field image acquired on a KD-2linear accelerator. Figure 6þ) is a two

dimensional plot of the power spectrum presented in Figure 6(a). The on-line

image used was a lateral view of a 82 year old male treated for cancer of the

oropharynx using 6 MV photons and a 10.5 x '/..4 w? field at the isocenter of the

accelerator. The noise power spectrum was calculated by first acquiring 32 single

video frame images oÍ. l?nm of tissue equivalent material (TEM) placed at the

isocenter of the accelerator. The field of view was equal to 3?,x27qt2 at the

isocenter of the accelerator. Pairs of images were subtracted from one another to

remove any structural noise and the power spectrum of the subtracted image

pair was then calculated. This was repeated for all 16 image pairs. The 16 power

spectrums were then averaged, resulting in the power spectrum shown in Figure

7. Along the U axis the noise power spectrum decreases with increasing

frequency. This falloff can be attributed to the presence ol a 4lvtrIz anti-aliasing

filter in the video camera. In the vertical direction there is no such filter and the
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noise Power spectrum is relatively flat for all spatial frequencier.'th" two peaks

of the power spectrum in the V axis direction occur due to the digitization of the

sgnal and can be attributed to the effect of interlacing and secondly aliasing.

Because interlacing causes the video camera to scan every second horizontal line

of the image the maximum frequenry that can be detected in a single field is

approximately half the Nyquist frequency of the video system. As expected the

peak occurs are approximately 0.3 cycles/mm (half the Nyquist frequency)

along the V axis. The second peak located at the Nyquist frequenry is due to

aliasing and it has been suggested that some components may also be caused by

beam pulsations of the linear accelerator [8]. The image power spectrum shows

that most of the image infonnation is contained within a relatively short

frequenry range located about the zero frequency value. The image power

spectrum exhibits similar characteristics to the noise power spectrum, that is a

fall off along the U axis with increasing frequency and a relatively flat frequency

response along the V axis. It is also interesting to note that the majority of mid to

high frequency components of the image are due to noise. When Figure 6(a) is

compared to Figure 7 it is seen that the signal power spectrum decreases with

increasing frequency and then remains relatively flat in the mid to high

frequenry range. The noise power spectrum is relatively flat for all spatial

frequencies and in the mid to high frequency range the two power spectra are

approximately equal. This tends to indicate that at mid to high frequencies the

signal power spectrum is dominated by noise.
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Figure 5: Left lateral unprocessed on-line portal image of an 82 year old male

being treated for cancer of the oropharaynx using 6 MV photons.
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Figure 6(a): Loglg of the power spectrum of the on-line portal image presented

in Figure 5.
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Figure 6þ): Power spectrum shown in Figure 6(a) but presented as a two

dimensionul gruy scale image.
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Figure 7: Noise power spectrum of an open field image taken on the on-line

portal imager connected to the Siemens lÐ-Z linear accelerator operating at the

MCTRF. The photon energy was 6MV.
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In situations where the SNR decreases as a function of frequenry, it is often

desirable to reduce the frequency components of the image above a certain

frequenry value while leaving frequency values below this unaltered. An ideal

filter of this tSpe is denoted by

H(u,v)

This ideal filter is often undesirable because the filter produces excessive ringing

in the filtered image and is approximated by a filter whidr has a smooth roll off

about the cut-off frequency which preserves some high frequenry signal content.

An example of such a filter is the Butterworth low pass filter [7] whose transfer

function is of the forrr

1.0

0.0

0<r<D

r>D

,: J"\f
D:

(11)

where Do = the Cut-off frequency

n = the order of the filter

D(u,v):JÇ4

(12)
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Figure I is a one dimensional plot of the Butten¡r¡orth filter shown in Equation

(12) lor several values of cut-off frequenry and order. The cut-off frequency

deterrnines the frequenry at which the filter goes to zero and the frequencies that

are passed by the filter. A high cut-off value will let almost all frequenry

infonnation pass through the filtering system while a low cut-off value will

attenuate all but the lowest of frequencies. The order of the filter determines the

slope of the filter about the cut-off frequency. A low value of n will result in a

gradual roll off of the filter function about the cut-off frequenry while a large

value of n will result in a sharp transition about the cut-off frequenry.
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Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the effect of applying u tí,oo-dimensional

Butterworth low-pass filter of order 3 and cut-off frequency of 0.06 cycles/mm

to the on-Iine image shown in Figure 5. Figure 10(a) shows the filtered image

while Figure 10(b) shows the loglg of the power spectrum of Figure 10(a). The

effect of the low pass filter is to remove almost all frequency infonnation except

for frequencies about the zero frequency value. This is shown in the power

spectrum of the image where mid to high frequencies have been removed from

the image Power spectrum. The effect of this operation on the image is to
significantly blur the image.

Figure 10(a): On-line portal image of Figure 5 after applying the Butterworth low

pass filter of order 3 and cut-off frequency equal to 0.06 rycles/mm.
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Figure 10þ): LoglO of the power spectrum of image presented in Figure 10(a).

The power spectrum has been rescaled into the gray scale range of 0 to 256 f.or

display purposes.

3.2.2 }Iigh. Pass Filtering

Although low pass filtering reduces much of the noise present in an image,

high ftequency infonnation including edge infonnation is reduced or lost. The

enhancement of high frequency infonnation of this type is particularly relevant

in portal images where extraction of treatment field edges (for treatnrent

verification [12]) as well as anatomical information is important.

As the name of the technique suggesþ high pass filtering enhances high

frequency image components while attenuating lower frequency ones. While the

ideal high pass filter function would remove all frequencies below a certain cut-

off value and pass higher frequencies, this type of filter is often undesirable l7l
due to excessive ringing introduced into the image and typically a filter with a
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smooth transition about the cut-off frequenry is used. The Buftärworth filter of

Equation (12) is plotted in Figure 9 for two values of cut-off frequency and one

value of n. To convert Equation (12) to a Butterworth high pass filter, n is made

negative. Figure 1.1.(a) shows the effect of applying a high pass filter of cut-off

frequency 0.06 cycles/mm (as measured at the detector face) and order -5 to the

on-line image shown in Figure 5 while Figure 11(b) shows the power spectrum

of the filtered image. The effect of this filter is to remove low frequency

comPonents of the image while at the same time enhancing high frequencies.

The power spectrum of the image shows the loss of low frequency inforrnation

while higher frequency information remains unaffected. For the image, the effect

is to remove all infonnation except for edges whictr contain a significant amount

of high frequency infor:nation.

Figure 11(a): Butterworth high pass filtered image shown in Figure b. Cut-off

frequency = 0.06 cycles/mm and order 5.
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Figure 11(b): Power spectrum of image shown in Figure 1.1(a).

Often the effect of applying a high pass filter of this t¡rpe is undesirable as low

frequency infonnation is lost as a result of the filtering procedure. A solution to

this problem is to add a constant value of one (1.0) to the filter function such that

the filter has a zero frequency value of 1.0 and rises to a maximum value of two

(2.0). The effect of this procedure is to enhance high frequency infor:nation

without removing low frequenry inforrration. The effect of applying this type of

filter is shown in Figure 12. In this instance the Butterworth high pass fiIter

applied in Figure 11(a) was used except a constant value of 1.0 was added to the

filter function. In this figure anatomical information such as the spinal processes

can be clearly be defined when compared to the original image.
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Figure 12: Effect of applying Butterworth high pass filter with an offset of 1.0

added to the filter function.

3.2.3Inverse Filter

The Butterworth filters presented in the previous sections are part of a large

class of filters which are classified as image processing filters. Infonnation

within the image is altered or processed so that the image is presented in a fonn

that is more useful to the observer. A second class of filters that can also be

applied in the frequency domain are referred to as image restoration filters.

Restoration filters are an attempt to compensate for the degradation that the

image has undergone as part of the recording process [13]. In on-line portal

images, image degradation at fixed contrast results from the limitations in the

imaging system and is best erpressed in the MTF of the on-line system.

Depending uPon the source of contrast variatiorç the MTF may be contrast

dependent, for instance due to scattered radiation (Barrett & Swindell [L], pp
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649). The potential contrast dependence of the MTF is not takeri into account in

tSpical digital filters.

An ideal inverse filter is designed to remove a specific degradation by using

an inverted MTF as the Fourier domain filter. Although the concept of removing

the degradation that results from a decrease of the MTF as a function of spatial

frequency may appear to be appropriate for portal imaging, it neglects the effects

of noise [2]. At high spatial frequencies the inverse MTF becomes large and

results in an amplification of high frequency noise components in the filtered

image. Also as the MTF approached zero the filter becomes undefined. Several

techniques have been suggested to counteract the effect of amplification of image

noise, the most common being to not allow the MTF to fall below a certain value.

Meertens et al [3] showed that when a inverse filter of this t¡re was applied to

on-line portal images, the result was a significant enhancement of anatomical

features. As an example of this procedure Figure 13(a) shows the application of

an inverse MTF filter using the MTF deter:rrined for this thesis to the on-line

image presented in Figure 5. The two dimensional filter was generated using the

formula described in the next section where the MTF was first modified such

that it was not allowed to fall below a value of 0.1. The MTF was set to 0.L when

it fell below this value and was then inverted. Figure 13(b) shows the result of

applying the inverse MTF filter that is obtained using the MTF derived by

Leszczynski t8l while Figure 13(c) shows the application of the inverse MTF

filter using the MTF obtained by averaging the MTF determined by Leszczynski

and that determined for this thesis. When a poor MTF is used, significant

amplification of noise results, as shown in Figure 13(a). Noise amplification is

reduced when an appropriate MTF is used as shown in Figure 13(b) while the

average of the two MTFs shows that a moderate amount of noise amplification is
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introduced into the filtered image, as shown in Figure 13(c). Éigures 13(a) to

13(c) show the trade off in resolution that is achieved when different MTFs are

employed. A poor MTF (Figure 13(a)) will result increase the resolution of high

frequency anatomical components while at the same time enhancing noise. A

more appropriate MTF (Figure 13(c)) will result in a decrease in the resolution of

high ftequenry anatomical infonnation but also a reduction in noise

enhancement when compared to the defocused MTF.

Figure L3(a): On-Line portal image presented in Figure 5 after the application of

the inverse MTF filter using the MTF detennined for this thesis.
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Figure 13þ): On-Line portal image presented in Figure 5 after the application of

the inverse MTF filter using the MTF detersrined by Leszczynski [8].

Figure 13(c): On-Line portal image presented in Figure 5 after the application of

the inverse MTF filter using the average of the MTFs presented in Figures 13(a)

and 13(b).
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3.2.4 Least Squares (Wiener) Filter

The least squares or Wiener-Holstrom [1] restoration filter has been used in

numerous medical non-imaging [1a] and imaging applications including nuclear

medicine [15-?fr], digital radiography l21l as well as portal images [3]. In this

situation, an image is considered to be comrpted in two ways, by the point

spread function of the system and additive noise, or

where F'(u,v) is the frequency domain representation of the degraded image,

MTF(u,v) the MTF of the system and N(u,v) the Fourier representation of the

additive noise component. It can be shown [2,?2] that the transfer function of the

Wiener filter, H(u¡), is obtained by minimo g the mean square etror between

F ' (u¡) and F(u,v) where:

F' (u¡) = F(u,v) MTF(u,v) + N(u,v)

where * denotes the complex conjugate, Wo(u,v) the noise power spectrum, and

Wf(u¡) the power spectrum of the object, F(u¡). Rewriting (1a) in ter:ns of the

signal to noise ratio ( SNRz(u,v) ) where SNR2(u¡) = W¡(u,v)/W.,(u¡) gives the

erpression:

H(u,v): W(u'Ð,.
\ ' / 

IMIF(u,v)l .Wrrr,

(13)

(14)

1.03

(15)



A logistical problem associated with the Wiener filter is the evaluation of

SNR2(u¡). Although much work has been caried out to detennine the noise

power spectrum of screen/fih IZ 22) and on-Iine portal imaging systems [23-

291 great difficulty exists in determining the power spectrum of the object.

Indeed, calculation of the object spectrum appears to be self defeating: if
l.crowledge of the object spectrum is l,cnown it would be logical that the object

would also be l.crown.

In many situations, approximations to the object power spectrum are made.

For example, the noise power spectrum of nuclear medicine images has been

approximated by the square root of the total counts in the image [16]. Using this

assumption King et aI [15] showed that an estimate of the object power spectrum

can be obtained by subtra"ti.g the noise tenn and dividing by the square of the

MTF. This approach has been reported a number of times, [i.s, lB-19] and is

relatively easy to implement and introduces a relatively small etror as a result of

the approximation [17].

Further simplifications can be made by either reducing the two dimensional

transfer function denoted in (15) to a one dimensional function or by assuming

that both the MTF and SNR are rotationally synrmetric. A two dimensional filter

is subsequently generated from the one dimensional filter by rotating the one

dimensional function about the zero frequenry value producing a two

dimensional s¡rmmetric fi lter fu nction.
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A simptification which has been shown to be successful in poríal images [3] is

to assume that SNR2(u,v) is constant with frequenry and equal to the ratio of the

variances of two regions of interest. Signal variances are calculated from the

variance in pixel gray levels for a region of interest where anatomical

infonnation exists, while noise variances are measured for a second region

placed over a relatively unifor:n region of the portal image. It would appear that

a more appropriate measure of the SNR would be to use the mean of the regions

rather than their variance values.

In the present study, a two-dimensional version of the Wiener filter similar to

that suggested by Meertens et al t3l was implemented using the MTFs

deterrnined by Leszczynski [8] as shown in Figures 3 and 4 and by assuming the

value of SNR2(u,v) was constant for all frequenry values. If the MTFs are not

corrected for the effects of the pixel size of the on-line imager, the MTFs of the

on-line system were not equal for the two directions. As pixel size correction was

not performed in this study, the two-dimensional MTF was assumed to be

elliptical symmetric and was calculated using the equation:

where

MIT(u,v): MI\(r)+ cos($ )lUt\,(r)- Mf\(r)l

MTF"(r) is the MTF for the parallel direction while MTF.r(r) was the MTF for the

pelpendicular direction.

v=Jv\¡
cos(o ) =L

(16)
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Figure 1.4(a) shows the on-Iine portal image of Figure 5 after irocessing with

the Wiener filter described in Equation (14) while Figure 14þ) shows the

rescaled logro power spectrum of Figure la(a). The value of SNR2(u¡) was

calculated according to the procedure defined by Meertens [3]. The signal

variance was calculated by considering a region of interest of size 70fl0 pixels

placed over region covering the centers of the cervical processes while the noise

variance was calculated for a region of interest of size 40x40 pixels located over

the fourth ventricle of the brain. The power spectrum of the filtered image shows

a significant increase in the amplitude of mid frequenry information is achieved

when the Wiener filter is applied.

The advantage of the Wiener filter in comparison to the inverse MTF filter can

be seen by comparing Figures 14(a) and 13(c). Although the resolution of

anatomical inforrration in the two images appea$ to be equal when compared

visually the amount of noise in the Wiener filtered image appears to be smaller

than the inverse filtered image shown in Figure 13(c).
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Figure 14(a): Figure 5 after applying Wiener filter described in equation (1a).

Figure 1 @): Power spectrum of Figure 7a@).
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3.3 Discussion

The on-line portal image presented in Figure 5 was processed by calculating

the two-dimensional Fourier transfonn of the image, applying the filter function

H(u,v), and calculating the inverse transform. Software used to per{onn this task

was developed in the C programming language while hardware consisted of a

80386 computer with 151 Series image processor2. Calculation of the forward and

reverse Fourier transform as well as the filtering operation was completed in

under 4 minutes. For each filter, the phase-less transfer function H(u,v) was

generated (with the exception of the Wiener filter) by rotating the one-

dimensional transfer function about the origin in the frequency domain.

For on-line portal images and the filter set used in this chapter, the best

Fourier domain processing technique appears to be either the inverse MTF,

Wiener or Butterworth high pass filter with an offset of 1..0. For all three

processing techniques a significant visual improvement in image contrast was

achieved. Features such as the spinal processes are easier to identify in the

processed images as well as other anatomical outlines. When comparing the

three techniques the Wiener filter appears to be the more "intelligent" because it

uses infor'¡nation within the portal image such as the SNR to detennine the for:n

of the filter function. This mustbe matched against the ease of use of the inverse

and Butterworth filters. By far the easiest to implement is the non-adaptive

Butterworth filter as no l,crowledge of the system MTF is needed in order to

produce a processed image which is almost identical to the Wiener filtered

image. None of the filters investigated appear to have little practical use in on-

line portal imagiog.

2lmaging Technology, Wobum, MA
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Table 3 presents SNR and contrast values for the images piesented in this

chapter. The SNR was calculated by placing a 20 x 20 pixel region of interest

over the epiglottis of the patient and a second region of size 20 x 20 pixels over

an adjacent background region. The SNR for each image was equal to the mean

of the first region minus the mean of the background divided by the variance of

pixels within the first region. Contrast was determined by placing a76 x 16 pixel

region over the vallecula and spinal medulla of each image and calculating the

mean pixel gray level within both regions. Contrast was calculated by taking the

ratio of the difference to the sum of the two mean values. The table shows that

for the inverse MTF and Butterworth high pass the SNR is significantly reduced

when compared to the original image. For the Wiener and Butterworth high pass

with an offset of 1.0 the SNRs are almost equivalent and close to the original

image value, indicating increased image enhancement has also resulted in

increased noise. The high SNR value of the Butterworth low pass filter indicates

that although image contrast has been severely reduced, noise reduction has

been even greater.

Figure

5

10(a)

11(a)

72

Filterine Technique

13(c)

Original Image

Butterworth low pass

lûra\

Butterworth high pass with DC

offset

Butterworth high pass

Table 3: SNR and contrast values for each processing technique employed in thís

chapter.

Inverse MTF

Wiener

SNR

2.32

3.11

0.010

Contrast (%)

2.?ß

8.9

1.08

8.1

2.33

6.6

8.5
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Image Enhancement and Observer Experience:
An ROC Study of On-Line portal Imøges

Chøpter S



L. Introduction

M*y authors have identified the need to improve the poor contrast of digital

portal images which results from the small differences between the attenuation

co-efficients of bone and soft tissue at megavoltage energies t1-3]. In digital

images contrast enhancement is achieved by mapping a limited range of gray

scales into a much larger range via a transfor:nation function. The simplest tlpe

of transforrnatiorç is gray level windowing [a] and involves linearly erpanding a

small range ol gray scales into the full range of the display system. This

technique has been shown to improve the contrast of portal images [3] but has

the distinct disadvantage of requiring manual adjustment of the window.

Although a fixed threshold range for each treatment site can be defined, it has

not been investigated for on-line portal images. Another global but somewhat

more sophisticated contrast enhancement algorithm is histogram equalizaflon,

which has also been shown to improve the contrast of digital portal images [1].

In global histogram equalization the histogram of the number of pixels at each

gray level is calculated and a transfonnation equation is generated by

integrating the gray level histogram. The result of this transforrnation is a gray

level histogram which is constant for all gray levels in the new image [s].

Although global histogram equalization is preferred in comparison to

windowing it is often found that contrast enhancement is achieved in regions

which contain little or no relevant anatomical or clinical information. Regions of

the portal image which are outside the treatment field but within the field of

view of the on-line portal imager are an example of this. Adaptive histogram

equalization (AFIE) has been suggested as a solution to the problems associated

with global histogram equalization. Pizer et. al. [6] suggested one technique
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which involved dividing the image into a matrix of small regions, performing

histogram equalization for central pixels and transforrring non central pixels by
interpolating between the transfor:nation equation of the four closest regions.

Anottrer technique suggested by Leszcz.ynski et. al. [7] is moving histogram

equalization (MFIE) and involves looking at only a band of pixels within the

image and dividing the band into smaller regions. Linear interpolation between

the two adjacent regions is used instead of bilinear interpolation as described by

Ptzer [6]. After transfonning one row of pixels the band is shifted down one row
and the procedure repeated until the entire image has been transfonned.

Other image processing techniques that have also been successful when

applied to portal images include spatial and frequency domain filtering

techniques. Spatial domain techniques include the use of unsharp mask filters [3]

and edge detectors such as the Laplacian operator [1] to enhance either edge

inforrration or low contrast anatomical detail within the portal image. Frequency

domain techniques that enhance high frequency infor.rration [1] as well as

image restoration filters such as the inverse and Wiener filters [8] have also been

applied to digital portal images.

Although several of these techniques are currently available on commercial

online portal imaging systems, Iittle work has been done to investigate whether

they give any improvement in image quality. The problem of introducing

distortions into the image after image processing has not been investigated in
this work

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve analysis is a standard tool

which may be used to obtain a quantitative assessment of the perfonnance of
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medical imaging systems 19-1'41. ROC analysis has been used in nuclear

medicine Í1,5-201 diagnostic radiology [z'1.-2/L], mammography [25] and is also

applicable to on-line portal images[Zi]. The aim of this study was to evaluate the

efficacy of four enhancement algorithms that have been applied to digital portal

images and to comp¿ue them to the unprocessed images using ROC curye

analysis. A classical ROC analysis was perfonned in which twenty three

observers were asked to detect the presence of three simulated 'cold' markers in

sevent¡r left lateral on-Iine portal images of a radiological phantom acquired on

an on-Iine portal imaging device.
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2.Theory

2.1 Receiver Operating Characteristics Curves

Io *y experiment in which an obsen¡er is asked to detect the presence or

absence of an object, one of four possible outcomes can occur, as shown in the

contingency table, below.

Obserwer Savs Present

Observer Says Absent

From these four responses it would appear that the perforrnance of a

diagnostic system could be evaluated by calculating the ratio of the number of

TP responses to the total number of positive cases ( referred to as sensitivity or

tme positive fraction üPFÌ ) and the ratio of the number of TN responses to the

total number of actually negative cases ( referred to as specificity or true

negative fraction {fNF} ). The TPF is described by Equation (1) and the TNF by

Equation (2).

Object Present

Table 1: Possible outcomes of ROC test

True Positive (TP)

False Nesative (FNI)

Object Absent

False Positive (FP)

True Negative (TN)

TPF: TP

TP+FN

TNF: TN
TN+ FP

(1)
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It is easy to extend these definitions to incorporate the complements of TpF or

false positive fraction (FPF) and TNF or false negative fraction (FNF). Given that

the observer can only choose either a positive or negative diagnosis, the fraction

of conect and inconect responses must add to give a totat fractional valu e of. I
or, TPF + FNF = L and TNF + FPF = 1. Specificity and sensitivity can also be

defined in terrrs of these parameters as:

TPF

FNF

TNF

FPF

The performance of an imaging system can be assessed by the value of the

sensitivity and specificity recorded by uo observer. The higher the numerical

values of these two variables, the greater the performÉutce of the system.

Ffowever, if the experiment were repeated with different obseryers and test

conditions there is a high probability that different values of sensitivity and

specificity would be recorded. The difference in these values would result from

changes in the threshold level at which the object is defined as being present or

absent by the observer, i.e. the uncertainty associated with a call that the object is

present or absent. A single decision level or threshold cannot be applied where

numerical results are produced as a result of the given test. For example,

hemoglobin or blood sugar levels could produce a range of diagnoses based on

what level is used to decide the presence or absence of the disease or condition.

The threshold level obviously effects the TPF and FPF. A harsh decision

threshold in which only absolutely positive responses are considered will result

in low values of TPF and high values of FNF. Decreasing the stricbress of the
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threshold will increase the TPF but at the expense of the FPF. 
o 

In the extreme

case of zero threshold criterion, the TPF and FPF will be equal to one as all the

objects will be deemed to be present.

By plotting TPF versus FPF for threshold levels which range from extremely

harsh to zero threshold criteriorç a measure of the perfor:nance of the diagnostic

system under evaluation is obtained. Plots of this t5pe are referred to as ROC

curves. An advantage of ROC culves is that they provide a description of a

system's ability to record an object which is independent of the threshold

criterion used by an observer in the decision making process of whether it exists.

Knowledge of the presence of the object is removed by calculating the TPF while

the dependence on the threshold is removed by plotting TPF versus FPF for a

range of possible threshold values.

2.2 Derivtng a Measure of a systems Performance From The RoC Curve

A diagnostic system with ideal perfonnance will have sensitivity and

specificity which are equal to 1 for all threshold levels. In practical situations this

does not occur. At best we would expect a trade-off between TPF and FPF as a

function of threshold such that at stringent thresholds both the TPF and FpF

would be low and would increase with decreasing threshold criterion. Optimal

systems wiII have a TPF which increases at a much higher rate than the FPF rate.

The area under the ROC curye (A) is the primary measure of a diagnostic

systems perfor:nance [9]. By using this parameter as a measure of a system's

perforrrance, different diagnostic systems can be evaluated by comparing the

value of A, for each s5rstem, with the best system having the highest Arvalue.

Under ideal circumstances the TPF should be independent of FPF and equal to L,
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F iog a A, value of 1.0. Under normal circumstances values oí e,rare less than

1.0 and greater than 0.5. A value of 0.5 represents the case where the responses

have been made on a purely random basis.

3. Practical Application of ROC Test

3.l Ratings Method

An ideal ROC test would involve asking many obsen¡ers to indicate the

Presence or absence of the object in a large number of cases. A technique of
detecting the threshold level of each observer would be employed. The TpF and

FPF would calculated and the experiment repeated a large number of times at

different threshold levels. Unfortunately the practicality of such a situation is
rather limited as many obsen¡ers become bored with repetitive analyses and as a

result vary their resPonses accordingly. AIso, a modality must be in use for a

Iong period of time before it is possible to have accumulated a large number of
studies. Finally, a threshold detennined and altered by 

"o observer is also

difficult to quantify. An attempt to solve these problems and at the same time

provide a practical approach to measuring ROC responses was first developed in
erperimental psychology [27]. Instead of allowing an observer an infinite
number of threshold or decision levels, a fixed number of choices are allowed.

The number of decision levels presented to the observer can vary, but five levels

of decision have been suggested [9] as an appropriate compromise between the

level of precision required by the ROC analysis and the reproducibility of an

obseryer's resPonses. In the present study, the response levels that an observer

was allowed to choose from are presented in Table 2.
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Response Number

1

2

3

Using this technique an observer is presented with a number of images and

asked to indicate which response best applies in so far as the presence or absence

of the object is concerned. Observer responses are typically recorded in two

columns where the row number is ROC response number. The first column

contains the ROC resPonses selected by the observer when the object is present

while the second column contains the ROC responses selected when the object

was absent.

4

5

Table 2. ROC responses allowed by user.

!

ROC Response

Definitely Present

Probably Present

Possibly Present

Probably Absent

Definitely Absent

After presentation of a number of cases, TPF and FPFs are calculated by

considering the confidence levels as the threshold levels used by the observer. In

the strictest situatio& TP responses would be considered as the number of

resPonses that defined the object as being definitely present when in fact the

object was actually present. Similarty using this same threshold the number of

FP responses are the number of definitely present responses for the case when

the object was not present, the first element of the second column. A more

relaxed threshold would consider a TP presence as the number of response that

were either definitely present or probably present for the case when the object
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was fr:uly present, the sum of the first two rows of the first coluÁn. The number

of FP responses is calculated in a similar m¿urner. By varying the criterion that

detennines the number of FP and TP cases in this way the number of TP and FP

responses for differing threshold levels is achieved. To convert TP and FP values

into TPF and FPF these values are divided by the total number of positive and

negative responses recorded respectively. This process can also be e>rplained in

algebraic form. Table 3 describes the general case of n possible ctroices when the

deciding whether the object is present or absent.

ROC

Response

I

1

2

Obiect Present lP)

3

Table 3: General ROC response table used in the calculation of TPF and FPFs.

A

n

The first column of this table holds the number of times choices i = L to i = n

where chosen when the object was present while the second contains the number

of times choices i = 1 to i = n where chosen when the object was absent. The TPF

and FPF can be determined by applying Equations (3) and (4) where the strictest

(definitely present) and least stringent (definitely absent) threshold conditions

are when i = L and i = n respectively.

B

C

ObiectAbsent lA)

N

a

b

c

n
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)r,TP4:+-
)P,
J'¡

For the five response levels indicated in Table 2, a total of five (TPR FPF) co-

ordinates are generated. A plot of these points constitutes the ROC curve.

i\e,Z¿J
FP4: j;'

ào,

4. Experimental Methods

4.1 Image Acquisition

(3)

Two left lateral images of a radiological head phantom were acquired using

the Beamviewl on-line portal imager mounted on a Siemens KD-2 dual energy

photon beam linear accelerator. For both erposures, a radiation field size oÍ.17 x

77 s3 at the isocentre of the accelerator was used. The field of view of the

camera covered a total area of 33 x 22 cm2 at the isocenter of the accelerator.

Images were digitized into 512x480x8 bit image matrices. Acquisition times of

about 0.5 and 2 seconds were chosen so that they were equivalent to movie

(sequential series of short elposure images obtained throughout each treatment

(4)

lsiemens Medical I-aboratories, Concord CA
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fraction) and localizationimages acquired when the portal image'r was operating

under routine clinical conditions. Using a frame acquisition rate of 30

frames/second for an RS-170 video s¡retem, the two acquisition times

represented 16 and 64 frames per acquisition.

To investigate the effect of frame averaging on the amount of noise in an

image, signal to noise ratios (SNRs) for the two images were calculated by

recording the temporal variation in the gray level values of a grid of 7xS pixels,

each pixel separated by 36 pixels in the X and 28 in the Y directions from it's

neighbor. By doing so image noise as a function of the number of frames

averaged was measured. Pixel values at each of the grid locations were recorded

for each video frame for the two acquisition t5pes. The SNR was calculated as

the ratio of the mean and variance of each of the grid pixels. Equation (5)

describes the SNR calculated for a pixel, denoted by i where GL is the gray level

value of the pixel at location i. The summation over j is over the number of video

frames used to acquire the image. The value Gt is the average gray level for

pixel i averaged over n video frames used to acquire the image. For a movie

image n was equal to 16 while for the verification n was equal to 64.In the

current situation, regions out side of the treatment field were digitized so that

their values were equal to zero.

sNRi: àot,
æ-lal'

7ùt:

(5)



An overall measure of the SNR of the image was then deter:mined by catculating

the average SNR according to Equation (6) where the summation is over all

pixels in the grid,I(. In this case K was equal to 35 (TxS).

The SNR for the two images acquired in the study are listed in Table 4 along

with the acquisition time and number of frames per image.

SNR*'"so : l SsNR,Kf,í r

Image Type

Movie

Localization

# Frames

Table 4: SNR, number of frames, and acquisition times for each of the phantom

images used in the ROC study.

Non-unifonnities in the portat image arising from the video camera and the

electronics of the on-line portal imager were reduced by subtracting an image of

a unifonn radiation field. The unifor:n radiation field, refened to as an open

field, used in this experiment was obtained by placing fifteen centimeters of

tissue equivalent material (TEM) at the isocentre of the linear accelerator and

irradiating the TEM using a field size of 30 x 30 cm2 and 6MV photons for a total

e)(Posure of 4.0 seconds. TEM was used so that the beam intensit¡r was

16

Acquisition Time

(Secs)

(6)

64

0.53

Average SNR

2.1

108.50

776.t0
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appropriate for the clinical camera settings. The open field was smoothed using

five passes of a 3 x 3 Gaussian smoothing kernel whose kernel elements are

described by Equation (7).

Gaussian Smoothins Kernel : fl; '^v 
161Ll 2

The smoothing operation was necessary to reduce high frequency non-

unifonnities in the phosphor screen of the detector that appeared in the open

field image. The amplification of screen non-uniformities ¿¡rose from small shifts

in the phosphor screen which resulted from the detector face being allowed to

move relative to the video camera s5ætem. After subtraction of the smoothed

oPen field from the phantom image the resultant image was rescaled back into

the full ?,56 gr.ay scales of the display system.

4.2 Marker Implantation

A synthetic 'cold' marker was introduced at three locations in the two

phantom images. The marker consisted of a 4.3 second elposure of a 2mm thick

tungsten disk of diameter 3.05 mm at the isocenter of the linear accelerator.

Implanting the marker involved digitally subtracting the marker from the

phantom image. Given a magnification factor of. L4 for our on-line system as

well a pixel size of 0.57mm by 0.45mm at the isocenter in directions parallel and

perpendicular to the video scanning direction respectively, the effective

diameter of the disk was 8 and 10 pixels respectively. Marker locations were

(7)
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selected in two regions where anatomical structure2 *u, pr"réot as well as a

third location where there was little or no anatomical structure3. As well as

allowing complete control over the location of the matker, this approach also

pennitted marker contrast to be varied. Table 5 lists the contrast levels used at

the three locations within the image. Using the 16 and 64 frame acquisitions

allowed differing noise levels to be introduced into the image thus allowing

detectability of the marker to be measured as a function of its noise level as well

as its contrast and location. Figure 1 shows the 64 frane acquisition of the

radiological phantom used to represent the localization image. The image has

been corrected for non unifor:nities by subtracting ¿ìn open field image. Also

indicated are the three locations where the markers were introduced into the

image, denoted as Rl, R2, and R3.

Contrast (%)

(max- min) *L00
(ma:r+ min) I

Location 1

Table 5: Contrast levels of the 'cold' marker at three locations

phantom image where min is the gray level of the marker and

maximum graylevel sunounding the marker .

'1.4

'l.,.7

Location 2

2Ânterior to the frontozygomatic suture (Rl) and superior to the external acoustic meatus of the
temporal bone (R2).
rSfightly posterior to the midpoint of the pterion temporal line (R3)
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2.0

4.2

1.4

't.7

Location 3

2.4

4.9

7.3

1.5

2.2

4.4

witÌrin

max is

the

the



Figure 1: Left lateral view of the radiological head phantom imaged at 6MV by

averaging 64 video frames. The rectangular boxes located on the figure indicate

the three locations where the object was introduced into the image, denoted as

Rl, R2, and R3.

4.3 Image Processing Techniques Employed

Four enhancement algorithms as well as the originat image constituted the

five image t¡res to be evaluated in the ROC test. The four filter t¡pes included

an unsharp mask algorithm similar to the enhancement algorithm available on

the Beamview" on-line portal imaging system, a 3x3 Gaussian smoothing kernel

described by Equation (7), a two dimensional Fourier domain version of the

Wiener filter [8], and the adaptive contrast enhancement algorithm lcrown as

MI{E [7]. The on-line portal imager (OPI) filter was an unsharp mask algorithm

described by Equation (8) where g$ry) represents the filtered image, f(Ay) the

original unprocessed image and h(ay) the filter kernel,
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g(x,y) -3.f (x,y)-2f (x,y)@h(x,y)

where @ denotes the convolution operation.

The convolution of f(x,y) and h(x,y) was achieved using a 1x9 and a 9x1

smoothing kernel whose elements were 1/1,611, 7 2 2 4 2 21 1 l. This procedure

was equivalent to performing a two dimensional smoothing operation using a

9x9 kernel. The Wiener filter, W(u,v) used in this study is described by Equation

(9) where H(u,v) is the modulation transfer function of the system and f2(a,v)

the signal to noise power density ratio [8]. For the present study the value of

12 (u,v) was considered a constant and equal to the ratio of the variance of the

noise fo ï)and signal (oå ), or l2(u,v) :+oî

(8)

This notation is in agreement with Meertens et al [8] and o I and o 2u werc

calculated by considering the variances of two regions of interest, the first being

of size 5x10 pixels placed over a region of unifonn pixel intensities and the

second of size 110x150 pixels over a region where anatomical infor:nation

existed. MFIE enhanced images were processed using a clipping level of 4.0 and

a region of interest size o164x60 pixels. The values chosen for the clipping level

and ROI size were taken from the obsen¡er study described in Chapter 5.

Examples of the four processing techniques employed and the original phantom

image are shown in Figures 2(a) through to 2(e).

w(u,v):
H2(u,v)+12(u,v)

H(u,v)
(e)
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Figure 2(a): Original on-line portal image of radiological phantom used in the

ROC study.

Figure 2þ): Phantom image after application of the Gaussian smoothing kernel

denoted in Equation (7).
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Figure 2(c): Phantom image after applying the unsharp mask algorithm denoted

in Equation (8).

Figure 2(d): Phantom image after applying Wiener filter denoted in Equation (9).
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Figure 2(e): Phantom image after applying MFIE enhancement algorithm with

region of interest size equal to 64x60 pixels and a clipping level of 4.

4.4 ROC Evaluation Procedures

Two programs were written in the C programming language to display

images, record observer's ROC responses, display the ROC curyes and to

calculate the areas under the ROC curves. The computer platform was an PC

80386 connected to an Imaging Technology series 151 image processoy'.

The ROC test was conducted in a darkened office. Lighting from two

monitors used in the test as well as a small desk l*p for background

illumination was found to be a sufficient compromise between providing

almaging Technology, Woburn, MA
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Iighting conditions similar to those found in the clinical situatiån and reducing

distractions from items within the testing room. Outside noise was reduced but

not eliminated by placing the door to the room ajar. This allowed excessive noise

to be reduced as well as replicating clinical review conditions as much as

possible.

ROC tests were initiated by first entering the observer name and category (ie

physicist, technologist, student etc). As test images were disptayed on a RGB

color monitors, the five possible ROC responses were displayed on a VGA

monitor and the observer was required to accept the response of his choice. At

the initiation of the test, the test administrator e4plained what each observer was

required to do to complete the test. Two'test'images were presented at the start

of every test to enable the user to become familiar with the operation of the

keystrokes of the computer as well as the image forrrat used. In order to specify

which of the three cold markers the obserwer was to evaluate, a circular region of

interest was placed successively over the 3 regions. The diameter of the circle

was 30 pixels and was centered at the location of the marker. No time limit was

placed on the observers as it was not considered a variable of interest in the

study.

5. Results

5.1 Analysis of ROC Results

Figure 3 shows the histogram for the unprocessed portal image generated by

counting the number of observers whose A, value was within 0.02 intervals over

the range 0.66 - L.0. Four groups were defined and denoted groups A, B, c, and

sMitsubishi Damond Scan
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four groups are identified in Figure 3, it was decided to coåbine the ROC

responses of groups A and B and C and D, reducing the number of groups to

two where the number of observers in each group was not equal.

The similaritybetween groups A and B on the one hand, ffid groups C and D

on the other, are also shown in the ROC plots for the unprocessed and OPI

enhanced portal images shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. In both figures,

the distinction between groups A and B and C and D are small compared to the

differences between the combined groups. In particular the mean A" values for

the groups A and B were more than 5 standard deviations higher than those for

groups C and D.
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After pooling obsen¡er responses into the two combined groupr,"Roc curves for

all five processing techniques were calculated. Error bars for each point on an

ROC curve were calculated using Equations (10) and (11) taken from Metz [18]

where TPF represents the true positive fraction and FPF the false positive

fraction.

@I S.D ITPF): l-\ / 
Ï#Actually *veCases - I

Upper enror bars for each A" value were calculated by adding one standard

deviation (SD) to each TPF and FPF. One standard deviation was calculated by

appl)nng Equations (10) and (11) to each Roc point. using the new TpF and

FPFs, the new Az value for the given filter ty?e and observer group

combinations was calculated. In a similar wãlr a lower limit of A" was

calculated by subtra"ting one SD from each TpF and FpF.

r s.D. (FPF):
#Actually -ve Cases

FPF x (1-FPF)

After pooling observer responses into two groups, calculating Az values for

all filter types as well as upper and lower errors in Ao the results were plotted

and appear in Figure 6. Filters were ranked by applying each filtering process to

an on-line portal image of a resolution phantom and calculating the contrast in

each processed image at a spatial frequenry of 1.0 line pair / mm (lplmm) as

measured at the detector face. A spatial resolution of 1.0 lp/mm was achieved

by using a210 mm zoom lens with an f-stop number of 3.0. Such high resolution

is not achieved using the standard lens of the onJine portal imager. The purpose

of using the resolution phantom image was to obtain a relative ranking of the

filters. In Figure 4 the smoothed image had the lowest contrast while the MFIE

737
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enhanced image had the highest. Calculations of the contrarÍ r"rpoose as a

function of spatial frequenry using the resolution phantom mentioned are

presented in Appendix I.
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5.2 Comparison of Trupezoidal versus Maximum Liketihoód Method for

Detennining 4".

An important component in the analysis of ROC curyes is to correctly

determine the value of Ar.In the present study A" was calculated by finding the

area under the TPF and FPF points using the trapezoid method [28]. Although

this technique has been shown to be sufficiently accurate in detersrining the area

under the ROC culr/e when compared to two other techniques (Wilcoxon

statistic and fitting the data to an empirical forrnula for the ROC curve) Í291, it

was decided to obtain an absolute measure of the accuracy of this technique by

comparing these A" values to those deterrnined using the accepted method

l,crown as the maximum likelihood technique [9,3U311.

Using computer code written in the Fortran programming language [32] A,

values as well as the standard deviation of each value were calculated for the

combined groups using the maximum likelihood technique. Individuù A,

values for a number of individual observers could not be calculated using the

maximum likelihood technique due to the degeneracy of the data (perfect

decision performance). This did not affect the calculation of grouped results.

Table 6 presents the A" values calculated using the two techniques as well as the

standard deviation in the A" value for the maximum likelihood technique. A"

values that could not be calculated by the maximum likelihood technique are

indicated by u '-' in Table 6. The table also shows the difference in the A" values

divided by one standard deviation calculated using the maximum likelfüood

and trapezoid techniques.
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Group Filter

A+B

Áobv

Tra¡rezoid

method

OPI

SD of

TrAz

SDçrrez)

Wiener

Tr Az

MHE

Unorocessed

0.975

C+D

tubv

Maxinum

Likelihood

Smoothed

0.955

0.972

0.011

OPI

0.954

SDof

ML Az

SD(MLAz)

Wiener

0.072

ML Az

0.9s2

MHE

0.0s0

Unprocessed

Outlier

0.983

0.803

0.011

1!^! -ML 
^¡rD Tt ¿{!

Smoothed

0.968

7.nx70-3

0.808

0.978

5.9lx10-3

0.786

Tr¿lr-ML At
SDML A,

0.043

OPI

0.96s

4.53x70-3

0.758

Wiener

0.069

6.85x10-3

0.968

0.7n

MHE

0.0s8

Unprocessed

0.727

0.828

4.00x10-3

0.871

Table 6: A, values for the combined groups and outlier calculated using the

trapezoid and maximum likelihood techniques. Also included is the value of one

standard deviation for each A" value detennined using the trapezoid and

maximum likelihood techniques. The last two columns of this table contain the

difference is Arvalues in units of standard deviations for both techniques.

1,40

0.086

1.08

0.82s

Smoothed

0.950

0.013

0.082

0.186,

0.720

0.826

0.839

0.032

0.033

0.188

1.00

0.n3

0.667

0.043

0.031

0.103

2.?2

0.790

0.667

0.031

0.036

0.7?ß

4.23

0.905

0.027

0.037

0_195

3.75

0.903

0.0s4

0.037

0.756

5.84

0.041

0.548

3.75

0.041

1..39

1.00

0.4m5

2.13

0.351

1.00

1.61

0.780



The differences in A" values in units of standard deviations ihdicate that the

two techniques are in agreement when the maximum likelihood standard

deviation is used. These differences are smaller than those calculated using the

standard deviation value deterrtined from the trapezoid technique. Comparing

techniques in this way is by no means a definitive analysis of the results but

provides an estimation of the perforrnance of both techniques. It is suggested

that a more in-depth analysis of these results will erplain these differences more

clearly.

6. Discussion

On-line portal imaging is charactenzed by images whose contrast is t¡ryically

low, a result of the small difference in absorption coefficients that occurs at

therapeutic photon energies. Because of this, many authors have suggested that

detectability and image quality can be improved by applying digitat image

processing techniques.

The results presented in this drapter identify two points. The first of these is

that the detectability of certain objects within an image, in this example small

'cold' matkers, can be increased when image processing is applied to on-line

portal images. For groups C and D portal images processed with either the

MI{E, OPI or Wiener filtering techniques improved the response accuracy of the

grouP as A, values for each of these processes were higher ( > 1 standard

deviation) than for either the smoothed or unprocessed image. This effect was

Iess noticeable for groups A and B as only images enhanced with the OPI or

MHE technique resulted in A" values that were greater than one standard

deviation from the A2 value for unprocessed images. For OPI processed images
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the difference was 2.63 standard deviations while for MFIE procJssed images the

difference was 2.30 standard deviations. The second point is that the greatest

increase in observer response accuracy was obtained with increasing e¡perience

of the observer. The A" values of observers in groups A and B were successively

higher for each processing technique when compared to the values obtained for

grouPs C and D. As this study is a preliminary one, the statistical significance of

these differences has not been investigated.

Figure 6 shows the effect of adding the responses of the observer who was

considered an outlier. Although the outlier exhibits a similar trend in accuracy

for the 5 processing techniques, the combined group of C and D and the outlier

would give A, values with an unfair bias towards the Wiener filtering

technique. Without the outlier data the Wiener, OPl, and MFIE enhancement

techniques produce equivalent accuracy levels within experimental enor.

Suggested further work would be to investigate the correlation between

observer experience and accuracy in viewing portal images.
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Reduction of Interpolation Artifacts Introduced by Moving

Histogram Equalization (MHE) in Digital On-Line Portal Images

Chøpter 6



L. Introduction

The goal of radiation therapy in the treatnrent of cancer is to deliver a

prescribed dose of radiation to a specific volume of cancerous tissue while

limiting the dose to surrounding normal tissue to within prescribed tolerance

levels. Verification of beam position and treatrrent volume can be achieved

through the use of portal films which are placed in the field of view of the

radiation beam on the exit side of the patient. This technique has several

disadvantages, the most important of whidr is the delay between exposure and

processing of the film. Although portal films are still the most common for:n of

treatment verification in clinical radiotherapy, digital image acquisition

techniques including silicon diodes [1], ion chambers îL31, solid state detectors

[4], fiber optics [5], and phosphor/screen video camera combinations [G11] are

becoming more widely used. These devices provide the advantages of fast image

acquisition and processing, as well as decreased cost and storage requirements

per image.

In spite of these advantages, image contrast is quite poor, and in some

instances worse than film in digital portal images. Attempts to improve image

contrast have included analog photographic [12] as well as numerous linear and

non linear digital techniques. Non linear digital techniques such as gray level

windowing 113-1,q are popular in computed tomography. Techniques used in

portal imaging include global t15l and regionally adaptive histogram

equalization (AFIE) l'1.6-171, contrast limited AF{E (CLAFIE) [18], and moving

histogram equalization (N,{}IE) t191. Linear image enhancement techniques

involving frequency domain Wiener and inverse filters have also been suggested

as possible contrast enhancement techniques [20]. These and other image
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processing techniques have been reviewed [21], and su,reraf authors have

suggested that contrast enhancement can lead to improved detectability in

comparison to the original portal image ÍzLz3l.Leszczymski et. aL. t?lLl evaluated

seven contrast enhancement filters and suggested that either AFIE or MFIE were

the preferred choices for on-line portal images. Flowever, a serious disadvantage

of interpolative histogram equalization techniques such as AFIE is that an

artifact arising from the interpolation process appears the greatest in regions

where contrast is relatively unifor:n (see Figure 2). Although this artifact is often

unavoidable, its effects can be minimized by using MHE rather than AFIE,

which reduces the interpolation artifact from a two-dimensional to a one-

dimensional effect. This chapter discusses a fonn of matched Fourier domain

filtering to remove the remaining interpolation artifact while retaining the

enhanced contrast of the MFIE processed images.
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2. Adaptive Enhancement Techniques

Following the ter:ninology of Leszczynski and Shalev Í191, contrast

enhancement can be described as a transfor:nation function F, which assigns

each pixel within an image a new gray level based upon its original gray level,

p. When the function F is not dependent upon the location of the pixel (ij) but

only on the gray level, F is referred to as a global transfonnation. An example of

such a technique is Histogram Equalization (HE), which requires the

transformed image to have an equal number of pixels at each gray level. The

function F which achieves this is one which calculates the cumulative area under

the histogram of the original image for each gray level and is most commonly

referred to as the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). On the other hand, if
F is a function not only of the gray scale, p, but also its location and any set of

parameters {Ç, then F is referred to as an adaptive transfonnation function

where the new or modified pixel gray level g can be defined by:

2.1 Local Histogram Modifi cation (LHM)

g = F(p, i, j, {ck} )

An alternative to global histogram equalizatiorL first described by Ketchman

[25] and Hummel 126l is to perfor:n histogram equalization for every pixel

where the region over which the equalization is calculated is small and centered

about the pixel of interest. This procedure is seen as the optimal HE algorithm

because each pixel is transformed according to its immediate neighborhood, but

it has the disadvantage of being computationally erpensive

(1)
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2.2 Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE)

AI{E, as described by Ptzer [17-78] is an interpolated for:n of contrast

enhancement in which a NxN image is divided into a matrix of regions each of

srze JxJ pixels with each region being refened to as a contextual region. The

CDF of each region is calculated and pixel gruy levels are modified by

per{or:ning bilinear interpolation over the CDFs of the four contextual regions

closest to the pixel of interest.

2.3 Contrast Limited AHE (CLAHE)

Although contrast enhancement is desirable, often AHE produces excessive

noise or mottle in the final image. Paer [18] suggested a tedrnique where

contrast can be controlled by setting an upper limit on the number of pixels with

a given gray level. This limiting value is referred to as the clipping level and has

the effect of placing an upper limit on the slope of the transfer functiorç B, and

hence limiting the degree of contrast enhancement.

2.4 Moving Histogram Equalization (MHE)

MFIE is a modification of AHE, suggested by Leszczynski and Shalev [19] in

which interpolation is reduced to a linear rather than bilinear procedure. A band

of pixels of. size I x L (where L = Jtr and K is the number of regions across the

image) is selected and divided into contextual regions, each of size lxl pixels.

The CDF of each region is calculated and pixels along the central row of the ]xJ

region are transformed by performing a linear interpolation between the two

closest contextual region CDFs. Once all the pixels along their central row have

been transfonned, the J x L band is shifted down by L row of pixels and this

procedure is repeated until the entire N)òI pixel image has been transformed. As
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the interpolation artifact occurs in the direction of interpolation, d,tr{E is superior

to AHE in that the interpolation artifact is uni-directional in comparison to AFIE

which is bi-directional and AFIE and MFIE artifacts are approximately equal in

amplitude.

3. Origin of the Interpolation Artifact.

The interpolation artifact occurs in an image when gray levels either increase

or decrease over several contextual regions and can be visualized by a

modulation of gray levels across the image in the direction of interpolation.

Equation (2) describes the algorithm used to per{onn linear interpolation in

MHE. Here CDF_A, CDF_B are the CDFs of adjacent contextual regions, A and

B, i is the distance in pixels from the center of contextual region A, and j is the

length in pixels of the contextual region.

g = Flp, (i, j), {C¡. }l : CDF-A(p¡ + l¡Cnr- BG) - CDF-A(p)l (2)
J

For the case in whidr the mean gray level of regions A and B are close to the

maximum gray scale value ( a situation encountered frequently in digital portal

images ) and where the pixel levels are increasing slowly from regions A to B,

the CDF of B will appear similar to the CDF of A but shifted towards the higher

gray levels of the CDF plot. When pixel gray levels are transforrned according to

equation (2) the term inside the squ¿ìre brackets acts as a shifting function,

moving CDF_A further to the right with increasing ratto il j. In Figure 1 the

CDFs for regions A and B are plotted for the situation just described. The CDFs

will be characterized by a sharp gradient about the mean gray level while
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having a gradient close to zero for gtay levels that do not fall ábout the mean.

Figure 1 also shows this effect by plotting the transfonnation equation g when

il j = 0.25, 0.5O, and 0.75 respectively. If pixels at these values had gray scale

values of 150 before interpolation, then Figure L shows that they would be

transformed to values o12?Ã,15O and 40 respectively. When pixel gray levels

increase across several contextual regions in this manner, this effect repeats itself

and the interpolation artifact becomes evident.

As evidence to suggest this hypothesis, an artificial image with pixel gtuy

scale values increasing linearly from 150 on the left to 250 on the right was

enhanced using MHE. Figure 2(a) shows the enhanced test image while Figure

2þ) shows the enhancement artifact plotted along the dotted line in Figure 2(a).

Figure 2(b) also shows a plot of the transfonned pixel gray levels generated

when actuarial survival curyes are used to describe CDF_A(p) and CDF_B(p),

identified in Figure 2(a) and used in equation (1).
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The frequency Fa of the enhanced artifact is related to the size of the

contextual region according to equation (3) where J is the number of pixels

comprising the contextual region in the direction of interpolation.

Fa

The amplitude of the interpolation artifact is dependent upon the clipping

level used when calculating the histogram of the contexttral region [18]. If the

gray scale range over a contextual region is small, then the histogram will have a

sharp peak over the gray levels making up the region and will be close to zero

for other values. The purpose of a clipping level is to define an upper threshold

on the gray scale histogram of the image and to redistribute pixels whose gray

level is above the threshold unifonnly across all gray levels so the area under the

histogram remains the same. Setting a clipping level in this manner places an

upper limit on the slope of the CDF and hence the amount of contrast

enhancement. If a clipping level is not set, regions of the image where gray scale

variation is slight will be transfonned into a much wider gray scale. When a

clipping level is defined, the slope of the CDF is decreased and the range of gray

scales over which the image is mapped into is decreased.

0.5

7/ 2J

rycles / contextual region

cycles / pixel (3)
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4. Methods and Materials

4.1 Image Data

Images used in this study were obtained from clinícal portal ímages acquired

with an on-line portal video system [9] attached to a Siemens KD-2 linear

acceleratorl. All images were acquired at 6 and 23 MV photon energies with

dose rates of 200 and 300 cGy/min respectively. Acquisition times varied

between 0.5 and 2 seconds coffesponding to doses of L.7 and 6.7 cGy for 6 MV

photons, and 2.5 and 1.0 cGy for 23 Mv photons. The field of view at the detector

face was approximately 40x30 cm2 and images were digitized tnto 5t?x480x8 bit

pixel images.

4.2 Atüfact Removal Technique

We developed a five step sequential process for reducing artifacts in MFIE

enhanced images:

1 Identifying and sampling the artifact.

2 Removal of noise, DC component and application of a window function to
the sampled artifact.

3 Calculating the Fourier transfonn and power spectrum of the processed
artifact.

4 Generating the two dimensional matched filter from the power spectrum
of the artifact.

5 Perfonning two-dimensional Fourier domain filtering on MFIE enhanced
images using the filter generated in step 4.

lsiemens Medical Laboratories, Concord, CA
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4.Z.lldentifying and Sampling the ArtifacL

A moveable region of interest (ROÐ was superimposed onto the MI{E

enhanced image and positioned over an area where the artifact was most

prominent. These.ueas included regions of soft tissue, and also regions shielded

by lead blocks placed in the treahent field to protect normal tissue from

irradiation. Figure 3 shows an on-line portal image of a left lateral view of a

brain with the ROI placed over a shielded region. The dark region to the right of

the image is a lead shielding block covering the mandible and soft palette of the

patient.

Figure 3: Left lateral oblique on-line portal image of the base of the skull of a

patient after enhancement using MFIE. The rectangular region of interest

identifies the area where the artifact is sampled.
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4.2.2 P rocessing The Artifact

Although a single row of pixels could be used to identify the artifact, the level

of noise cormpted the signal significantly. Noise reduction was accomplished by

averaging the rows of pixels within the ROI used to identify the artifact.

The DC component of the smoothed artifact was removed by finding the

mean of the smoothed signal and subtracting this value from each element of the

smoothed artifact. This procedure was necessary because the artifact was

composed of frequency components which were masked by a large DC signal

(zerc frequenry) component.

A Hanning window function was applied to the smoothed artifact as a final

processing step, forcing the processed artifact to be periodic over its length in

accordance with discrete Fourier domain transforrration theory [?f,1.

Figure 4 shows the result of applying these processing steps to the artifact

identified within the ROI of Figure 3. Figure 4(a) shows the signal obtained

when a single row of pixels are sampled while Figure 4(b) shows the same srgnal

a-fter the rows within the ROI are averaged, the DC component removed and a

Hanning window function is applied to the data.
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4.2.3 Calculating the Fast Fourier Transform and Power Spectrum

The processed artifact was transformed to the spatial frequency domain using

a one-dimensional (1D) Fast Fourier Transfonn (FFT) routine [2S]. To ensure that

the power spectrum of the artifact and the 2D FFT of the image had the same

resolution in the frequency domain, the FFT of the artifact was calculated over

512 data points. When the artifact consisted of less that 512 data points, as was

often the case, zeros were appended to the artifact ensuring the 512 data point

requirement was satisfied. The power spectrum of the artifact was calculated by

taking the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary components of the

transformed artifact.

The effect of transfonning the artifact to the frequency domain is shown in

Figures 5(a) and 5(b), which shows the power spectrum of the unprocessed and

processed artifacts of Figures 4(a) and 4(b) respectively. The DC component of

the artifact in Figure 4(a) is represented by a large value of the power spectrum

at the zero frequency value in Figure 5(a), while noise appea$ as non zero

values of the power spectrum at higher frequencies. After processing Figure 5(b)

shows that the DC and high frequency components have been reduced relative

to the frequency components of the artifact. The frequency value of the artifact

deterrnined above and that calculated manually from the enhanced image in

Figure 5(b) were approximately equal, indicating that the algorithm was

calculating the comect frequency component of the artifact.
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4.2.4Generating the Two-Dimensional (2D) Matched Filter

A 2D frequency domain filter was generated using the norrnalized and

inverted 1D artifact power spectrum (as defined in Chapter 4) as the U-axis of
the 2D filter and setting all non U-axis values of the filter to 1.0. The rational for
using the inverted spectrum as the U-axis can be e>rplained by considering the

simple case of a sine wave. The direction of propagation of the wave can be

defined by a wavelength À, and a vector n which subtends an angle a with the x-

axis, as seen in Figure 6(a). When transformed to the spatial frequency domain,

the sine wave is represented by a single frequency value, a distance r = l/)vfrom
the origin and subtending an angle p between r and the U-axis. As 6¿ and p are

always numerically equat (i.e. a = þ) [zg] then as a decreases, so will p. In the

case of MFIE, .t = F = 0 and thus the artifact will only have components along the

U axis. Using the nonnalized inverted artifact power spectrum as the Ll-axis,

frequency comPonents related to the artifact wiII be removed while leaving other

components unchanged.
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Figure 6: Fourier transfonn pair of periodic srgnal in spatial and frequenry

domain. (a) Spatial domain artifact with nor:nal vector n and angle q,. (b)

Frequency domain artifact with wave vector r and angle B.
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4.2.5 Peúonning Two-dimensional Fourier Domain Filtering

on-line images were transformed to the spatial frequenry domain by

successively performing lD transforrrs of the rows and columns of the 2D image

[29] using a standard FFT routine written for the C programming language [28].

As the result of this operation is a complex image consisting of real and

imaginary frequenry components, matched filtering was performed according to

equation 4, where G(u¡) is the frequency domain filtered version of the MFIE

enhanced image, lH(u,v) | the spatial frequenry domain filter generated in step

4, and Fr(u,r), and F¡(u¡) the real and imaginary components of the frequency

domain original image. The complex fonn of the transfor:ned image is denoted

by i.

G(u,v) :lH (u,v)llF,(u,v) + F,(u,v)l

G(u,v):lH(u,v)lF,(u,v)+lï(u,v)lF,(u,v) (4)

B(fy¡ was evaluated by calculating the inverse 2D FFT of G(u,v).

5. Results

Two examples of the matched filtering procedure are demonstrated in Figures

7 and 8. Figure 7(a) shows ¿rn unprocessed anterior view of a patient being

treated with a 6 MV photon beam for Hodgkin's disease while Figure 7(b) shows

the MFIE enhanced version of (a) with a contextual region of. size 32x 30 pixels

and clipping level of 20.0. Although this clipping level is not used in clinical

practice it was used to demonstrate the artifact removal process. As a point of

reference, the bifurcation of the broncus is located towards the bottom of the
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center of the treatment field. Figure 7(c) shows the result of perfdrrning matched

filtering on Figure 7þ). The dotted line located in the right hand sector of the

two images indicates the position where the artifact was sampled and is plotted

in Figure 7(d). As Figure 7(d) shows, a significant reduction in the peak-to-peak

value of the artifact has been achieved as a result of matched Fourier filtering.

Figure 7(e) shows the same image as 7(a) except a more moderate clipping level

of 5.0 is used. In this instance the strength of the interpolation artifact is less than

that of 7(b). Using the same filter generated from 7þ), matched filtering can be

used to further reduce the interpolation artifact, as shown in Figure 7(f). Figure

7(g) shows the artifact identified in Figures 7(e) and (f) over the same region as

used in Figures 7(b) and 7(c). As Figure 7(g) shows, the application of the

matched filter has further reduced the interpolation artifact even when moderate

contrast enhancement is applied. Figure 8(a) shows the MFIE enhanced image of

a left lateral view of a patient undergoing radiation therapy with a 6 MV photon

beam for cancer of the brain. The artifact has a period which is approximately

half that of Figure 7(a), a result of doubling the contextual region to 64x60 pixels.

Figure 8(b) shows the result of applying matdred Fourier domain filtering to

Figure 8(a). The line located in the lower right hand sector of Figures 8(a) and

8þ) indicates the position where the enhancement artifact was sampled and

plotted in Figure 8(c).

The images used in this study are a left anterior oblique view of the base of

the skull (image 1., Figure 3), -, anterior view of the pelvis (image 2), ar, anterior

view of the thorax (image 4, Figure 7), aleft.Iateral view of the head (image 3,

Figure 8), and anterior views of the lower abdominal (image 5) and pelvic

regions (image 6).
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Figure 7: Effeú. of applying matched Fourier domain filtering technique to an

anterior-posterior on-line portal image of a mantle fields. (a) Anterior-posterior

view of the mantle field of a patient undergoing radiation treatment for

Hodgkin's disease using 6 MV photons. (b) Mantle image after processing with

the MFIE algorithm using a clipping level of 20.0. (c) Mantle image shown in (b)

after applying matched Fourier domain filtering. (d) MI{E interpolation artifact

before and after matched Fourier domain filtering. (e) Mantle image after

applylng MFIE with clippiog = 5.0. (Ð Mantle field shown in (e) after applying

matched Fourier domain filtering using the matched filter generated from (b).

(g) Artifact identified in (e) and (Ð over the same region as the artifact identified

in (e).
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Figure 7 (a)

Figure 7(b)
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Figure 7(e)

Figure 7(f)
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Figure 8: Effect of applying matched Fourier domain filtering technique to a left

lateral on-line portal image of the brain. (a) On-Line portal image after applying

MHE. þ) On-Line portal image of (a) after applying matched Fourier domain

filtering. (c) MHE interpolation artifact before and after matched Fourier domain

filtering.
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Figure 8 (a)

Figure 8þ)
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The results of perforrring matched filtering on all the images are presented in
Table 1. The table shows the peak to peak (p-p) value of the artifact before (p-

Poriginal) and after (P-Pprocesr"¿) matched Fourier domain filtering was applied

to the images, as well as the value of the artifact reduction factor (ARF)

calculated according to equation S.

Where P-Porisinal is the peak-to-peakvalue of the MFIE induced artifact when

a clipping level of 20.0 was used, and P-Ppnrcessed is the peak-to-peak values of

the artifact after matched Fourier domain filtering. Peak to peakvalues were also

averaged over all the peaks across the image.

The results presented in Table L show that for a variety of anatomical sites

and photon energies, the matched Fourier filtering algorithm significantly

reduced the MFIE enhancement artifact. The success of the artifact reduction

algorithm was due in part to the fact that the artifact was dominant in the images

choserç arising from the large ¿ìreas of relatively unifonn gray levels within

each image. For images which do not contain largø unifor:n gray levels, the

artifact reduction algorithm would notbe expected to perform quite as weII.

ARF:
(P-P'in_)-(P-P*"*,"0)

(P - Pro- )
(5)
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Image
Number

1

Site

2

Head

3

Figure

Thorax

4

Brain

5

Photon
Energy
(lvIV)

3

Pelvis

6

Table L: Peak-to-peak values of the ripple artifact before and after matched

filtering.

Abdomen

7

I

P-Porieinal

Pelvis

6

6

6. Conclusion

6

P-Pp-""rred

40

23

A technique using matched Fourier domain filtering has been presented for

reducing the interpolation artifact introduced when on-line portal images are

enhanced by MHE. Quantitative evaluation of the MFIE induced artifact showed

that the Peak to peak value of the artifact after performing matched Fourier

domain filtering at selected sites was decreased to about 60 % of its original

value when a clipping level of 20.0 was used. The algorithm performs well on a

range of clinical portal images.

32

23

2A

23

t6

ARF

40

1,4

2ß

9

29

0.60

t7

0.56

10

0.62

13

0.58

0.64

0.55
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The technique has been shown to be effective in removing interpolation

artifacts from highly enhanced MFIE images as well as images with moderate

contrast enhancement. The optimal use of this technique is to generate the

matched filter from an MFIE enhanced image with high contrast enhancement

and to aPPly the filter to the same image but with lower contrast enhancement.

In this way optimal contrast enhancement and interpolation artifact reduction is

achieved.
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Chøpter 7

Application of cross conelation to Image Registration



L. Introduction

The rationale for radiotherapy treahent verification is that frequent

monitoring of treahent setup significantly reduces recurrence of the primary

cancer [7'2l.Methods to verify treatnrent setup have involved comparing either

the prescribed treatment field, defined by the simulation film image, to the

actual treatment field, defined by the treatment portal film, or by comparing

portal films over the course of the treatrnent to a reference portat film. The

problems associated with these comparison techniques are numerous.

Verification cannot usually be perfonned until after the treatment has been

completed and until recently the alignment was perfor:ned manually, usually

using a suPe{Position of traced outlines of the treatment field and a small

number of anatomical landmarls [Z 4].

Recent advances in the development of electronic portal imaging devices

(EPIDs) allow digital portal images to be acquired within seconds of the

initiation of the treatment [5], and there now exists a need for very rapid field

placement and error analysis [5]. As a first step towards automated verification,

a technique which uses cross correlation has been developed to automatically

identify artificial landmarks within portal images. The technique has been

evaluated for several objects over a range of portal imaging conditions. The

technique has also been adapted to detect the location of the horizontal and

vertical axes of a graticule within a portal image. Because a limited number of

images have been used in this study, the results cannot be apptied in general to

all on-line portal images. Instead the concepts described should be the impetus

for future in-depth studies.
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2. Image Registration Techniques In Portal Images

2.1 Sim/Port and Port/Port alignment

In radiation therapy treaturenþ two types of setup and positioning errots can

occur independently and simultaneously. Rabinowitz et al. [6] defined these as

systematic and random errors. Systematic errors occur when the treahent

administered to the patient deviates consistently from that which is prescribed at

the onset of the treatment. Random errots can be defined as the daily variation

of treatment setups over the course of treat¡nent. Rabinowitz et. al. [6] showed

that, for a range of treatment sites, random effols were approximately normally

distributed with an average value of 3 mm independent of the site while

systematic errors varied from 3.5 mm in the head and neck region to 9.2 mm in

the thorax. A typical distribution of errors is shown in Figure 1', which illustrates

the difference between systematic (Âx) and random (oJ erïols for shifts in the x

direction.

Figure L': Distribution of random and systematic errors.
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Both systematic and random set up errorls can be determineã Uy comparing

the prescription, or simulator image to several portal images obtained

throughout the course of the treatment. If the comparison is performed using the

simulator and portal image obtained from the first treatment fractioru both the

systematic and random error of the treatment are estimated. Alignment of these

two image t5ryes has been perfor:ned in the past by comparing simulator and

portal films ÍL4, Ç171 as well as more recent techniques which have involved

the alignment of digitized simulator and online portal images LS, lL1,6l.

Alignment techniques have also been varied, including the alignment of

anatomical features (e.9. a femur in a pelvic field) on simulator and portal

images ÍL4,6-7,10-721, the matching of specific points found on anatomy on the

simulator and portal images [13,'1,5], the alignment of field edge s ll4, 1,6-17l and

the alignment of graticule points superimposed on the simulator and portal

images [18-19]. The registration or alignment of the simulator to the portal,

referred to as sim/port registration has a number of unique problems associated

with it. The first of these concerns the matching of simulator and portal images

using gray scale features of both images. Simulator images are charactenzedby

high contrast images which consist of significant anatomical detail, a result of the

diagnostic energy range of photons used. Portal images on the other hand are

characterizedby low contrast as well as little anatomical detail. Because of poor

image quality of portal images, registration is often difficult to perfonn.

Although anatomical points can be easily identified on the simulator, the same

cannot be said for the portal image. An interesting solution to this problem,

devised by Shiu et. al. I20l was to introduce high contrast anatomical

infonnation into the portal image by exposing the patient using diagnostic x-

rays delivered from an x-ray tube mounted on the side of the treatment

accelerators head. This technique resulted in double exposure images whose
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anatomical contrast was greater than that obtained when d'äuble e>rposure

images were acquired using the linear accelerator only. Other problems include

differences in magnification between the simulator and portal image as well as

the ability to clearly define portal field edges.

An estimate of the random enors of a treaturent can be deter:nined by

comparing portal images acquired over the course of treatment to a reference

portal image Í6, 9, 21-261which is referred to as port /port alignment. In many

situations the reference portal chosen is the portal image acquired during the

first treatment. The advantage of this comparison as opposed to the previously

discussed techniques is that the reproducibility of daily treatment set ups can be

estimated. The extent of these errols has varied significantly. Rabinowitz et. al.

[6] reported that, for a range of anatomical sites, a random erïor, averaged over a

number of patient sfudies, measured using port/port comparisons was

approximately 3mm. Erors of this order were also noted by Weiser et at. [21]

when storage phosphors were used to record photon contaminated electron

treatments. These values can be contrasted to the 2cm setup error measured by

wade et. aI. [23] when pelvic images were compared using this technique.

2.2 Techniques For Registration

By far the most popular of all registration techniques is to align anatomical

points in simulator and portal images (sim/port registration) [6, g-l'l,,lg-ls, ?,L

25, 271. An estimate of the error is then given by either measuring the shift of

anatomical infonnation with respect to the field edge Í6, 10-ll, zg-?.8, zn,

measuring the distance from the center of the field to the chosen anatomical

points l21l or by measuring the radial difference between simulator and portal
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field edge points 19, 13-'l'51. Another technique which involvei aligning field

edges and measuring the distance between a selected number of anatomical

points l1'2, 'l'61has also been reported. A serious drawback of this technique is

that the size and shape of the field edges must remain unchanged throughout

the treatnrent procedure. The assumption is thus made that only anatomical

shifts relative to the fixed reference frame of the field can be observed.

Another technique involves the atignment of images using a graticule. A

graticule consists of a number of equally spaced, highly attenuating (tungsten)

rods arranged in a cross configuration that are placed close to the radiation

source of the treatnent machine. When a graticule is used in this wãfr the cross

pattern is superimposed upon the portal and simulator images. Sim/port and

port/port registration can then be perfor:ned by aligning the graticule on both

images Í17'791. Unfortunately several problems arise using this technique.

Although images are aligned, there is no guarantee that anatomy will be in the

same position relative to the graticule for both images. This tectrnique also

assumes that field edge orientation and shape remains unchanged throughout

the treatment course.

With the increased use of computers in radiotherapy, alignment techniques

have become more and more sophisticated. Initially manual alignment

techniques were commonly employed. These involved manually marking

anatomical points and field edges either directly upon the portal and simulator

films or by tracing outlines of anatomy and field edges onto clear plastic sheets

tL4l. Alignment was then performed by manually aligning these images and

estimating field placement errors from the differences in these images.

Surprisingly, the reported accuracy of these techniques is quite high. Dunscombe
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et. al. [4] showed that, in a study o1 20 males suffering from cancer of the

prostate, an average field placement enor of 2.1mm was noted. Graham et. aI.

[24] reported a similar but more sophisticated technique whereby portal images

collected on a fibre optic EPID could be aligned using a split image display. The

two images to be aligned were split and the two halves were placed adjacent to

one another. Alignment was then perfonned using a computer workstation by

moving the two images until they were aligned visually. A similar technique,

using the same system was described by Halverson et. al. [1b], produced a

cumulative sum of aligned verification fields that were superimposed on the

simulator image using a technique l.crown as cumulative verification image

analysis (CVIA). Using this technique daily portal images were aligned by

choosing 3 anatomical points on both the simulator and portal image. Alignment

was then per{ormed by calculating a least squares fit for the 3 points on the

simulator and portal film. Successive portal fields were then aligned and a

cumulative sum of verification fields were produced over the simulator image.

Another overlay technique was employed by Weinhous [18]. Using a computer

workstatiorç simulator and portal images were aligned firstly using a graticule

and then manipulated using the workstation until the two images were aligned.

A transparent overlay of the aligned portal image over the simulator image was

presented to the operator. An estimation of treatnrent setup erïors was obtained

by visually inspecting the overlay image.
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3. LJse of Cross Corelation as a Registration Techniqué

Although several image registration techniques currently employed use

sophisticated computer systems to per{onn registration, these processes involve

a considerable amount of manual intervention. By far the most important

consideration is the detennination of image parameters such as field edges and

points for registration. Although Bijhold et. al. [28] and Leszczymski [29] have

suggested algorithms that will successfully detennine boundaries on portal

images, there still appears a need to automate the procedure of defining either

anatomical or artificial points within simulator and portal images for the

pu{pose of image registration.

A mathematical algorithm which has been used extensively in pattern

recognition [30] is lcrown as cross correlation. In cross comelation a pixel by

pixel comparison of two images is perforrred. Let f(ry) represent an image

which contains several features, including the object to be searched for, and let

B(ry¡ be a template image containing a representation of the object. For a two

dimensional discrete functiorç it can be shown t30l that the nor:nalized

correlation function of two discrete functions, f(ij) and g(ij) is given by

r(m, n) -
IJIJ
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where r(m,n) represents the value of the correlation function. In fhis instance the

two dimensional image is considered to extend over a domain of 1 < i < I pixels

in the X direction and 1 < i < J in the Y direction. The coordinates of the pixel

being compared range from m = 1, z,...Mand n = 1,2,... N. The values of N and

M are the x and y dimensions of the template and for computational efficiency N

and M are set such that N < I and M < ]. The denominator of Equation (1) is a

normalization factor that reduces the conelation value so that it lies between the

ranges of 0 and '1. To reduce the computational burden associated with

calculating r(m,n), the object that is being searched 1o¡ g(x,y) is usually made

small in comparison to the image (fy).

Equation (1) can also be transformed to the Fourier domain by calculating the

Fourier transfonm of the numerator. It can be shown [30] that the numerator of

equation (1) reduces to the product of F*(u,v) and G(u,v), where F*(u,v) is the

complex conjugate of the Fourier transfonn of f(ij) and G(u,v) the Fourier

transfonn of g(ij).

A problem arises in comelation when the template approaches the boundary

of search regiorç f(ry). If the restriction that the template region never exceeds

the dimensions of the search area is made, then the correlation operation

produces a band of pixels of width M/2 tn the x direction and N/2 in the

direction in which the infor:nation is erroneous [30]. This band arises because

only a partial correlation can be achieved between the template and image in

this region. Figure 1. demonstrates this phenomena for a template of dimensions

M and N pixels and a search area of dimensions I and ] pixels.
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Figure L: Perfonning cross correlation using a template and search region. The

hatched region indicates the band of pixels in which partial correlation has

occuned.

I

When the correlation operation is extended to the frequenry domain this

problem manifests itself as wrap around etror [30]. Similarly, a band of pixels

equal to one half the dimensions of the template region is lost and the

infor:nation within this border region is considered extraneous. Because discrete

Fourier transfonn theory [31] requires template and search regions to be of the

same dimensions, the template region size is increased to that of the search area

by placing the template in the upper left hand corner of a matrix whose size is

equal to the search area and then appending zeros to the matrix for all values

that the template doesn't cover. With the added restrictiorç based on

computational efficiency, that the size of. the regions must be equal to two raised

to an integer Power, Fourier domain convolution can then be perfor:ned

efficiently. The correlated image using Fourier domain processing also has a

Template
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band of pixels around the border of the image which is equival"it to the spatial

domain region containing extraneous infor:nation.

3.1 Identification Of Objects Using Cross Correlation

The use of cross correlation as a registration technique has been investigated

bylones et. al. [2tí] who perfonned correlation using two portal images. In ]ones'

approacþ the first of the two images was a reference portal or template image

which was considered to be an image of the correct treatment field positioning

while the second, referred to as the search window was a treatrrent portal

containing set up effors. Correlation was then perforrned using a 64x64region in

the template image and a 256v256 region in the search window. A measure of

the set uP effor was obtained by measuring the distance from the center of the

template in the reference portal image to the location of the correlation peak in

the search window. Although this technique was successful at detecting within

plane translations, there were a number of problems associated with this

Process. By far the most serious of these was the detection of within and out-of-

plane rotations of the feature of interest in the search window. Using Jones'

technique, within and out-of-plane rotations greater than 1.0o could not be

detected. The problem was made worse when combinations of translations and

rotations were considered. Another problem with this technique was that both

the template and search windows contained objects whose contrast was low. As

a result, the difference between the value of the correlation peak and regions

where there was little or no correlation were small. A finat problem of this

technique was that no l,rrowledge of the systematic error of the treaûnent could

be determined, only those associated with random errors could be estimated.
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A solution to the problems encountered byJones et. al. is to deiect the location

of artificial markers that can be placed on either the skin of a patient or their

immobilization cast. This technique has several advantages in comparison to

|ones' technique. Firstly, the effect of within plane rotations can be removed by

using rotationally symmetric markers. Secondly, the problem of searching for

low contrast objects in the template and search window can be reduced by using

a highly radio oPaque marker. Thirdly, both sim/port and port/port registration

can be performed by detecting the location of these objects in the simulator and

portal image and perforrring image registration using these points, thus

obtaining an estimate of both systematic and random errors. Finally, the speed of

the search algorithm can be increased significantly by reducing the search and

template areas.

The disadvantage of the use of external markers to detect treatment set up

errors concems the relationship between the movement of the tumor volume and

the position of the markers. When markers are placed on the immobilization

device the relationship between the tumor volume and the marker is unlrrown.

In regions such as the mantle, patient motion associated with breathing can

cause the tumor to move relative to the relatively fixed location of the marker.

Image registration based on the position of the marker may indicate that little

movement has occurred when in fact significant tumor movement has been

undetected. Weight loss through the course of radiation treatment can cause a

once tight immobilization device to become loose, resulting in patient motion

throughout the treahent. The problem is compounded when markers are

placed on the skin of the patient, especially if the patient is not placed in an

immobilization device prior to treatment.In the present study the use of external

markers as an image registration tool was investigated.
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To ensure that the template region was kept to a minimum, the maximum size

of the marker being searched for was restricted to a size of.1,6x-1,6 pixels. For the

on-line portal imaging system with a pixel size of 0.656 mm in the X and 0.450 in

the Y direction at the detector face, this represented a maximum object stze of

9.04 mm and 7.2mm in the X and Y directions respectively.

To ensure the object chosen was of the maximum possible contrast when

imaged on the on-line portal imaging system, objects used in the study were

metallic markers manufactured from a tungsten alloy (90.98 % W with equal

percentages of Cu, Ni, and Fe). Table 1 lists the linear attenuation co-efficients of

tungsten as well as 2 other metals (namely Al, and Pb) that are also used at

therapeutic photon energies ( 6 & 23 MÐ. The most radio-opaque material is

tungsten atboth 6 and 23 MV photon energies.

Atomic

Symbol

AI

Atomic

Number

Pb

w

Table 1.: Linear attenuation coefficients for selected metals (taken from

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, CRC Press 4th edition [32])

13

Density

kl crr.2\

82

74

2.71

2

F

(.rr,-1)

11,.34

E (MeV)

6

19.3

0.777

l.r

(cm-1

0.500

0.8%

0.072

)

?n

p

(crr-1)

0.s01

0.811

0.0s7
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The thickness of tungsten markers used in the study was approximately 2mm
which produced contrast values approximately equal to g% in on_Iine portal
images acquired using 6 MV photons. Objects whose contrast was less than this
value could not be detected using the corelation algorithm and thus this
thiclcress was found to be at the lower limit of acceptable contrast when imaged
at megavoltage energies using the on-line portal imaging system.

To improve the robustness of the correlation algorithm, the markers used
were symmetric and were either circular disl.s or rings. By doing sq the effect of
within plane rotations of the portal image was minimized. out of plane rotations
could notbe accounted for under the present s¡retem, and they would result in a
decrease in the maximum value of the corelation peak [26J. Rings and disks
were manufactured so that the surface areas of the two objects were equal, in
order to ensure that a meaningfuI comparison could be made between them.
Table 2lists the dimensions of the two markers used for this pulpose.

Thicl.:r¡ess

(mm)

Table 2: Physical dimensions of ring and disk markers used in the evaluation of
the cor:relation algorithm

Inner

Radius

Outer

Radius

Surface

Area

Surface

Area
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To obtain a series of images that were representative of thoseäcquired under

routine clinical conditions, a number of images of a radiological head phantom

were acquired. The head phantom was chosen over a radiological pelvic

phantom because the fonner contained a significant amount of anatomical

infonnation in comparison to the pelvis. Left lateral fields of view covering a

field of 20x20 crr2 at isocenter were used to acquire four images of the head

phantom at both 6 and 23 MV photon energies. The four images were acquired

by averaging 16, 32, 64, and 128 frames of an RS-170 standard video camera.

Given a frame rate of 30 frames per second, these images represented acquisition

times o1 0.53,'/.,.70, 2.70, and 4.30 seconds respectively.

Table 3 shows the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for the eight images as well as

the acquisition times for these images. SNR values were calculated by first
defining a 50 x 50 pixel region of interest (ROÐ over a unifonn region of the

phantom, in this case along a horizontal line that intersects the nasal bone and

the midline of the brain. To ensure maximum computational accuracy, all

mathematical operations were perfor:ned using floating point numbers. Two

images of the phantom for a given number of video frames were then acquired

and subtracted from one another. The variance of the pixels within the 50x50

pixel ROI of the subtracted Image is then calculated, gtriog a variance whose

mean in zero. It is assumed that the noise component in the two images before

subtraction is approximately equal and because the variances add in quadrature,

the variance of the subtracted image is divided by the square root of twq to give

an estimate of the variance in the original unsubtracted image. The SNR is then

given by the ratio of the average pixel value within the 50x50 pixel ROI of the

first image and the standard deviation of the first image. Calculating the SNR is

this way removed the effect of detennining structure noise as well as local
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gradient effects within the 50x50 pixel ROI. Table 3 shows that iåagu quality, as

measured by the SNR is dependent upon the number of video frames that are

used to acquire the portal image. A short image acquisition results in a low SNR

value when compared to that obtained for a longer acquisition time

Figure 2 shows the left lateral view of the radiological head phantom used in

the study acquired by averaging 128 video frames before and after applying

contrast enhancement using the MI{E contrast enhancement algorithm described

in Chapter 6. Notice that the phantom has two rings and two disks. For the

disks, the first location @1) was adjacent to the external acoustic meatus, while

location 2 (DZ) was midway along the coronal suture. For the rings, location L

(R1) was superior to the mid portion of the parietal bone while location 2 (R2)

was over the nasion bone. The locations were chosen so that each object was

located over one region with relatively little anatomical detail, and one region

with significant detail, mimidcing a range of possible conditions that could occur

under nonnal clinical conditions.

Photon Energy

Acquisition Time (s)

6

23

Table 3: Signal-to-noise ratios and acquisition times for the eight phantom

images used in the study.

741,.7

174.2

0.53

SNR

n2.1,

220.6

1.10

284.0

2ß3.7

2.10

404.9
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Figure 2 (a): Unprocessed onJine portal image of a left lateral view of

radiological head phantom used in the study. The field size was ?.0x20 crn2 at

isocenter. Also indicated are the locations of the two disks and two rings,

denoted as Dl, DZF([,, and R2respectively.

Figure 2(b): Figurc 2(a) after applying the MHE contrast enhancement algorithm.
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4. Registration Results

Templates used in this study were obtained by placing the tungsten rings and

disks on a light box and digitizing the binary image of the dark objects on ¿ur

extremelybright background. To ensure the digitized object was the same size as

the object in the portal image, the magnification of the video camera was

adjusted until the portal and template objects were of the same size.

Although the binary representation was a good approximation to the object in

the portal image, the two images differed due to the degradation of the object in

the portal image which resulted from scatter as well as the point spread function

of the phosphor scleen and silicon intensified target (SIT) video camera. To

investigate if an improvement in correlation could be achieved by blurring the

binary object, the ring and disk images were bluned with six passes of a 3x3

Gaussian smoothing kernel, which gave the blurred object a similar full width at

half maximum (FWIilvÐ to the marker in the portal image. Convolution was

then per{or:ned for the smoothed and unsmoothed versions of the ring and disk

for all images. Because there was very little difference between maximum and

minimum values for comelation for the 4 different images, values were averaged

and presented as a function of object type in Table 4 below. The table also

presents the correlation values as contrast percentages where contrast is the ratio

of the difference and the sum of the maximum and minimum correlation values.

As a final test, rings and disks were placed at the isocenter of the accelerator and

on-line portal images of these objects were acquired. Correlation was perforrred

using these as the template images. Unfortunately an improvement in correlation

was not achieved when this was performed.
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Object

Rl Unsmoothed

R2 Unsmoothed

Min

Rl Smoothed

R2 Smoothed

6

Dl Unsmoothed

0.880

Energy (MV)

Max

D2 Unsmoothed

0.878

0.912

Dl Smoothed

0.891

Contrast

0.912

D2 Smoothed

0.886

0.828

(%

0.9?:7

)

Table 4: Maximum and minimum correlation values for the smoothed and

unsmoothed lightbox images of the ring and disk

0.828

0.62

Min

0.919

0.891

0.4s

0.845

23

0.890

0.82

0.880

0.u6

Although the maximum value of conelation for both objects increased when

processed by the smoothing kernel, the difference between the maximum and

minimum increased only slightly. This is also shown in the percentage contrast

values for the smoothed and unsmoothed object. In some instances the contrast

increased but in others a dectease was also noted. Thus, although the higher

maximum indicated a better correlation between object and image had occurred,

the ability to distinguish the correlation peak from the background corelation

values did not change significantly. The effect of sharpening as well as the effect

Max

0.38

0.878

0.901

1.0

o.913

0.901

0.890

Contrast

1,.1

0.9t2

0.885

0.55

(

0.829

%

o.9?ß

)

o.6't

0.56

0.829

0.919

0.40

0.892

0.8M

o.7't

0.891

0.8M

0.38

0.901

0.90

0.900

0.90

0.50

0.50
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of higher image contrast on the conelation values also investigated. Sharpening

involved per{orrring an unsharp mask operation while contrast enhancement

involved applymg the MFIE algorithm. Parameters for these algorithms are

described in Chapter 5. Processing portal images using either technique did not

result in an improvement in the values of conelation maximum and minimum.

Because of this, it was decided to use unprocessed images as the template. This

also made implementation of the cross correlation algorithm significantly

simpler because templates did not require preprocessing before cross correlation

was perfor:ned.

Figure 3(a) shows the profiles of the disk located at position Dl. in the 4.3

acquisition of the head phantom for 6 and 23 MV photon energies, showing the

increased spreading in the profile as the incident photon energ"y is increased.

Figure 3(b) shows cross sections of the disk used as the template as well as a disk

located in a portal image (location D2). Although the profiles of the template and

portal diskvary, the FWHMvalue of the profiles remained relatively unchanged

as a result of the smoothing process.
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Figure 3: Cross sections of the disk object in the template and portal image. (a)

Profile of the marker in the portal image, located atD7, at 6 and 23lvIV photon

energies demonstrating the extra blurring of the disk at 23lvIV. (b) Profile of the

marker used as the template before and after smoothing with a 3x3 Gaussian

smoothing kernel.
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As shown in Table 4 the conelation contrast of the disk was higher than the

contrast obtained when a ring was used as the template. The reason for this is

that the ring has a greater high frequency content compared to the disk As a

result, the ring image is degraded to a greater extent than the disk by the

frequency transfer function of the on-line imaging system. For this reason

unsmoothed disks resulted in a higher conelation contrast. Hence, disks were

chosen as the correlation object of choice.

The effect of contrast on the maximum and minimum value of cross

correlation was also investigated by calculating these values for three different

image types. The first was a binary image of the rings and disks obtained by

using the light box and video camera system described earlier. A second image

was obtained by digitizing a simulation film of the head phantom while a third

image set consisted of the portal images of the head phantom described in Table

3. Conelation was per{onned over a search area of 64 x 64 pixels using a

template of Í,6x16 pixels. As a result, the effective search area was approximately

48x48 pixels. For all images, the image template remained unchanged and was

obtained from the binary image of the objects obtained initially. Figure 4 is a plot

of the maximum and minimum values for the ring and disk objects. Obviously

for a binary image the correlation values are very close or ideal (maximum o'/-,.0,

minimum - 0.0). As image quality is degraded by moving to the simulation

image, so too is the difference between these two values until they almost

converge for the case of the on-line portal image. Also shown in this figure is the

average value of the correlation. As the correlation degrades, the maximum,

minimum, and spatially averaged mean correlation values converge, indicating

that the conelation peak becomes increasingly difficult to differentiate from the
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background corelation values. Although there is a differ"oé" between the

maximum, minimum, and the mean correlation values, the range of the vertical

axes in Figures 4(a) and a(b) is too large to display the small differences between

these values.
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Figure 4: Maximum, minimum, and mean correlation values of correlation for

the ring and disk object used in the study for three images of differing image

quality. The first image consisted of a binary image of the ring and dislç the

second a simulator image of the radiological head phantom and the third an on-

line portal image of the radiological phantom. (a) Correlation values versus

object contrast for the disk þ) Correlation values versus object contrast for the

ri.g.
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4.1 Automatîc Thresholding

An obvious problem associated with the correlation of the light box image of

the object with an on-line portal image is not only the small difference between

the maximum and minimum values of correlation but also that the value of the

correlation maximum varies depending upon the object being searched for. The

detennination of the object's position cannot be made on the basis of a fixed

maximum or mean correlation value. A solution to this problem, as well as

providing an accurate and reliable method of determining the correlation peak

was to apply a two step, automatic thresholding procedure to the corelation

results.

The first step of the procedure was to convert the correlation results into a

gray scale image by rescaling the conelation space so that its maximum was

equal to 255 and the minimum equal to zero. Figure 5 shows a t¡pical example

of the correlation results for disk DL in the phantom image acquired by

averaging 128 video frames using a 6 MV photon beam. In this instance the

correlation was per{ormed over a region of 1?ßx1?ß pixels using a t6x'/,6 pixel

template. Figure 4 shows that, for the images used in this study, a threshold

mustbe chosen which is greater than the mean correlation value so that only the

true correlation peak is identified.
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Figure 5: Correlation results using a 'I-.6 x 16 pixel disk template and a se¿uch

region of 128 x 128 pixels. The disk location was Dl. while the radiological

phantom image was acquired by averaging 128 video frames using a 6 MV

photon beam. The correlation results have been rescaled into the full gay scale

range of the display system.
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The second step in the procedure was to threshold the correlitioo results to a

predefined level, after which a search of the correlation space was perforsred

and the number of correlation peala above the threshold level were counted. A

second, higher threshold level was applied to the conelation space but this time

the threshold level was incremented by u five gray scale values. Again the

number of comelation peals or clusters were counted. If after two iterations of

this procedure the number of peal.s remained unchanged the routine was

deemed to have converged, and the center of gravity of each correlation peak or

cluster was calculated as well as the border of each cluster, defined by u
rectangular region of interest.

In order to verify that the technique of automatic thresholding was

appropriate for the on-line portal images used in this study, as well as

determining the appropriate value of the starting threshold and threshold

increment, the technique was first applied to the eight on-line phantom images

described in Table 3. Correlation was per{or:ned for all four object locations and

threshold levels started at a gray scale level ol. 2'1,5 with increments of 5 gray

scales. For both the ring and disþ unsmoothed object templates were used in the

correlation. The results of the thresholding procedure are presented in Table 5.

For each object type and image acquisition the number of clusters as a function

of threshold is presented. Where '-' appears for the number of clusters this

indicates that this figure couldn't be determined. In this situation the threshold

level was below the background correlation values so that the majoriy of pixels

were not removed by the threshold level, resulting in a large singular cluster

which constituted almost all of the conelation space.
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hold
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m
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-/4
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50/ 4

t/1,

128

?1t0

1,/1

1,/1

Table 5: Number of clusters as a function of threshold for the ring and disk for

the eight phantom images used in the study. The notation DllRl and D2/R2

indicates the number of clusters for ring 1./disk 1 and nng2/ disk 2 respectively.
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Because the automatic thresholding algorithm required at lea'st two increases

in the threshold level of the correlation results, the starting threshold could not

be greater than 245 (maximum gray level = 255). For this reason a threshold level

of.?Al0 was set as the initial threshold level in the automatic threshold algorithm.

An increment size of 5 gray levels was also found to be sufficiently sensitive for

this task

Figure 6 shows the results of applying the automatic thresholding algorithm

to the correlation results presented in Figure 5. The conelation peak is clearly

distinguished from background correlation inforrration. The starting threshold

increment values used in this study were V!!0 and 5 #ay scales respectively.

Using the automatic thresholding routine, corelation was per{onned for all

eight phantom images for the ring and disk at locations Rl, R2, Dl., and D2

respectively. A search area of !28 x 128 pixels and a template of.1.6 x 16 pixels

was also used. The search area was placed over the center of each object and

comelatiorL followed by the automatic thresholding algorithm was perfor:ned.

For each location, object, and image, the correlation algorithm successfuIly

located the co-ordinates of the center of the object being searched for.
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Figure 6: Correlation space after applyiog th" automatic thresholding routine to

the data shown in Figure 5:. The starting threshold and threshold increment

levels were 2Ll0 artd 5 respectively.
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5. Application Of Cross Correlation To a Graticule

Verification of treatment accuracy involves the determination of the exact

location of the radiation beam with respect to the patient. It has been proposed

[17] that a graticule could be used to achieve this goal. This device consists of a

number of equally spaced highly attenuating metallic rods, t¡pically tungsterç

which are aranged in a cross-hair configuration in a supporting structure that is

placed in a shadow tray slot on the therapy treatnrent machine. The rods are

angled so that they follow the divergence of the radiation beam in order to

increase the image contrast and preventblurring.

The appearance of the graticule on a portal image is of a number of equally

spaced dark spots ananged in a grid pattern. Figures 7 (a) and (b) show a

computer generated graticule and that was superimposed on the 6MV, 128 frame

average phantom portal image described in Section 3.1. The two images show

the two sizes of tungsten rods that are available through a commercial

manufacturer of these devicesl. The specifications for each graticule are outlined

in appendixtV.

A graticule has several advantageous features. Firstly, a rapid deter:nination

of the position of the beam relative to the reference frame of the detector can be

made. Secondly, a rapid comparison of simulator and portal images can be made

regardless of magnification. While finally it acts a reference frame for anatomical

features in both simulator and portal images.

lMick Radio Nuclear, Brrcnx, NY
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Figure 7 (a): Radiological phantom acquired at 6 MV and averaged over 128

video frames with the computer generated graticule superimposed over the

image. The graticule contains the small tungsten rod configuration.

Figure 7(b): Radiological phantom acquired at 6 MV and averaged over 128

video frames with the computer generated graticule superimposed over the

image. The graticule contains the large tungsten rod configuration.
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Figure 7(c) shows a diagrammatic representation of the graticule co-ordinates

superimposed onto those of the detector. Rotations will be identified by the
angles between the major axes of the two reference frames (sv and g¡) while
translations will show uP as a shift in the origin of the graticule in relation to
that of the detector. When the beam and detector are aligned the center of the
Detector and graticule will be equal. Determining the rotation and translation of
the detector has in the past involved the manually locating the position of the
graticule in the image which is not only time consuming and labor intensive but
also can be inaccurate. A solution to this problem was found by applying the

corelation techniques developed in Sections 3.1 and 4.1 to first identify grid
Iocations of the graticule and then to deter:nine the equation of the line that
passed through the horizontal and vertical axes of the graticule.

ñ

Detector Co-ordinates
\ \J

0.,,

Figure 7(c): Supelposition of graticule co-ordinates onto the co-ordinates of the

detector.

, / +- Graticule Co-ordinates

íq

The technique employed to detennine the location of the graticule was an

extension of the principles used in locating individual objects within the portal
images discussed in Sections 3.1. and 4.1. As a first step, four regions of interest
were defined over the portal image, the first two covered graticule points which

21.6
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\\
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defined the vertical axis while the second two covered points wlddr defined the

horizontal axis. The location of the graticule was considered relatively fixed with

the respect to the reference frame of the detector face of the portal imager. A shift

of 0.80 cm was detected when the gantryr of the accelerator was rotated from 1.80

to 270 degrees while shifts along the axis of the portal imager were less than 1.0

cm. For this reason, the locations of two vertical regions of interest were fixed

and located slightly superior and inferior to the central point of the portal image.

Similarly, the horizontal regions were located to the left and right of the central

point of the portal image. Figure 8 shows the position of the four regions used to

detect the axes of the graticule. Regions Hl and H2 represent the positions of the

two horizontal regions while regions Vl and V2 show the positions of the

vertical regions used to detect points along the vertical axis of the graticule.

Although the regions did not include every graticule point, it was felt that the

number of points located within these regions would be sufficient to produce

and accurate estimate of the graticule ¿xes. The result of which was a trade off

between the robustness of the algorithm and it's speed of use.

The second step in the procedure was to apply the cross correlation algorithm

firstly to the two vertical regions, V1 and Y2, and then to the horizontal regions,

Hl and H2. A dig¡ízed, unsmoothed disk image template, and starting

threshold and threshold increment values of.7A!0 and 5 respectively were used.
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Figure 8: Regions used to detect the locations of the horizontal and vertical axis

of the graticule. Regions Hl and H2 define the horizontal regions while regions

Vl and V2 define the vertical ones.

To detennine the equation of the line connecting graticule points, graticule

points identified in the vertical direction were passed to a least squ¿ues

algorithm [31] which calculated the line of best fit as well as the 7¡;2 of the fit.

After calculating the line of best fit, the ratio, X2/N was calculated where N is

the number of degrees of freedom used to detennine the line of best fit ( N =
number of data points - 1). When the value of this ratio exceed one the data was

considered to contain a false positive co-ordinate. When this situation occurred

the nonnal distance from each point to the line was calculated and the point

whose distance was the greatest was removed from the data set. The equation of

the line passing through the reduced data set was then recalculated using the

same least squares algorithm. This procedure was then repeated for the co-

ordinates identified in the horizontal direction.
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6. Graticule Results

6.1 Synthetic Graticule

To evaluate the graticule algorithm, artificial graticules simulating the two

tungsten rod sizes quoted by the manufacturer (see Appendix IV) were

synthetically superimposed by computer onto the 8 online portal images

described in section 3.1. For each axis of the graticule, there were a maximum of

1.0 rods that could be identified by the algorithm.

Tables 6 and 7 show the results for the two rod sizes as a function of the

number of video frames averaged for 6 and 23 MV photon energies. The results

presented in these tables present data for the situation that occurs when a false

positive graticule point is included in the linear regression algorithm. If the false

positive point is not removed, the slope of the line passing through the data

points will be modified due to the location of the false positive point. The reason

for the low detection rate for the small graticule resulted from the fact that there

were so few pixels (34) that could be used to identify the graticule rods in the

portal image. This problem was reduced when the algorithm was applied to the

graticule image generated using the large tungsten rods.
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Horizontal

6MV

23 MV

Vertical

points missed

6MV

points missed

x2lN

Table 6: Number of graticule rods located for the 8 phantom images used in the

study as well as the X2lw value of the line of best fit for the small graticule rods.
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0.0
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4

4
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0.2
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5

Table 7: Number of graticule rods located for the 8 phantom images used in the

study as well as the X2/N value of the line of best fit for the large graticule rods.
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When the 127¡¡ threshold limit is added to the graticule routine, the false

positive point is removed and the recalculated 7a2/N value is below the

threshold level of 1.0. Tables 8 and 9 show the parameters determined by the

graticule routine. These include: the angle between the horizontal axis of the

detector face and graticule (gh, i.e. the difference between the measured and

true horizontal axis), the angle between the vertical axis of the detector face and

the graticule (qv i.e. the difference between the measured and tme vertical axis),

the horizontal (Âx) and vertical (ly) pixel differences between the origin of the

gtaticule's axes as measured from the algorithm and that detennined manually,

the average pixel shift in the center of gravity (COG) of the graticule points in

the x (lxrog) and y (^ycog) directions as measured from the trr¡e COG

coordinates as well as the standard deviations of these values (SD^x, SDÂy

respectively), and finally the calculated 12¡¡¡ value. The center of gravity of

each correlation peak was calculated by treating the pixel co-ordinates of each

Peak equal to it's x and y co-ordinates while the gray scale of each pixel was

considered equal to the weight of the pixel. Tables 7 and 8 show the accuracy of

the algorithm is wittìin 1 pixel when the criterion that the 12lN does not exceed

1.0 is induded in the algorithm
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Table 8: Parameters deter:nined for the small object graticule at 6 and 23 MV

photon energies.
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Table 9: Parameters detennined for the large object graticule f.or 6 and 23 MV

photon energies.
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6.2 Simulator Graticule

As well as determining the location of photon beam with respect to the

reference frame of the portal imager, the location of the photon beam during

treatment simulation will atso be required if a sim/port t5pe comparison is to be

perforured. For this reason two images of a radiological head and pelvis

phantom were obtained using a Therasim 750'" simulator. The anterior to

posterior thicl,:ness of the head and pelvic phantoms where 13 cm and 19 crrt

respectively. For the present study, images were acquired using a modified

version of the on-line pofral imaging system described in Chapter 1. A graticule

which consisted of a grid of 2.5 mm stainless steel ball bearings whose spacing

was 6 and 72 mm along both ¿ìxes was placed in the shadow tray of the

simulator so the source to graticule distance was 58 cm. Each phantom was

positioned so that the anterior surface of the phantom was at the isocenter of the

simulator. The phantom was supported by the detector so the posterior sur{ace

of the phantom touched the phosphor screen of the detector. For the head, 65 kV

photons were used while for the pelvis, 80 kV photons were used to obtain

elposures of each phantom. The fietd of view was 23x78 cm2 at the detector

face. Figures 9 and 10 show the images acquired for both phantoms using the

experimental apparatus described. Each image was obtained by aveng¡ng ?.56

video frames.

The results of applying the graticule algorithm to the pelvic and head images

are shown in Tables 10 and 11. The accuracy of the results presented in these two

tables depends upon the location of the four regions used to deter:nine the

location of points along the horizontal and vertical axes. It was initially found

that when any one of these regions contained the wires used to mark the outer
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field edge, numerous false positive graticule locations were detec{ed, causing the

detection algorithm to perfonn poorly. This problem was solved when the four

regions of interest were removed from areas of the image where the wires were

located. The wires marking the field center did not cause a problem when

detenrtining the location of the gtaticule. A missed graticule point occumed

when the graticule point was located over a region of the image where

significant anatomical information existed. When this occuned the shape of the

point was distorted by the underlying structure and was no longer circular when

imaged using the on-line system mentioned above.

Figure 9: Lateral view of the radiological head phantom acquired using 65 kV

photons and averagingZíívideo frames. The image has been rotated through 90

degrees for display pu{poses.
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Figure 10: Anterior-Posterior view of pelvic phantom acquired using 80 kV

photons and averagrng ?"56 video frames. The MFIE contrast enhancement

algorithm has been applied to improve the contrast of the image.
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Table 1.0: Parameters of the graticule superimposed upon the head phantom

image of Figure 8.
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Table 1.1.: Parameters of the graticule superimposed upon the pelvis phantom

image of Figure 9.
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7. Conclusion

The need for accurate verification of radiotherapy treatment procedures has

arisen from the need to reduce treatment errors. Although several authors [1.3,

1,8,271have published techniques that will per{ofln computerized alignment of

either portal and simulator or portal and portal images, these programs still

require significant manual input to detennine the location of either anatomical

or artificial landmarks that can be used to perfonn image regiskation. The

curent work is an investigation of the application of correlation as a technique

that can be used to automatically identify either artificial landmarks or the

Iocation of a graticule that appear on on-line portal image.

The proposed method exhibits a number of advantages compared to the

registration technique using portal images and cross correlation reported by

Jones et. al. [26]. These are: the ability to detect within plane rotations, the use of

a high contrast template, and the ability to detennine systematic treatrnent setup

errors by perfor:ning sim/port and port/port registration. The problem of out of

plane rotations has not yetbeen dealt with.

Considering the poor image quality of on-line portal images, reflected in the

small differences between the maximum and minimum values of co¡relatiorç the

correlation algorithm was very successful. For the two objects tested, the location

of the ring and disk was successfully detennined for all 8 phantom images. This

success was also geatly facilitated by the automatic thresholding atgorithm

described in section 4.'1.. ft should also be noted that the use of the automatic

thresholding algorithm assumes that a correlation peak exists within the
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correlation sPace it is searching. If this is not true then a false positive location of
the object can result.

The choice of materials used in this study is also significant. Ideally the most

radio oPaque material available should be used to ensure the maximum contrast

of the object in the portal image. The choice of tungsten suited this purpose as it's

linear attenuation co-efficient is sþificantly greater than that of lead or

aluminum at megavoltage energies. Materials whose linear attenuation

coefficient were less than that of tungsten resulted in a lower contrast value for

the object, reducing the efficacy of the conelation algorithm. To achieve the

equivalent contrast a large and bulþ object would be required when is often

impractical in a dinical setting.

The application of corelation to determine the location of a synthetic graticule

also proved to be successful. For the small rod graticule, the graticule routine

was successful but the number of identified points was low. The small graticule

study also showed how the identification of a false graticule point can effect the

determination of the axis of the graticule. These problems were reduced

however, when correlation was perfor:ned using the large rod graticule.

It is erpected that an actual graticule when imaged at therapeutic energies

would not be significantly different than those shown in this chapter. Spatial

distortions resulting from the video camera system of the on-line portat imager

have been measured as being no greater than 4 pixels in the x and y directions. If
regions are chosen so they are close to the center of the beam, these distortions

would have a negligible effect upon the graticule finding algorithm.
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It is hoped that the work described in this and other chapters irill b".o*e part

of an integrated package of image processing tools for quality control in

radiotherapy treatments.
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The application of Fourier domain techniques in on-Iin" poriA imaging has

been discussed in detail. Examples of spatial domain and Fourier domain image

processing techniques have been given.

The goal of this thesis was to investigate the application of Fourier domain

techniques to on-line portal imaging. Three broad areas of research were

investigated. These were: the use of Fourier domain matched filtering to remove

artifacts produced in portal images enhanced using the adaptive contrast

enhancement algorithm, moving histogram equalizalton (MI{E); the evaluation

of the efficacy of Fourier and non-Fourier domain filtering techniques by

comparing their perfonnance to an original portal image using receiver

operating characteristics (ROC) analysis; and finally the evaluation of image

conelation as an automatic registration tedrnique in on-Iine portat imaging.

The first area of research showed that artifacts produced by the contrast

enhancement algorithm, MFIE could be reduced by applying matched Fourier

domain filtering techniques. It was shown that the artifact was a result of the

interpolation procedure of the MFIE algorithm. The artifact removal technique

involved identifying the interpolation artifact, calculating the Fourier transfonn

of the artifact, generating a matched Fourier domain filter from the inverse of the

Power spectrum of the artifact and applying the filter as a two dimensional

phase-less Fourier domain filter. The artifact removal algorithm was

implemented on a range of clinical images, and was shown to be effective at

reducing the peak-to-peak value of the original artifact to about 60 % of it's

original value.
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The efficacy of both spatial and Fourier domain image processing techniques

have been evaluated using ROC analysis. The study involved asking an obsen¡er

to detect the presence or absence of a small circular object at three locations in an

on-line portal image of a radiological phantom. By defining the region of interest

over which the observer was to detect the presence of the object, a forced

alternative ROC test was conducted. For a total of 23 observers and 70 images,

the results showed that two distinct groups of observers can be identified. The

greatest improvement in the detection of cold markels was achieved by the first

group (group A & B) when compared to performance of the second (groups C &

D) for all filtering techniques. Marginal improvement in detectability as a

function of image processing technique was achieved for the first group but for

the second group the effect was much more noticeable. For both groups, the

MI{E contrast enhancement algorithm and the unsharp mask algorithm

per{ormed the best. The question as to whether experience in viewing portal

images is the main cause of the difference between the two groups remains

unanswered and is part of the ongoing research at the Manitoba Cancer

Foundation.

Finally, the use of conelation as a first step towards automatic image

registration in online portal imaging has also been investigated. Rotationally

synmetric artifact landmarks were constructed from a tungsten alloy and were

shown to be detectable for a range of on-line portal imaging conditions. The

thiclcress of the artificial objects (2mm) used in this study were found to be at

the lower limit of detectability when imaged at megavoltage energies. Because of

this, the application of this algorithm to detect objects whose contrast was less

than the objects used in this study is limited. Thicker objects were considered but

were found unacceptable by the clinical staff of the Manitoba Cancer
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Foundation. The ability of the correlation algorithm to detect tfre mre location of

the object was partially due to the automatic thesholding algorithm mentioned

in Chapter 7. The algorithm has also been shown to be effective in detecting the

location of the horizontal and vertical axes of a graticule.
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Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) Calculations For Processing

Iechniques Used in the ROC Study
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the technique used to rank the

four image processing tedrniques used in the ROC study described in Chapter 5.

The technique involved processing an image of a high contrast resolution

phantom acquired on the on-line portal imager attached to the Siemens I(Dz

linear accelerator installed at the Manitoba Cancer Treatnent and Research

Foundation (MCTRF) and measuring the contrast at four spatial frequencies.

These values were then plotted as a function of their spatial frequency. Filters

were then ranked according to their contrast (MTF) at 1..0 line pair per ûrm

(lplmm).

2. Resolution Phantom

The resolution phantom used in this study consisted of a number of lead

blocks separated by Plexiglas spacers whose dimensions were equal to those of

the lead block Different spatial frequencies were obtained by varying the width

of the plexiglas-lead block combination. Each plexiglas-lead-plexiglas block

combination constituted a single line pair. The number of line pairs per mm was

varied by varying the thidcness of the lead blocks and plexiglass.

An on-line portal image of the resolution phantom was acquired using the

portal imager mounted on the Siemens I(I,-2 finear accelerator using a 6lvfV

photon beam. The number of line pairs per mm was calculated by placing a ruler

on the detector face, measuring the pixel size in the horizontal direction, and

calculating the ratio of the number of pixels in L line pair (using image display

software) by the pixel size.
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Figure L shows the image obtained from the on-line portal imager while

Figure 2 is a profile through the image presented in Figure 1. Figure 2 also

shows the number of line pairs per mm for each section of the phantom profile.

Figure 1.: On-line portal image of the resolution phantom acquired at 6 MV using

the on-line portal imager attached to the Siemens I(I,-2 linear accelerator

installed at the MCTRF.
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Figure 2: Transverse profile through the resolution phantom shown in Figure 1.

The number of lplmm ¿ue also shown in this figure.
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3. Processing Employed

To deter:nine the contrast response of each of the four filters used in the ROC

study, the on-line image of the resolution phantom was processed using the four

processing techniques discussed in Chapter 5. After processing, the contrast at

the four frequencies shown in Figure 2 was calculated by finding the relative

maximum and minimum of the line pair modulations at that frequency. Contrast

was then calculated by applying Equation (1) to these values.

Contrast:

Figure 3 shows the profiles obtained when the resolution phantom is

processed with the four algorithms described in Chapter 4.

(mærimum - minimum )
(mærimum + minimum )

(1)
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Figure 3: Profiles of the resolution phantom shown in Figure 1 after processing

using the 4 image processing algorithms described in Chapter 5. (a) Profile after

applymg MHE. (b) Profile after appl)ãng the OPI kernel. (c) Profile after

applylng the Gaussian smoothing kernel. (d) Profile after aPPlying the Wiener

filter. (e) Original profile.
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4. Contrast Versus FrequencY

Figure 5 is a plot of contrast versus frequency for the four image processing

techniques evaluated. The MI{E algorithm was by far the most efficient at

improving the contrast of the resolution phantom while the smoothing algorithm

was the least efficient. As the spatial frequenry of the phantom increases the

contrast responses for the four filtering tedrniques converge indicating the

maximum resolution of the on-line system has been reactred.

The ordering of the four filters was based on the contrast that the filter

produced at a spatial frequency of 1..0 line pair per mm. On this basis the

ranking from best to worst contrast was; MFIE, OPI, Wiener, Original and

Smoothed.
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Technical lnfonnation for the Program ROC.C
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l.Introduction

The program ROC.C perfor:ns a forced alternative Receiver Operating

Characteristic (ROC) test. The program is outlined in the flow diagram attached.

The points of interest of the program are as follows;

1.1 Objects Used in the Study

The program is designed to test for the presence or absence of an object

located somewhere within the portal image. To ensure that the test co-ordinator

has full control over the locatiorç size and the contrast of the object, a separate

progr¿rm, BB_INJ.C was written to artificially inseminate a number of objects in

the image of varying levels of contrast, as defined by the user. The test

administrator can also define the object to be inseminated into the portal image.

For further infor:natiorç see the documentation that accompanies the code

BB_rNJ.C.

l.2Images Used in the Study

All images used in the study must be in the same forrrat as those used by

hugiog Technology (woburn, MA) image processor boards (either the

PCVision + or Series 151 Image Processor). T¡pically the fonnat is 512x48ûx8 bit

pixel image files (for more infor:nation refer to the ITEX reference manuals).

To evaluate a specific processing technique, an image must be processed using

that technique. As of November 1997, the program ROC.C allowed only five (5)

different filtering techniques to be evaluated at once. Different processing

techniques are denoted by a number ranging from 1, to 5, denoting the five (5)

processing techniques that are currently allowed.
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1.3 Observers

The progam allows for four (4) obsen¡er categories. The categories are

defined below:

- Physicist

- Student

- Teclr

- Doctor

At the initiation of the program, the obsen¡er is asked to enter the category

he/she belongs to. If one of the four categories above is not entered, then the

anaþis program, ROC_ANL.C will not use these ROC responses.

1.4 Number of Locations Tested

The observer is asked to test for the presence or absence of the object in three

(3) separate locations within each image. The presence or absence of the object is

defined by P (object present) or A (object absent) in the data file ROC.LST for

each of the three locations.

1.5 Responses /Truth Table

The program allows the observer five (5) possible responses to account for the

degree of certantly that the object is present or obsent, defined below:

1. Definitely Present

2. Probably Present

3. Possibly Present

4. Probably Absent

5. Definitely Absent
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A false/true positive or negative response is deter:rrined by checfcing the A or P

value for each object location. This procedure is defined as refer:ring to the object

truth table. The truth table being the A or P value for each location in each image

stored in the file ROC.LST.

2. Data Files Used by ROC.C

2.1ROC.LST

The first data file used by the program ROC.C is named ROC.LST. The file

contains the directory where the image files exist, the number of images used in

the study, the X & Y co-ordinates of the ROI's where an object's presence is to be

tested, and the names of the image files used in the study.

The strtrcture of the data file ROC.LST is as follows;

Line 1:

Line 2:

Line 3:

Directory where images to be used in the study exist.

Line 4:

Total number of images used in the study(including test images).

Number of images to be used as test images to enable the obsen¡er

to become familiar with the ROC testing for:nat.

The X & Y co-ordinates of ROI's 1,2, 8.3 where an objects presence

is to be tested.

Line 5, 6, .. -

E.O.F: Filename of the image to be processed,P / A character indicating

the presence or absence of the object in ROI's 7, Z & 3, number

ranging from 1 to 5 indicating image group.
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As an example, consider the first five lines of the data file ROC.LST, listed below

c \usr\þm \ images \rocim \
70

2

344 126 324 23s 208 782

6c'l.6aeo P A A 1

7c64b APAz

Line 1 lists the directory where the image files used in the study are stored.

The second line contains the number of images used in the study. The third line

Iists the number of images to be used as demonstration images, two (2) in this

example. The first two images in this example will not have their ROC responses

recorded. Line 2 shows that 70 images are to be used in the study. The fourth

line contains the X and Y co-ordinates of the three regions of interest, listed

sequentially so that the first two numbers refer to the X & Y values of the first

regiorç the third and fourth are the X & Y co-ordinates of the second region etc.

Lines 5 and 6 list the filename of the image, the Presence or Absence of the object

in the three regions, and finally the filtering tlpe (value of 1. - 5) applied to the

image.
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3. Data Files Generated by ROC.C

Two text files are created by the program ROC.C. The first, labelled

NAME.DAT, where NAME refers to the name of the observer undertaking the

test, while the second, labeled ROC_TOTS.DAT is the cumulative results of all

observers who have undertaken the ROC test.

The first file (NAME.DAT) contains the keyboard responses of the observer

for each object and image. A break down of the True Positive (TP) and False

Positive (FP) responses for each filter type is also given in the data file. The

typical structure of the data file NAME.DAT is as follows;
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OUTPUT FROM FILE: KIARAN.DAT

ROC Evaluation Test

Observe¡ = kiaran

Observer Group

sludent

Time of lnitiating test = Tue Dec 24lO:24;5L lggL
Im No. Im Grp TTable

2tP4
2tAz
2tAz
32P1
32A4
32A4
43P3
43A0
43A4
54P3
54A2

Resp Sg 1

I
1

1

I
1

1

1

1

1

I
1

Retiug Selc Rcspoæ DstA gMp = I

Rcæoæ

sg2
11
1r
11
11
11
11
11
t1
11
11
11

dcfisitdypßetrt

prcb.bly præst

po6rúEyF@¡t

probably rbeat

ddbitcly rbrar

Sg 3 Filename

6c16aeo

6c16aeo

6c16aeo

6c16aemw

6cl6aemw

6c16aemw

6c16eew

6cl6aew

6c16aew

6cI6a

6c16a

0

1

0

0

I

Rlthg Sotc Rcpøæ Dst¡, 8þûp = 3

Rcspoæ

1

0

a

1

0

dcfaitely pææat

probablyptøt

pøsiHyFøt
probsbly !b6@t

dc6nitcly rbccat

Rating Selc Rcspoæ Dsþ, grcvp - Z

RcÆp@e

0

0

L

I
0

dcû¡itdyp¡Eat

pdebsbly p¡e¡r
pGsiHy F@Ãt
ptórbly rbccot

ddiaitcly abscat

1

I
0

I
I

0

2

0

0

0

Rathg Solc Rapørc lht , grcEp E 4

Rcspøæ

1

0

I

I
0

dc6rútcly pæ-m

prcbsblyptw¡r

po66iuy Fæst
probrbly abecnt

dcûaitcly rbut
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I
0

1

I

I
I
0



Retirg Sølc Rapoæ Drt4 g¡oup . 5

Rcspoqæ

dc6Ãitdy pÉqt
prcbably præot

pcsiHyF@t

probebly rbecat

ddiaitcly rbæat

I

I
0

0

0

NOTES:

Im No. Image Number, numerical rcpresentation of image filename

h Grp Image Group, image processing technique applied to the image

T Table Truth Table, Identifies if the object is present or abent

Resp Response, Observerc ROC response

Sg I Subgroup 1 = Contrastlevelof object

Sg,2 Subgroup 2 = Signal to Noise Ratio of image

Sg 3 Subgncup 3 = Image Processing technique employed

Filename Filename of the image to be read fn¡m disk

Vølues of Sg7, 2, 3, are entercd by the user into the rfatu ÍìIe ROC,LST

I
a

I
0

0

The second data file generated by this program (ROC_TOTS.DAT) contains

the cumulative results of all obsen¡ers who have undertaken the ROC test. The

results are wdtten to the data file in tabular fonr¡ where the TP & FP responses

for each filter type used in the study make up the columns of the table and the

ROC resPonse levels make up the rows. For a single observer, the data fiIe

ROC_TOTS.DAT would be;
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kiaran

physicist

Resp.
I-evel

T

2
3
4
5

t2345
PAPAPAPAPA
01LL111011
100110112t
2320210332
122t222213
11t2431110

Group

4. Evaluation of program ROC.C

A full evaluation of the program ROC.C has been carried out. The evaluation

Procedure showed that the program has performed to the specifications

required. The tests and results are written up in the notebook labelled:

BOOK # 2: TFIESIS RESEARCH

The tests involved:

- using a random number generator to enter responses for the Roc

Program.

- Manually recording the ROC choices entered for a number of images

and calculating the TP & FP values for an five (s) filter t}pes.

Both tests showed that the program was working and produced correct results.
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5. Source Code & Backup

All source code and data files are backed up on the backup disk Iabeled

BACKUP DISK # 5

Source Code and data files are also stored on computer F under the directory

C:\USR\KPM\ROC

Headq Files used:

<function-h> Header file containing function definitions

<variabls.h> Variable header file

<arrays.h> Anay dimensioning header file

Compíling:

The batch file M.BAT compiles the source code.

The commands required to compile the source code without this file are

cl / AL lWI lFPi /c g*.c > $*.cer

Microsoft c compiler version b.L was used to build the program
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Linking

If the batch file m.bat is used to compile the source code, the linking will be done
automatically. Otherwise type the foltowing command, "

Iink roc.obj atl 151I itxlsOml cfg150ml llibce /sr:18048 /NoD /NoE

Libraries Linked to

atl.lib

1sll.lib

ib(l50ml.lib

cfglS0ml.lib

llibce.lib

Batch Files

m.bat Batch fiIe that compiles and lintcs the source code into an

executable program.

Computer Platform

IBM 80386 Host computer and series lsl Image processor

with 102áx10Vt prxel frame buffers.

or

IBM 80386 Host computer and pc vision + Image processor

board.
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Enter: Observer Nome
Observer Group

lnlllollse l5l lmoge Procesor

Wdle Text Heoder lo Flle NAME,DAT

Number õf lest lmoges. X & Y

Open Dolo Flle ROC.LST

Dlsploy Reglon of lnterest Over Areo of lmoge
Udng Routlne ROI_POSITION_INDICATORQ

Dlsploy ROC Optlons Menu & Record Results
By Colllng lhe Routlne ROC_DATA_ENTRY_MENU0

ln
of

itudy,
ROt

Record ObserverS ROC Reçonse

Prlnt ROC Rest¡lts to Flle NAME.DAT by Cqlllng
lhe Roullne PRINT_ROC_RESULTS_TO_FILE0

Colculqte Cummulotlve ROC resulfs for eoch lmoge
ond Wrlte Results lo Flle ROC TOTS.DAT

By Colllng Rouilne WRITE_GROUPED ROC TODISKQ
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Technical Infonnation for the Program ROC_ANL.C

Appendix III



1. Introduction

The C Program ROC_ANL.C is used to analyze the results generated by the

Program ROC.C. The outline of the program is described in the flow diagram

attached. Points of interest are as follows.

1.1 Outline of the program

The program opens the data file ROC_TOTS.DAT and reads in the individual

observers ROC responses. Individual observerc responses are pooled based on

the observer group and ROC cuwes based on observer group as well as a total

ROC curve for each processing technique are calculated. Individual as well as

total RoC curues are displayed in VGA mode using the graphiC plotting

routines. Hard copies of each curye can be obtained by pressing the space bar

when the curve is being displayed and choosing one of the options from the

menu. The area under each ROC curve is generated and written to the data file

ROC-TOTS.AZ. Once individual as well as the combined ROC curyes have been

calculated, the program is terminated and the operator is returned to the DOS

prompt.

2. Data Files Used By The Program

The data file ROC_TOTS.DAT is the only data file used by the program.

ROC-TOTS.DAT is generated by the program ROC.C and contains the ROC

resPonses for all obsen¡ers who have undertaken the ROC test. For further

infonnation on this file see the documentation accompanying the program

ROC.C
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3. Data Files Generated By The ROC_ANL.C

The data file ROC_TOTS.AZ is the only data file generated by this program.

The file contains the areas under the ROC culves for all five (5) processing

techniques for all four observer groups. ROC areas for the five (5) processing

techniques obtained by pooling individual obsen¡er groups are also printed to

this file. The file is a standard ASCtr data file and is found under the same

directory as the source code for this program.

Also included in this file are standard deviations of the pooled Az values for

the pooled observer groups. The standard deviation values are the standard

deviation of the individual Az values about the pooled value.

4. Evaluation of program

The program was evaluated and tested before it was released as a working

package. The documentation of all tests that were carried out can be found in the

lab book labeled;

BOOK #2: TFIESIS RESEARCH

5. Source Code and Backup

All source code can be found under the directory c\usr\þm\roc on

computer F.

A backup of all source code as well as accompanying documentation can be

found on the badsup disþ BACKUP DISK #S.

The batch file BU.BAT performs the bacl,up procedure.
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Headq Files

Mcrosoft C standard header files are used in the program as well as three

specific header files generated by Kiaran McGee. The three header files are:

<function.h> Header file stored under the directory c:\usr\þm\fourier

that contains a list of functions written for the 2DFFT program

and other utility programs.

<variabls.h> Header file stored under the directory c:\usr\þm\fourier that

contains the global variables used in this program.

<arrays.h> Header file that contains the dedaration statements for the

global arrays used in the program.

Compiling

The batch file PM.BAT compiles the source code.

The commands required compile the code without this file are:

cl /AL lWt lFPi /c $*.c

roc_anl.obj : roc_anl.c

ldplots.obj : l.dplots.c

Microsoft C compiler version 5.1. was used to built this program.

Linking
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The batch file PM.BAT perfonns the linking operation also. The cämmands

required to link the object code into an executable are:

link roc_anl 1 dplots / ST :2?Ã48, roc_anl.exe, þigmode.lib

Mcrosoft C linker version 5.1 was use to link this program.

Libraries LinkedTo:

BIGMODE.LIB

BatchFiles

Large memory model of graphiC plotting routines. This

library can be found on the network drive as well as on a

separate baclcup disk See the network manager for

further details.

PM.BAT

BU.BAT

Computer Platform

Cgmpiles and links the source code into an executable one.

Backs up source code and documentation onto the disk

BACKUP DISK #5

IBM 80386 host computer and Series 1.51. Image Processor

(Imaging Technology).
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Stort progrom by typing ROC ANL"

colc ulote Ro_c^c_u_rves oy co@
cALC -ROCS_FOR OBSERVERSO

Open the doto fite ROC TOTS*DAT

Colculote the ROC
by colling routine

colculote lndividuql Az volues ond stondord
Deviotions, Print Results in Doto Fite Roc toÍs.Àz

Plot individuol group Bqç c_uryes oy colting ffre
routine ROC_PLOT0

curves lor 4 observer groups
ROCS_FO R_A LL_G RO tl PSO

colculote the oreo under eoch Roc curve ond
write it to the doto file ROC TOTS.AZ

Plot overqll ROC curve for eoch filter
combining oll observer groups

Colculote the oreo under eqch
write the result fo The doto file

C:\USR\KPM\ROC\DOCUM\ROC_ANLCDR

ROC curve ond
ROC TOTS,AZ
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Mathematical Calculations for a Synthetic Graticule
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1. Aim

The aim of this appendix is to provide a brief mathematical derivation

required to generate a s¡mthetic graticule.

A manufacturerl of graticules was contacted to obtain specifications for a

commercial graticule device for the lA-22 ünear accelerator installed within our

center. Table 1 lists the specifications given by the manufacturer for a

commercially manufactured graticule.

Diameter of Tungsten Rods of Graticule Tray

Rod Thiclcness - 1

Spacine at Isocenter of Accelerator

Table L: Technical infor:nation for the graticule device

Rod Thid<ness - 2

Inches

4/100

8/100

lMick Radio-Nuclear Instruments Inc Bronx, NY

2siemens Medical laboritories, Concord, CA

mm

3/8

1.016

'r./ 2.s4

2.032

9.s3

10
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2. Calculations

2.7 Díømeter of Grøtícule Rods on the On-Líne Imager øt the Detector Føce

If we assume that the graticule is placed 50 cm from the source of the linear

accelerator and the source-on-line detector distance is L40cur, then the

magnification of the graticule rods on the detector face will be;

MAGNIFICATION = 1.40/s0

= 2.8

Thus the diameter of the graticule rods will be

Rod 1

Rod 2

2.8 x 1.02 mm =

2,2 Separøtíon of Grøtícule Roils on Detector Face

2.8x2.03 mm =

The manufacturer of commercial graticules has specifed that graticule rods are

seperated by 1.0 cm at the isocenter of the accelerator. Given an isocenter-

detector magnification of 1.4 the graticule rods will be separated by

1,.0x1,.4 = L.4 cm at the detector face

In pixels

X = 14.0 / 0.791= 18 pixels

Y = 14.0 / 0.630= 22pixels

2.86 mm

5.68 mm
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2.3 Grøtícule l?oil Díømeterc ín Terms of Pixets øt the Detector Fhce

Eadr pixel on the detector face was previously calculated as having

dimensions equal to 0.791mm (X direction) x 0.63 mm (Y direction). Thus, the

diameter of the rods in pixels is

ROD 1

X

=2.86/0.79'1,

= 3.62pixels

= 4 Pixels

= 5.86 / 0.791

=7. pixels

= 7 Pixels

ROD 2

2.4 Cølculatíons of Confføst Produced ín Portal Imøges

To calculate the contrast produced by the tungsten rods of the graticule, the

first step was to deter:nine the attenuation of pure tungsten at 6 and 23 lvfr/

photon energies. Using a table of mass attenuation co-efficients3 for 5 metals (Al,

Fe, Sn, Pb, U) as a function of photon €r€rg/r tungsten mass attenuation co-

efficients were obtained by using the mass attenuation co-efficients for Pb and

comecting these values by the ratio of densities of Pb and W. Using this criterion,

the attenuation co-efficients are;

Y

= 2.86/0.630

= 4.5 Pixels

= 5 Pixels

= 5.86 / 0.630

= 9.3 pixels

= 9 Pixels

@6Mv

@23ivÍv

3Principals of Radiation Protection , K Z Morgan & J E Turner, Wiley Publishers New York
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To convert these to linear attenuation co-efficient they must be ndultiplied by the

density of W (pw = 19.3 glw$ ).

Thus the linear attenuation co-efficients are;

@6MeV

For ionizing radiation, the attenuation of an incident photon beam of intensity

Io which passes through a material of thiclcress, x with a linear attenuation co-

efficient, ¡r, is given by the equation;

@ 23 Ìvlev pw = 0.056 x 19.3

= 1.081 cm-1

lrw = 0.04?'x79.3

= 0.811 cm-l

where I is the intensity of the beam at the exit of the material.

Thus for a thid<ness of tungsten of.9.53 mm, the ratio I/Io is given as;

I/Io (6Mv)

I : Ioe-n*

r/Io (23Mv)

o-l,l,X
L'

= 
"-0.811x0.953

= 0.562

(1)

e-Fx

u-l.081x0.953

0.357
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If we define contrast as;

or

Contrast:Io-II"+I

where Io and I are defined in Figure 1. below

I- III
Contrast : - -t-o

l+ IfI.

(2)

Figure 1: Attenuation of incident photon beam

disk

(3)

Tungsten disk

at6Mv

l.

1.0-0.462
Contrast = 

-

7.0+0.462

= 0.368

at 23 Mv 1.0- 0.357
contrast

1.0+ 0.357

= 0.474

as it passes through a tungsten
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3, Sumtnøry of cølculøtíons

Table 2 summarizes the results

presented on steps 2|1. to2.4.

Thicl.cness Tunssten Rods

Separation of Rods at Detector Face

Rod Parametens

Diameter of Rods at Detector Face

ROD 1

of the synthetic graticule calculations

ROD 2

Diameter of Rods at Detector Face in Pixels

ROD 1

ROD 2

mm

Contrast of Rods atDetector Face

2.00

6Mv

't4.0

23lv'[v

Pixels

* Values of contrast are unitless.

2.86

X=1.8

Y =22

Table 2: Summary of graticule calculations

5.68

X=4

Y=5

0.386*

X=7

Y =9

0.474"
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Appendix V

Technical Infonnation for the program CRS_COR.C



1. Introduction

The progtam CRS_CORC is an automated object detection program that

detects the location of a single object as well as the location of a graticule on

portal images. The progtam is outlined in the flow diagram attached. The points

of interest of the program ¿ìre as follows;

1.1 Conelation Template

The correlation template used in the cross correlation algorithm must be 32x

32x8 pixels in size and mustbe in the standard forrnat for ITEX image files. The

file that contains the template image is named COR_FLT.IMG. The file should be

in the same directory as the source code. The actual object in the template image

should not be larger than 16 x 16 pixels and should be centered in the 32 x 32

pixel template image.

1.2Images Used in The Study

All images used in the study must be in the same format as those used by

Imagiog Technology (Woburn, MA) image processor boards (either the

PCVision + or Series 15L Image Processor). Tlpically the format is 512x480x8 bit

pixel image files (for more infor:nation refer to the ITEX reference manuals).
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2.Data Files Used by CRS_COR.C

2.1 CRS COR.LST

The file contains the number of regions to be searched and the x and y co-

ordinates of the upper left hand corner of each region.

The structure of the data file CRS CORLST is as follows;

Line 1: Number of regions to be processed.

Line 2,. - E.O.F:

X and Y cordinates of regions to be processed

2.2 GRT CORD.LST

Data file that contains the the X and Y co-ordinates of the two horizontal and

two vertical search regions that are used to locate graticule points. The file

contains 4lines with each line containing the X and Y (integer) co'odinates of the

upper left hand size of the search region. The file structure is as follows.

Line L:

Line 2:

Line 3:

Line 4:

X co-ord. of first vertical region Y co-ord. of first vertical region

X co-ord of second vertical regionY co-ord of second vertical region

X co-ord. of first hor. region Y co-ord. of first hor. region

X co.ord. of second hor region Y co-ord. of second hor. region

Lines t - 4 are, as of March ?2, t992

Line 1:

Line 2:

Line 3:

Line 4:

n0 48

200 304

772 200

280 n0
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3. Data Files Generated by CRS_COR.C

Three text files are created by the prql'ram CRS_COR.C.

1. CRS_CORDAT : Co ordinates of correlation peaks calculated by the

program CRS_COR.C.

2. VER_GRAT.DAT: Vertical co ordinates of graticule points as well as slope

and gradient of least square linear fit to the data points

3. HOR_GRAT.DAT : Horizontal co ordinates of graticule points as well as

slope and gradient of least squares linear fit to the data

points.

4. Output Data Files

Two ouþut files are created by the program CRS_CORDAT, namely

HOR_GRAT.DAT and VERT_GRAT.DAT. The first data file contains the co-

ordinates and the equation of the line passing through the horizontal axis of the

graticule while the second contains the co-ordinates of the line passing through

the vertical graticule axis. The for:nat of each data file is as follows:

. The first section contains the the co-ordinates of the points detected by

conelation and the location of any outlier points detected by the routine. The

first two values of each line in this section are the upper left and right hand

co-ordinates (XJ) of the thresholded correlation peak in the image. The

second two co-ordinates are the dimensions of the correlation peak (dK dY).

While the last two co-ordinates are the centers of gravity of the correlation

peak (Xcog, Ycog).
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. The second section contains the directory and filename of'the image that

contains the graticule.

. The third section contains the results of perfonning linear regression on the

points located in the first section of the data file. The equation of the line is

taken with respect to the reference frame of the image with the origin of the

image being located at the co-ordinate (?.56, ?tLl0).

. The fourth section contains the angle between the line detennined from the

linear regression analysis and the major axis of the image. For the horizontal

axis of the graticule this is the X axis of the image while for the vertical axis of

the graticule this is the Y axis of the image.

For the horizontal data file the center of the graticule is also printed.

The angle between the axes of the graticule and the image are deterrrined by

referring to Figure L below. Figure 1(a) shows the angle (0v) between the vertical

axis and the Y co-ordinate axis of the image. In this instance the value of a is the

x axis intercept of the graticule vertical axis and the axis of the image and b is the

slope of the vertical axis of the graticule. Figure 1þ) shows the angle (S¡)

between the horizontal axis of the graticule and that of the image. Here a is the

intercept of the horizontal axis of the graticule and image while b is the slope of

the graticule horizontal axis.
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lertical axis of graticule
,/þrrkX=a+bY

Axes of image

Cosô = 7'v
Vt*8

Figure 1(a):

4.1HOR GRAT.DAT

The following lists the output from the data file HOR_GRAT.DAT. The forrnat of
the data file is as listed above.

'7
Y=a+bX

Horizonta! axis of graticule

\_V -'

789 2s9 2 3 189 ?ß0
?22 %9 3 42n%0
2s7 %0 2 2 2s7 ?Á0

2n7 300 2 Z 207 3W
343 ?Á7 2 3 343 2ß7
360 262 2 2 360 262
395 %3 2 ?.395 %3
472 263 2 3 472 263

Cosô = 'l.,
'Il

Vr*ú

WARNING
outlier point detected in data set
x coordinate y coordinate

Figure 1(b):

\ usr\kpm\images \headl.IMG

Linear Regression analysis
equation is of the form Y = intercept + X*slope
slope = 0.017554 sigma = 0.002234 Y axis intercept = ?:ß4.678406 sigma = 0.408362

Angle [degrees] between graticule horizontal axis and horizontal axis of image
theta = 7.552569

chi^2 =0.8567729 = 1.000000

Graticule center
x=297v =?,69
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4.2 VER GRAT.DAT

The following lists the ouþut from the data file VER_GRAT.DAT. The format of
the data file is as listed above.

292 216 2 3 292 277
290 325 3 3 291 325
291 346 2 4 297 347

\ usr\kpm \ images \headl.IMG

Linear Regression analysis

equation is of the form X = intercept + )l*slope
slope = 4.000021 sigma = 0.000021 X axis intertept = 297.007741 sigma = 0.007172

Angle [degrees] between graticule vertical axis and vertical axis of image

theta = 0.000000
Chi"2 = 0.000000 9 = 1.000000

5. Evaluation of program CRS_COR.C

A full evaluation of the program CRS_CORC has been caried out. The tests and

results are written up in the notebook labelled:

6. Source Code & Backup

AII source code and data files are backed up on the backup disk labeled

BACKUP DISK # 6

BOOK # 2: TFIESIS RESEARCH
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Headr Filcs used:

<function.h>

<variabls.h>

<anays.h>

<crs cor.h>

Header file containing function definitions

Variable header file

Array dimensioning header file

<regressn.h> Header file that contains function definitions for the least

squares fit algorithm.

Header file that contains the function definitions used in the

Progïam.

Compiling:

The batch file M.BAT compiles the source code.

The commands required to compile the source code without this file are

cl /AL lwI lF:Pi /c $*.c > $*.cer

Microsoft C compiler version 5.L was used to build the program

Linking

If the batch file m.bat is used to compile the source code, the linking will be done
automatically. Otherwise t¡pe the fottowing commands

Iink crs_cor +
Iin_regr +
usr_roi +
fwd_trns +
comPcon +
translin +
fourl +
3dplot +
atl 1511iüK150ml dg150ml llibce /ST:18048 /NOD /NOE
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Libraríes Línked to

atl.lib

151l.lib

itxlSOml.lib

cfglS0ml.lib

gtaphics

llibce.lib

bigmode

ITEX library

Batch Files

m.bat

Microsoft library

Microsoft library

graphiC plottling library

Cnmputer Platform

Batch file that compiles and links the source code into an

executable program.

IBM 80386 Host Computer and Series 1b1. Image Processor

with 1 024x10V1 pixel frame buffers.
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